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The Mount Jefferson Primitive Area is one of three High Cascade
wilderness areas in Oregon. It is second in size among these, covers
approximately 136 square miles, and with the addition of a large
roadi ess area in Warm Springs Inaian Reservation represents the only
one of these areas in Oregon extending for a considerable distance
on both sides of the crest line.

This study covers approximately 7 weeks of field research, spread
over more than 2 years, into the occurrence, distribution, arid
migration patterns of 35 species of Oregon Cascade mammals, 55 species
of birds, and the occurrence and distribution of 11 species of
amphibians and reptiles. Elevations of habitats examined ranged from
2500 to 9000 feet. The habitats included dense Douglas fir-western
hemlock forest, burn, park, slope, terrace, meadow, bog, stream bed,
ridge, timberline, alpine, talus, and lake communities. Geological,
weather, and vegetational studies contributing to an understanding of
local habitat features were reviewed.

The migration routes followed by several species of large Cascade
mammals have extended beyond the Primitive Area boundaries, and the
wilderness is inadequate to provide sanctuary for these during the
winter months. Medium-sized mammals not migrating for these cLstances
appear to be diminishing in number. Although the original intention
for the wilderness areas included the preservation of habitats for
animal species, current recreational use and the increased timber
cutting now reaching almost to the Primitive Area boundaries .b.ave
caused diminution in numbers of all non-migrant mammals and some birds
except those of the deepest snow zones. Only the small mammals have
not been reduced extensively, and even these, in areas like Jefierson
Park, are experiencing some loss of habitat through recreational use.
Industrial involvement of this and adjacent areas, with compression of
the actual wilderness, has since 1905 caused the extinction of at
least 3 species of large mammals and the near extinction of 1 more
locally.
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A Survey of the Vertebrate Animals of Mount Jefferson, Oregon

I. Introduction

The Mount Jefferson area has been described on the following pages

from several historical and physical points of view. This may have

produced a condition deprecated by Elton (2:3, p. 1+67) when he said, "It

is coimnon...to start from some description of the physical and chemical

environment, develop this theme through a sort of geography towards a

picture of the vegetation types, and finally reach the animals some-

where in the midst of it all." Nevertheless, an understanding of the

structure of the natural conmrnnity depends on such information.

No great hiatus of biological knowledge has been assumed through

the absence of previous research in this particular area, since similar

and more thorough studies made in the High Sierras and elsewhere

(33, 34, 47) have collected basic data on altitudinal distribution of

the fauna, which apply here; on the other hand every large area of this

kind has its on distinctive features.

At all times the work has been directed to finding out what

vertebrate animals are actually present now. Animal presence not

occurring now but which did occur in the immediate past has suggested

several problems not solved by the contemporary wilderness areas.

Only the most general incidence of vertebrate animals exclusive

of fishes, as presence, has been included. Later work may extend to

population studies.



II. History of the area

A. The Indian past

Volcanic eruptions and vent lava flows occurred well within the

memory of Northwest Indian peoples, as attested by their legends of

the activity of such peaks as Wy'east (Mount Hood) and Patoe (Mount

Adams) (53, p. 34). The violent character of the origin of the vol-

canic peaks may have provided deterrent enough against close acquaint-

ance, because apparently all the Indians living in the mountainous

Northwest before its exploration by white men avoided them couletely.

But there were also some Indians who were at home in the relatively

high mountain regions between the major cones. To other Northwest

tribes they were known as mountain Indians (49, p. 23).

flaring the Indian period the Cayuse tribe, a division of

Waiilatpuan stock, inhabited the Blue Mountains of Oregon. Bancroft

considered them the strongest and most graceful of the Northwest

peoples (6, vol. 1, p. 309). For reasons linked to inter-Indian

wars (38, p. 930) possibly at some time soon following the last High

Cascade lava flows, a segment of this tribe separated and moved west

across the Deschutes River. Scouts had apparently learned of the

availability of another high plateau between Mount Hood and Mount

Jefferson; the incipient new tribe camped in the Warm Springs area,

and then began to penetrate into the High Cascades to their west.
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According to Barry (7, p. 56) the Indian population at its

greatest extent within the present State of Oregon comprised eighty

tribes or similar entities from twelve distinct parent language

groups. The tribes occupying the lands almost surrounding the Oregon

Cascades before 1800 belonged to eight of these linguistic stocks.

Distribution of these groups, none of which with the exception of

the Cayuse sub-groups mentioned ever lived in the High Cascades in

Oregon, is shown in Figure 1.

None of these tribes around the Oregon Cascades could claim a

populous territory. In regard to Indian possession of such large

areas of land Winther (83, p. 7) says, "Much of the Pacific North-

west was uninhabited, but not unclaimed and unexplored by native

tribes. Populations..,tended to cluster in villages and to utilize

the territory between villages chiefly for economic purposes." The

boundaries indicated therefore represented only range, not continu-

ous population, a situation making the movement of an entire tribe

through their borders, if desirable, not impossible.

Into the north portion of the unoccupied territory inside this

elongated ring of other kinds of Indians immigrated the Cayuse segment,

soon to become known as the Nolalas. They entered through the open

spaces between the tribes on the east and eventually claimed property

extending from the present Molalla River northeast to Mount Hood,

south to Santiam Pass, and east to the Netolius and Deschutes Rivers--

a wide territory--encircling Mount Jefferson. Very probably, because

of its climate and topography, their land was even more thinly



"populated" than that of their neighbors, the lack of population

pressure from surrounding areas helping to establish them within a

relatively short time.*

Although little is known about the tribal customs of the Nolalas,

the culture of all the Northwest groups has been considered rather

uniform, with the exception of one tpieal variation. A few sources

of information on this subject have been reviewed by Mohling

* Hale, the ethnographer with the Wilkes expedition (80, vol. 6, p. 2l1.4)
wrote, "The residence of the Molale is (or was) in the broken and wooded
country about Mounts Hood and Vancouver," as of l8L.l. Even hunting
forays of this tribe undoubtedly never extended as far south as the
"Mount Scottt' (Crater Lake?). mentioned by Hodge (38, p. 930) and others
who follow him (e. ., Cochran, 17, p. 30) in giving their ranges
Therefore a southern, Uiqua-River-to-Crater-Lake area, tribe of the
same origin or possibly formerly continuous with them, could substan-
tiate this southern limit. Berreman, a present-day authority on
Northwest Indian anthropology, thinks the Molalas as a single entity
before 1750 occupied the Deschutes basin as their winter base, were
then driven west by the attacks of "Snakes" (possibly Palutes'?) fol-
lowing the acquisition of the first horses in Oregon, and were split
into a northern and southern division by the rapidity ol' their
dispersion (9, p. 451'). Berreman also presents other arguients.
Weight is added to this idea by the association of the Molalas with
the northward invading Klamaths in the 1840 's culminating in the
"Abiqua War", a small incident of two days' duration on Abiqua Creek
near Silverton in 1848. Jacobs (La, p. 66), an authority on North-
west Indian philology, concurs from the point of view that the
northern and southern Molalas enployed "almost identical" dialects.
On the other hand Joel Palmer, serving as Indian agent at the time
of the reservation treaties, who, in spite of some vagaries in his
character, did have a remarkable understanding of the Oregon tribes,
.was of the opinion that a group of Southern Oregon Indians identified
with them was in no way related to the Northern Oregon Molalas al-
though it had been given a similar name (16, p. 34).

A still different estimation of the Molalas comes from Murdock

(51, p. 398) who cites Tenino authority for the supposition that it
was Tenino aggression that drove the Desehutes-inhabiting Molalas
across the Cascades, and not until 1810; but on evidence from Lewis

and Clark that Cayuse (Shoshone) peoples were already entrenched in
the W-illamette Valley at the time of their exploration (71, vol. 6,
p. 118 such Tenino pressure could have occurred while the main body
of Molalas had been living on the west side for some time.

L
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Figure 1. Distribution of Indian tribes surrounding the Oregon Cascades, 1800. High Cascade
crest, segmented line. Principal trails, dotted line. Following information from Barry (7);
Freont (27); Mirito (48); R. R. Surveys (75).



(Li9, p. 17). She says (underscoring not hers),

Though all the tribes in the Northwest Coast area were
similar in their economic base and in their general traditions,
there was, in the use of leisure time, considerable difference
in emphasis among the various tribes. The area may be divided
roughly into two parts, northern and southern, with the boundary
falling approximately along the Canadian border. The culture of
the northern tribes is better known, and in fact is popularly
considered the typical culture of the Northwest Coast.

Since a major reason for the lack of accurate knowledge about the

"southern" tribes lies in a catastrophe, the unconsciously-introduced

pandemics which decimated the Indians of Oregon and parts of Washington

in the 1820's and later, obviously the northern tribes who escaped

some of the plagues are better known. The Molalas themselves were

reduced by diseases previously unknown to them from an original

maximum of possibly 3000 in 1805 (71, vol. 6, ibid.) to 100 persons by

l8Ll9, and of this number few survived the removal from their land

westward to the Grand Ronde Reservation following the Treaty of Dayton

in 1855 (38, p. 930). A low natality rate after these upheavals was

enough to bring about the extinction of this people before valuable

data had been collected. The history repeats that of other tribes.

Consequently very limited information can ever be found about

the Molalas, and other devices have been used to describe them.

Though inadequate, two methods of reconstructing a part of their

history apply here. One consists of examining their former territory

for its characteristics and for a record of its utilization; the other

consists of applying to the Molalas the subcultural characteristics

of the hyperborean mountain Indians and other Northwest tribes in

general, as historically better known.
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Although the physical features of the Mount Jefferson area are

treated in greater detail in a later section, a brief description will

contribute to an understanding of Molala activities. South of the

peak appears a jagged crest line with extremely steep, rocky, and icy

summits at 7000 feet and higher, among them North Cinder Peak, Three

Fingered Jack, and Mount Washington. This portion is filled with

great transverse ridges and valleys to each side, so that crossing

is difficult. Nevertheless, this section provides the best hunting

prospects for many miles around. North of the peak is found a long,

broad plateau with its highest elevation at about 6000 feet just north

of Park Butte, sloping gently northward to some 3300 feet near

Clackainas Lake. This portion is dotted with lakes, meadows, and

rounded hills, and provides excellent vegetational harvests of several

kinds of food utilized by mountain tribes. Crossing here is easier

than to the south because of the relative flatness but is still made

difficult by the rank shrubaceous growth under the forest which covers

most of it, not true to the south.

The pioneer legislator John Minto presents early evidence of three

major east-west Indian trails traversing in whole or in part the area

just described (48, p. 24lf) (see Figures 1 and 3). They possibly

represent the only Indian routes ever made across the Oregon Cascades,

except for the Columbia River and the Kiamath Lake area. The most

northern of these extended from the Molalla River to Table Rock, then

to Bagby Hot Springs, then across the plateau country via the Collawash

River, the Clackamas River, and the lake area surrounding Olallie Butte.
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Parts of this trail still exist, because of rediscovery about 1900, and

branches extend in various directions, Indian middens have been found

in this High Cascade area at such places as Indian Lakes, Breitenbush

Hot Springs, and the Olallie Lakes, indicating considerable movement

and use. One branch trail apparently leads south along the foot of

Breitenbush Butte to a southeast facing cliff with a crest at 5600

feet, from which the panorana includes a view into the Deschutes region,

the nain trail then continuing on to Boulder Creek and a north-south

trail crossing. The attractiveness of this scenery uay have been as

aesthetic to them as the abundance of huckleberries was practical.

Besides giving access to the upper Clackamas plateau, which, like

the Deschutes, provided a Molala source of salmon, this route was

apparently maintained by the Molalas for trade purposes with other

Deschutes and Columbia River Indians; they sometimes associated freely

with the Teninos, part of the present Warm Springs tribe (ibid., p. 2k2).

The middle trail extended along the North Santiam River, across

the Marion Lake area, and ov-er Minto Pass into the to1ius Valley;

branches gave access to the crags and crest spoken of previously.

Molala hunting parties may have traveled this route the year around

(27, p. 2$Of). It was utilized by trappers throughout the Northwest

fur era later; parts of the trail itself are still in use today, and

the general route was followed first by a railroad (the Corvallis and

Eastern) and then by a highway (Route 22).

The south trail of the three followed the South Santiam River,

crossing the High Cascades via Santiam Pass (the 'Wiley't route), and
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was probably not developed by Molalas, who forced the Santiams and other

tribes who wished to cross the Cascades in this part of Oregon to use

it, or the McKenzie route, farther south, rather than the two to the

north. A branch trail connected the middle and south routes to give

the Molalas access to Santiam Pass from the north. These general

routes likewise are used by major highways today (Routes 20 and 126).

All the High Cascade area including that to which these major

trails gave access is known for its extremely short suers anddeep

snow lasting for all but two or three months of the year. The Molala

tribesmen seldom or never remained there through the winter, but

gradually developed increasing use of the adjacent lowland to the west

for winter headquarters while continuing to use their east-side bases.

lodge (bc, cit.) records that the tribe consisted of three bands,

called Chakankni, Chixnbuiha, aid ?Iukanti. Their individual distribu-

tion remains unknown; the meaning of the names has been lost. These

bands apparently located the base leg of their circuits along the

lower Molalla River, where the land is rolling, and into the flat

lands along the Willamet,te River. Their middens found here to date

reveal only arrowheads, a few stone inbements, and unworked obsidian.

Here they may have lived in circular pit houses with sod roofs (53,

p. 28), although they lived in tepees on the east side (27, p. 281).

s indicated, only the most shadowy details about the Mobalas

have historicity. However, the cultural characteristics of British

Columbia mountain Indians reveal a few activities of similar tribes.

The common Northwest Indian economy was based on 'shunting, fishing, and
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gathering" (Li9, p. 16), the most primitive economy found in human

society. Nevertheless an easy life was provided along the coasts and

many of the rivers, principally in the form of anadromous fishes.

Because of the productiveness of their environment (for a limited

population) the coastal and river people "worked only in the summer,

catching and storing food, and had all winter in which to play"

(ibid., p. 17). The mountain tribes in contrast experienced more

Spartan conditions than the opportunistic and sophisticated pot-

latchers below.

Mohling continues (ibid., p. 23)

The salt water Indians rarely ventured into the mountains.
In fact, they were superstitiously afraid of them. They believed,

for exar1e, that huge giants lived in the mountains who whistled
to each other and threw rocks dom the mountain sides at intruders.
On the other hand they valued the pelts and wool from mountain
animals, especially mountain goat wool. Since the mountain
people were skilled in obtaining these, and in turn needed shell-
fish, active trade relations existed up and down the rivers and
...across the mountains....

As already indicated, the Molala bands annually moved into the

High Cascade plateau north of Mount Jefferson to harvest berries, nuts,

seeds, roots, and bear grass, all in plentiful supply, to catch and dry

salmon, and to collect obsidian. This plateau, while affording these

resources, can also interpose many miles of forest desolate of any

apparent human food. Long, long distances through the mountains sepa-

rate the Nolalla Valley from the crest, creating a major logistics

problem. To the south of Mount Jefferson the problem is only accen-

tuated. A question is inevitable. If the Molalas, and other mountain

tribes, could depend on salmon as much as did the lower groups, why
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did they spend so much time in the more rugged Cascades? l4hat made them

undertake these treks from side to side of a massive obstacle course?

14)hy were they so obviously interested in this area? The answer lies,

not in the berries and beargrass, although these were valuable, but

rather, in one specific activity very important to their subculture--

related to the animals of the higher altitudes, it was the art of

high-altitude hunting as representing a leisure activity.

To return to the typical variation in culture which Mobling has

indicated, "the use of leisure time", apparently what the gaming and

party-throwing slack seasons came to mean to the sea-level Indians,

hunting meant to the mountain Indians. This ultimately represented a

powerful drive in their experience. Their specialty was snow-hunting,

in winter or in the ice and snow of the High Cascades at all times of

the year. For snow hunting the mountain Indians developed special

equipment, which included insulated moccasins, snow shoes, and bear-

claw crampons for ice-climbing (ibid., p. 25). The animals important

to them can only be assumed. To the Cayuse it had been bighorn sheep

and many others. To the JYlolalas undoubtedly they were the typical

animals of the High Cascades: grouse, pika, snowshoe hare, various

squirrels, beaver, porcupine, weasel, marten, mink, otter, raccoon,

red fox, coyote, gray wolf, wolverine, lynx, deer, black bear, elk,

and possibly the mountain goat. It was therefore not an accident of

topography that the major Kolala. trails concentrated on the better

hunting area to the south of Mount Jefferson.
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Therefore this portion of the High Cascades was found to be par-

ticularly suited to the needs of the Molalas. lhile the Northwest

Indians nowhere really changed the general wilderness in which they

lived, with the exception of a fire program to preserve and improve

grass, bulb, and berry lands, it is evident that the non-mountain

tribes considered the High Cascades a special "wilderness or wild

area" (ibid.) to be respected as an undisturbed resource--certainly

not, however, because of the necessity of any conservationistic de-

sires. It was rather because they recognized the region as perma-

nently inhospitable and forbidding to huxtians, and far from their

established homes. This would explain why the Molalas found this

area uninhabited and unclaimed when they first scouted it, for all

other land was claimed, and why they could not adapt themselves to

it completely, since they were forced to base themselves in the low-

lands. This involved conditions which eventually contributed to their

extinction.

It would be interesting to know more of the traits and history of

the Molalas, but enough has been said to indicate the general nature

of the territory they originally occupied. Also indicated may be

the general premise that their interest in this area was related far

more directly to vertebrate life than might appear to be reasonable

now.



8. Summary of major events, 1806 - 1927

Mount Jefferson can be seen, appearing south of Mount Hood, from

the water line of the Columbia River in the vicinity of Sauvies Island

arid the mouth of the Willamette. This was the location from which

Lewis and Clark named the peak on March 30, 1806 (71, vol. 1+, p. 223)

as they traveled upriver toward the Dalles on their return to the

Missouri. Their observations gave tacit but democratic recognition

to the names assigned by earlier explorers to two of the three other

landmarks of the Cascade Range more prominently visible from the same

general area-_Mount Hood and Mount St. Helens--Mount Adams being

permanently named much later, Lewis and Clark did not know that Mount

Jefferson had already been named Mount Vancouver* by Broughton in 1792.

Their obliviousness has been accepted in the explorers' efforts to

name after their patron the largest feature near the Pacific remaining

to their knowledge unnamed at that time.

Few travelers saw much more of the peak for a number of years.

Because of the intervening Western Cascades, only a small portion of

Mount Jefferson is generally visible from the Willamette Valley, ex-

cept for a segmental sweep from Jefferson to Salem in Marion County

and thence eastward. David Douglas, who arrived in the Northwest in

1825 shortly after the opening of Fort Vancouver, used the North

Santiam Indian trail in October, 126 and noted the mountain by the

name Lewis and Clark had given it as "twenty-five or thirty miles"

* The details of this earlier naming have never been satisfactorily
resolved by Northwest historians; see McArthmr (144, p. 14.21+).

13



the east (21, P. 216). Peter Skene Ogden probably made the first

crossing of the Oregon Cascades by white men by the same route in

1826. Nathaniel Nreth passed by on the east side, from which Mount

Jefferson is a major landmark for the middle Deschutes Valley, along

the Deschutes River in 1834 and again in 1835. John Fremont, using

the same north-south Indian trail, forded the Netolius on his way

south from the Dalles in December, 1843. In 1845 the Stephen Meek

party of 200 wagons, seeking a Cascade trail crossing from Eastern

Oregon, crossed the Crooked River near the Deschutes and headed for

the Dalles.

In 1846 Joseph Gervais, formerly of the Hudson's Bay Company

and five other men were sent under auspices of the Provisional

Government on a surveying trip to investigate reports by Tom McKay,

another Company trapper, that the North Santiam Indian trail provided

the best route existing across the Cascades, but they, evidently

taking one of the Molala side routes, found that it led high into

the crest crags, and failed to find the passes (48, p. 243).

As travelers began using the Barlow Road (first crossed in 1845

and in use almost immediately) from the Dalles over Barlow Pass, from

parts of which route the north side is as visible as Mount Hood, the

peak gradually became more familiar. Then John S. Newberry and

Henry Abbot of the Pacific Railroad Survey parties entered the upper

Metolius Valley and attempted to approach Mount Jefferson nearer than

anyone else had yet done in September, 1855, but were stopped short

by the gorge of Cabot Creek (75, vol. 6, pt. 2, p. 92). The mountain

14
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was first climbed in 1860* (6Li, p. 28) if the record of an unidentified

climber is accepted.

Meanwhile, population expansion in the Willainette Valley created

renewed interest in a route crossing the Cascades, and in 1859 Andrew

Wiley, a bunter who had pushed farther along the South Santiani Indian

trail year by year, led a party across Santiam Pass, by which the

Willaniette Valley and Cascade Mountain Military and Wagon Road was

opened as a toll route from Albany to Can Polk (Sisters) in 1867.

In 1862 Felix and Marion Scott improved a route over McKenzie Pass

to the same destination, a trail which had been in use since 1859 for

stock, following discovery of the southernmost Indian trail crossing

the crest. Permanent settlers then began arriving on the immediate

east side, some establishing at Grizzly in 1863, and others in the

Ochoco Valley after crossing the Cascades from the Willamette side,

in 1867.

In 1873 John Minto and another small survey party, this time sent

by Marion County interests to investigate continuing rumors of a North

Santiam Indian trail, reported their finding of the Marion Lake and

Minto Pass crossing into the upper Metolius Valley. Concurrently

Judge John W1do discovered the feasible connection to Santiani Pass by

what was later called Hogg Pass, which had similarly been used by the

Molalas. Road work on this route across the Cascades started in 1871+

but stopped as soon as it was useful as a stock trail, because of

* The first "official8 climb is sometimes listed for 1888 (26, p. 67;
55, p. 351). Other firsts, in comparison: Mt. St. Helens,l853 Mt.
Hood, 1851+; Mt. Adams, 1854; Mt. Shasta, 1854; Mt. Rainier, 1870.
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sudden interest in the route as a railroad right-of-way. This interest

aetwil ly materialized in 1887 when the Oregon-Pacific Railroad with

completed line from Newport to Albany let contracts for laying track

from Albany to the Cascade sununit. This portion was eventually laid

as far as Boulder Creek, just north of the present town of Idanha,

when the Corvallis and Eastern took over the receivership in 1897

(52, p. 981') to operate the Cascade end of the line subsequently

primarily as a logging carrier, but never to lay another piece of

track beyond the original terminus.

Although no railroad was ever built across the Cascades from the

Willamette Valley to Eastern Oregon, the aborted line opened the

western environs of Mount Jefferson to more general access. In 1896

C Hart Merriam and a Biological Survey party skirted the mountain on

a Cascade reconnaissance from Klainath Falls to Mount Hood. In 1897

J. Alden Loring, also of the Biological Survey, made collections in

the area. The first good description of the mountain appeared in

1900 following a Maza.ma rail and pack-train trip (30) with headqnarters

in Hunt's Cove. Then the geologist Israel C. Russell visited the east

side in 1903 and included some information on this part of the Cascades

in other reports (62, p. 2611').

In 1915 Ira A. Williams and a party of Oregon Bureau of Mines and

Geology personnel made an exploration of the Mount Jefferson country,

with a published report in 1916 (82). During this time other personnel

of the Biological Survey, especially Ira Gabrielson and Stanley Jewett,

made further collections in the area. The best physical description
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caine from Edwin T. Hodge after a visit in 1925 (37). The Geological

Survey surveyed the quadrangle shortly afterward and published its

30-minute topographic map in 1927.

Somewhat before this time, two events greatly affecting the area

took place. One involved the gradually-increasing destruction of the

Cascade forests by timber cutting and logging. The other involved

the establishment of closed areas in which such destruction was not

to be allowed. The history and significance of these events will be

considered briefly separately.



III. Purpose of wilderness study

A, The wilderness defined

Today it is hard to realize that wilderness was once universal.

Then, it was not necessary to worry about its preservation--it was

self-perpetuating. It was large enough to be unconquerable. In those

days men themselves could not avoid participating in what has been

called "the preservation of natural beauty" (8, p. ll5-fl9) on a large

scale, because whatever they did their contacts with the wilderness

singly withdrew less than what the wilderness produced. But this

favorable balance has now perhaps irreversibly fallen before the two

major products of conteiorary civilization--technology and longevity.

Now, in North America, the wilderness is no longer adequate to

support the human populations that have gone on using it. Now, the

life of the wilderness is ending, and it has become necessary to set

up boundaries for its remnants, and to make detailed investigations of

what the wilderness contained, and what it meant originally, if any

part of it is to be preserved.

A wilderness definition is not easily made or found; there are

numerous degrees of wildness, and the size of the now almost

hypothetical entity has a tendency to become very large, or universal,

when seen, to be affected by all the environmental and biologic1

factors within a total community. One essential meaning of the

wilderness, to the travel-conscious modern citizen, can, however, be

expressed most easily--it must be isolated from the symbols of human

communication, particularly roads.

18
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A more scientific definition of the wilderness has been expressed

in this manner: "The wilderness is an area whose predominant character

is the result of the interplay of natural processes, large enough and

so situated as to be unaffected, except in minor ways, by what takes

place in the non-wilderness around it" (79, p. 15).

Civilization has made it impossible to escape participation in

its programming--politics, in other words. One infers from the news

media that the wilderness "lobbies" have been successful: lands called

wilderness areas are in existence. and are being protected. But does

such an area, meeting the definition just given, exist now? Are the

remnants of the wilderress as they exist today truly representative of

their past character? How large must they be to be ecologically cor-

rect and self-sufficient? Before such questions can be answered--and

this is harsh reality--it must be made clear that they would not exist

any longer at all, in eyen a remote approach to the idea, "large enough

...to be unaffected...by what takes place...arourid..." them, were it not

for the efforts of a few visionaries who long ago encompassed the cause-

and-effect relations of unlimited national expansion, which they saw

taking place into the interior. A few persons can enter the wild un-

inhabited marginal lands of one era, can foresee the consequences of

population pressure for another, can anticipate the blindness to in-

numerable last resources, can recognize the retribution ultimately

extracted from people who disregard natural ecological cycles every-

where, and can bring the facts of these as-yet unrealized consequences

before a public sensitive enough to insure action to prevent at least
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some disasters--they were the men who first realized the wilderness

cause. They were the eyes of the people, since no one. in such a vast

land can watch everything.

The American wilderness xnøvement probably has antecedents prior

to Henry Thoreau, although his was the first public eye. But the

movement cannot be dated earlier than John Muir and Gifford Pinchot

near 1900 as an effective force in regard to that paradoxical fountain

pouring out both bitter and sweet, the "national policy't. By that

time Western settlement had largely occupied the best lands. Once

settlement has begun, wilderness size passes beyond the capacity of any

individual land collector, and the wilderness men found themselves

dealing with civil, and especially federal, government agencies, some

of which had inherited or absorbed the responsibility for the dispo-

sition and destiny of the Western territories originally taken prac-

tically simultaneously from the Indians, and then called "public

domain".

This is not the time or place to review the justice of eminent

domain, or the history of the national policy in regard to public

lands, or the treatment of the Indians; it is sufficient to say that

government, especially ponderous bureaucratic government, often acts

out of phase with the need for it, and can sometimes dispose iriagnani-

mously of property it acquired a generation or less earlier under the

most questionable circumstances. The sequence in respect to the

wilderness is as sinle as this: without the impediment of Indian
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prior possession, there would have been no aggregates of huge land

areas suddenly amassable as territorial accessions, in the West--they

would have been pre-empted by shrewd promotors long before; without

the national persecution of the Indians, and driving them from place

to place until they were nearly exterminated, the territorial land

could never morally have been classified as public domain; without the

huge public domain, it would never have been possible to reserve some

"inaccessible" remnants as present-day wilderness areas; and these

would never have been reserved without the whiplash of the wilderness

men.

The effective period of wilderness definition began then about

1900, with the wilderness movement fighting for more distinction be-

tween the wild and non-wild ever since. In the day of exploitation

of public resources, which is still present, when road-making has

become extremely east, and the epitome of progress and commercial

optimism and license in regard to wild areas still appears to be found

in the challenge, "let's build a road through this," it suddenly

became the national policy to preserve some resources as they were

originally found, if only for comparison, because of an aroused nat-

ional conscience, an acute sentiment that national self-preservation

demanded wild boundaries somewhere. But biotic parts of the wilderness,

more important than land areas, were already irrecoverable.

Consequently most wilderness historians of the present time point

out that, in spite of the definite public domain set aside to preserve

the original wildlife in difficult-of-access wild or primitive areas,
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continental North America outside Alaska no longer contains any wilder-

ness in its primeval condition, that is, unaffected by the prolifera-

ting encroachments of machine-age civilization (ibid.). The term

"wilderness area" is then a partial euphemism when applied anywhere

within the forty-eight continental United States.

The pertinent question to ask now might be, "Following greater

agitation and appreciation for them, if these areas were made ten, or

a hundred, times their present size, by new federal fiats, would they

then be true wilderness?" It might be possible to find an answer,

statistically, but why be merely academic? Enlarging them on that

scale is no longer possible. And more is gone than the land. After

the extinction of its organisms the size of this entity is no longer

critical. Besides, one ought to be grateful that something has been

recovered, at all.

Lacking the opportunity any longer to preserve the original, the

combined programming powers preserved some tracts of public land in

these Western States in as nearly the original condition as was still

possible. To these wilderness areas the following definition,

thoroughly linked to recreation, can be applied: they are

...regions which contain no permanent inhabitants, possess no
means of mechanical conveyance, and sufficiently spacious that

a person may spend at least a week or two of travel in them

without crossing his own tracks. The dominant attributes of
such areas are: first, that visitors to them have to depend
exclusively on their own efforts for survival; and, second,
that they preserve as nearly as possible the essential features
of the primitive environment. This means that all roads, settle-

ments and power transportation are barred. But trails and tem-

porary shelters, features such as were common long before the

advent of the white race, are entirely permissible (84, p. 10).



In Oregon, a State where half the land area is public domain,

it has been fortunate that several such wilderness areas meeting at

least in part the definition above have been established. These

include the highest peaks of the Cascades in Oregon.



B. Mount Jefferson as a wilderness area research site

As a wilderness enclosure the Mount Jefferson area has two

historical sources. The first originated in the establishment of

Warm Springs Indian Reservation in 1855*, which took in the eastern

surroundings. This has been called "probably the most isolated region

designated in the Steyens-Palmer treaties as a reservation" (16, p. 21).

Access to it by means of a major highway did not exist until 19k9

(61, p. 7) with the completion of Route 26.

The second originated in the Forest Reserve Acts which began with

the Fundamental Act of 1891, as representing reactions to the intro-

duction of mechanized logging made possible by the railroads, and the

existing policies of granting timber and ing claims which threatened

to engulf all remaining public domain. The Central Oregon Cascades

were included in the newly-created National Forest System in 1907 as

Cascade National Forest; in 1911 the portion containing Mount Jefferson

became Santia.m National Forest; and from 192k to 19133 this was split

among Mount Rood, Willamette, and Deschutes National Forests. The

earliest acts effectively preserved the area immediately surrounding

the mountain much as it was from the beginning of Northwest exploration.

In 192k Mount Jefferson was included in a 136-square-mile Primitive

Area; although the name has been subject to change by Forest Service

directives for many years, the area itself has remained largely un-

touched, except for new trails.

* The area had actually been recognized as early as l8k8 as the
probable site of a reservation to be occupied by Tenino (= present-
day "Warm Springs"), Wasco, and Paiute tribes.
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Figure 2. Location of wilderness areas in the Oregon Caecades. Size and eøst and west extension
of the three northern areas are discussed in Table 1, p. 29. The Diamond Peak area is not listed
in Moore (50).
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Several attents have been made to change the status of this

wilderness. Ira Williams in 1916 advocated making it a National Park

complete with roads and lodges, and Andrew J. Montgomery, who climbed

the mountain annually for many years, initiated a campaign in the

1920's to have Jefferson Park ITlade a national monument. In 1920,

Henry Biddle of Portland and several friends sought to explore the

area, particularly on the immediate east side, to establish a trail

system designed for increased utilization of the scenic assets, but

gave up in despair because of the terrain (1Lt, p. 51). In recent

years the Department of Agriculture policy of multiple use has been

under attack because of access roads and timber cutting to within a

mile of the Primitive Area boundary at various places, and several

conservation societies have attempted to have the area increased in

size to protect the original intention for the preserved lands or to

open it to increased recreational use (1+5, p. 7).

It should be understood that any High Cascade area, whether

called wilderness or not, and whether having any official status as a

boundaried exclosure to commercial utilization or not, will provide

wilderness conditions for much of the year because of the principal

barrier to exploitation, climate. The matter of access represents

one major determining factor to the field worker in the matter of

selecting a site; a wilderness study area should provide the con-

ditions desired the year around by adhering to minimum requirements--

prohibiting access roads inside--but should allow reasonably close

convenient approach for study purposes. These requirements are met
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by any of the three officially designated Oregon Cascade wilderness

areas of large size. But there are also other very important factors.

Several comparisons of the High Cascade peaks wildernesses were made to

show the major features of each. These considerations have made the

Mount Jefferson area desirable as a Cascade wilderness research site,

for reasons as follows:

1. It is effectively a large area (see Table 1 for comparisons).

If the Portland Bull Run and adjoining watersheds are added

to the Mount Hood area, the size is increased to about 82,000

acres, but the Bull Run system is a prohibited access area.

The Mount Jefferson area, principally on the west side

of the crest line, is bounded on the east side by Warni

Springs Reservation, which until the 19Os added a 105,000-

acre roadless area to the total, as well as vastly more

acreage scarcely utilized in any way. Since that time access

roads have been built over almost the entire Reservation,

although the nearest approach to Mount Jefferson is to the

top of Bald Peter. Actually, the influence of the Reser-

vation on the wilderness status of the area is large, and

the Mount Jefferson wilderness is at present actually nearly

as large as the Three Sisters wilderness, except for westeTh

extension.

Ideally, such a study area should be broad enough to in-

clude lower elevations on both sides of the crest; the Three



Table 1. Comparison of the three Northern Oregon Cascade wilderness
areas. The officially-counted use in man days of the Mount Jefferson
Primitive Area is greatest of the three. On asian-days-per-unit-area
basis the Three Sisters area is the least affected by recreational use.

* Personal communication, Mount Rood National Forest headquarters.

** Personal communication, Willamette National Forest headquarters.

** Personal communication, Deschutes National Forest headquarters.

**** NcCloskey (L15, p. 7) gives :32,000 man days for 1961.
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Sisters area alone includes all the western exposure on the

High Cascades plus several miles of Western Cascades, but

it includes little on the east. The Mount Jefferson area

alone (because of the Reservation) includes large parts

of both sides.

2. It is the most isolated, and least traveled.

Although the figures shown do not indicate the relative use

of different parts of each respective wilderness, they

indicate the pressure introduced by human population

adjuncts such as major highways and resorts. The Mount

Hood area is the most popular and most populated ski resort

in America, with 200,000 visitors annually. This con-

sideration in itself eliminates this area from serious study

as an animal sanctuary. The Three Sisters area has heavy

recreational use because of the nearness to Bend, and easy

accessibility from the north with the McKenzie ski area

adjacent. The Mount Jefferson area has fewer of these

inducements, although the Hoodoo Bowl ski area to the south

and the Metolius resorts to the southeast have a considerable

effect. Furthermore, inside none of these areas is it

possible to be more than 10 miles from an access road. The

access road system around Mount Jefferson has been outlined

in Figure :3.



3. Biologically, it has been the least studied.

The Mount Hood area has been the subject of several general

publications (53, 73) and a flora (0). The Three Sisters

area has been the subject of research sponsored by the

National Science Foundation with recipients at Oregon

State University (76). But no natural history research

of the present kind has been made on Mount Jefferson.

14W, The area is readily accessible from Corvallis at most times.

The road to Breitenbush Hot Springs, only 13 miles from

Mount Jefferson, is generally kept open throughout the

winter, and highways 22 or 20 are generally all-weather

routes into the High Cascades, in distinction from

McKenzie Pass, the access route to the Three Sisters,

from the west, generally closed during the winter.

5. Because of its size, position, and relative isolation it
has a high potential as a wildlife sanctuary.
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C. Need for study in regard to vertebrate species preservation-

or-extinction problems

Answers to, '1hat is the wilderness, in general? have been ex-

amined from at least the politico-historical point of view. From the

biological point of view, such areas mean more than boundaries. They

mean more than geology and climate, the extreme features of which

when alone produce the wasteland. Perhaps a biological statement

can be attempted, as follows: the unlimited wilderness means histor-

ically-continuous terrestrial communities, containing pyramidized

hierarchies of taxonomicafly-djstinct organisms in definite full-

stocked aggregations within large areas, interacting in complete

freedom within the natural environment and with other communities,

and without the interference of human industry. This relates study

of the wilderness largely to community ecology, a necessary step

since this science has principles already developed (19, 23, 1+3).

Therefore since the wilderness is a biological entity, the

problems of its survival need to be stated in biological terms. The

problem of wilderness preservation can be examined from the point of

view of the objectives of the wilderness or (because, the entities are

not rational) of the natural trends and tendencies inherent in such

large interrelated biological systems. Foremost of these is the

preservation of natural communities. As indicated, community

composition means species. The problem then includes species pres-

ervation. Natural communities are characterized by flows of

immigration and emigration of species, dependent on communication

32
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with adjacent communities. Any species loss, by emigration and ex-

tinction, can be alanced by gain, furnished by immigration and

modification, the taxonomic steady-state of the natural community.

But the wilderness now represents the last stand of biological

survival of once-contiguous communities, becoming relict through the

pressure of widespread destruction 0±' similar areas, so that exchange

with and contributions from the outside no longer remain possible.

The limited wilderness is left, confronted with the problem of main-

taining its community composition without recourse to any sources

other than intrinsic modification, a slow process. The gain sources

by immigration have been destroyed, leaving a gain problem. The loss

sources by extinction have not been matched by immigration, leaving a

loss problem as well. Therefore species preservation appears to be

a double problem for the limited wilderness.

Answers to, What is the Mount Jefferson wilderness area, in par-

ticular? have also been examined briefly, from limited geographical

and comparative points of view. In regard to the definition attempted,

the factor of the extent of hnmn interference remains to be con-

sidered, as occurring within the area itself, and outside in adjacent

areas.

Inside, the Oregon wilderness areas are not game refuges, for

they are opened to hunting of afl the kinds of animals considered game

available there annually. They are not prohibited areas, for hundreds

and in some places thousands of persons visit them annw'1ly. Inside

they represent simply an environment and a community substrate without
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other extensive human interference than that involved in recreation,

The U. S. Forest Service controls forest recreation management; the

Game Coinmission of the State of Oregon controls animal management,

largely also a form of recreation management. For the most part,

these agencies must be considered cenletely amoral and disinterested

in regard to their particular recreation management practices, which

are the expression of the will of the people. Little criticism of

established methods in respect to recreation policies can be iitlied

by the problems of the wilderness, because the methods themselves

have, theoretically, been designed and regulated to offset the effects

of at least some human recreational presence. In some respects little

greater threat to species preservation can be assumed from this cause

than existed in Indian times. As a principle, recreational use does

not prohibit the utilization of an area as a wildlife sanctuary.

In actuality, however, human recreational presence has proved

devastating to at least a few species ol' High Cascade animals,

Commercial and industrial utilization of the area for trapping, sheep

grazing (in the past), and logging have, on the other hand, had a far

greater effect. The combined effects will be examined briefly some-

what later. Outside the present wilderness boundaries, human industry

in regard to compression of the wilderness by destruction of adjacent

communities has been largely responsible for species losses.

The scope of the problem has been indicated. In regard to species

destruction, since 1900 probably L species of Cascade mammals--

wolverine, gray wolf, fisher, and lynx--have become extinct in regard



to Oregon, and others--particularly the mountain lion--hae largely

disappeared from the Oregon Cascades. Other species may follow, Re-

search is necessary to indicate what success the limited wilderness

achieves in regard to species preservation.

The next sections that follow present information on. the en-

vironmerital factors affecting the problem at hand in community and

species preservation in this particular area.
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IV. Physical characteristics of the Mounìt Jefferson area

A. Physiographic and topographic features

From a descriptive point of view, this is a region of a single

principal mountain rising from a massiye north-south crest system

(Figures 5 and 6) which here has numerous lesser canyon-and-ridge

systems running transversely into the triangular cross section of

the High Cascades on both adjacent sides (Figure 7). The peak is

not as isolated as Mount Hood, nor is the base as submerged by

massive abutments and contiguous peaks as is the case with the

Sisters. A flattening effect just opposite the mountain to each

side gives a base level exposure of approximately k000 feet on the

west and 5000 feet on the east, although the bottoms of the canyons

to these sides are more in accord with elevations given by Bailey

(3, p. 25) if the High Cascade cross section is followed to its

ultimate east and west extents.

Vulcanism in the past has produced lava plugs and, flows, which

stand as peaks and ridges where resistant, or their bulk has been

eroded away and transported far downstream. Two large streams and

10 smaller contributing systems have cut the deep relief of the

area. Many of these flow through depressions in glaciated or mud-

flow dammed terrain and form lakes.

In the description of these features that follows the physio-

graphy of the mountain will be considered first, to be followed by

that of the named and unnamed localities of which it forms the center.
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Elevation

Figure 5. Profile of crest lin of High Cascades in South-North transect from Minto Pass to Olallie Butte,

as an from the Eut side. West side features hom above line, East side features below. Horizontal scale,

two miles to the inch. Total distance represented, twenty-four miles.

Figure 6. Profile of cross-section of High Cascades in West-East transect from Mount Bruno through Mount
Jefferson to the Metolius River, as seen from the South side. Elevation of the floor of one drainage route on

each side ahown. Horizontal scale, two miles to the inch. Total distance represented, twenty-four miles.
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1. Mount Jefferson

The mountain itself rises as a medium-sized inactive composite

volcano from the High Cascades, halfway between Mount Hood and the

Three Sisters. It appears extremely angular and somewhat broad-topped

when seen from the west, east, or north, but sharply symmetric, almost

perfectly conrir, wien seen from the south. Topping it are three main

pinnacles placed on an L-shaped razorback, the remaining teeth of the

central conduit, two plowshare-shaped in line with the trend of the

range (north and south) approximately a half-mile apart (see Plates),

the other needle-pointed a, quarter-mile to the northwest on the toe of

the L. The south pinnacle with an elevation of lO,L1.97 feet by the

most recent determinations stands highest; the elevations of the north

and northwest spires are respectively lower, Halfway between the

south and north pinnacles the sharp ridge displays two central knobs

(the Red Saddle on Hodge's map; see Figure 8), the center of the con-

duit, The main spire rises some 500 feet above this point. Through

fall, winter, and. spring the spires are shrouded in thick ice; for a

brief summer they are bare rock,

The upper 2000 feet of exposure appear rather uniformly steep,

but lower dikes arid lava flows which make up the aretes have left long

resistant shoulders, most evident on the north, south, and northwest

sides, from approximately the 8500-foot level. These cause the angular

outline. At the 5000-foot level the mountain is approximately 9 miles

broad, from east to west, arid 11 miles long, so that above this level

it contains some 20 cubic miles of material, but the lack of isolation
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Figure 8. Topographic map o± Mount JelTerson area prepared by Edwin
T. Hodge in 1925 (37, p. 32). Scale: 1 inch 2 miles approx.
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(25, p. kzO)

makes this kind of measurement, cited by Fenneman for Mount Shasta*

somewhat irrelevant.

Three large and several small angular shoulder aretes radiating

down from the pinnacles and the 800-foot level separate the mountain

into 5 principal faces, east, west, northwest, south, and southeast,

The east and west faces drop in particularly broad and steep declivi-

ties, the general slope exceeding 50 percent. On the east, northwest,

and southeast the faces support glaciers which have excavated large

cirqnes. Continued hergschrunding has made these almost vertical

and often nearly 1000 feet high.

The k glaciers are not enormous by mountaineering standards;

they have been included in several Mazama studies (35, 58, 59).

1hitewater Glacier, the largest on the mountain and possibly the

largest glacier in Oregon, covers most of the east face and stretches

at its greatest extent a mile and a half from top to bottom and almost

3 miles from side to side; the lower lip has been divided into 5 lobes

by dikes and by erosion of the base into ravines and ridges. These

lobes are usually numbered, beginning from the north, 1, 2, 3, 14,

and 5.

The largest arete, on the north side, called by Hodge the Scraggy

Rock Flow merges into two immense round buttes at its foot. This

cleaver, particularly scoriaceous and precipitous on the west side,

supports the north lobe (No. 1) of 1Ihitewater Glacier on its east

* 5000' diameter volume glaciers

Mount Shasta 17 miles 8k cubic miles 5
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side. The northwest face of the mountain, far more horizontal than the

east and west, is occupied by two smaller glaciers separated by a thin

cleaver; they are Jefferson Park Glacier, to the north, and Russell

Glacier, to the west, naiTled after Israel C, Russell, the first

geologist of the area. Ira Williams named these glaciers just

oppositely in 1914 (82, p. Li4) but Edwin T. Hodge in 1925 and the

Geological Survey in. the 1927 first publication of the topographic

map of the quadrangle reversed the names, justifiably, as they appear

above. These two glaciers, formerly probably single, drain into a

single ravine with steep scoriaceous morainal sides.

The arete separating the northwest and west faces, topped by the

northwest pinnacle, contains a few parasitic plugs; the most prominent

of these has been sharpened into a vertical crag called The Dragon.

The west face contains a series of vertical ridges and gulleys which

are blown full of snow in winter, most of which melts in summer; the

two largest galleys at the south end have permanent snow fields which

may foi-iiierly have been a single glacier (37, p. 46), now widely

separated by a nunatak and called the Milk Creek snowfields. The south

face, as narrow as the northwest, loses its snow rapidly. The still

narrower southeast face contains the smallest existing glacier on the

peak, Waldo Glacier, separated by a parasitic plug into two lobes. An

attet was once made to call another snowfield on this face TiBtherline

Glacier (58, p. 30). The lower portion of this face drops into large

cinder fields and cones, the largest called Red Cinder Cone.

The general trend of glaciation history is discussed in a later

section. The three largest glaciers flow over a series of steps from



the 8500- to the 6000-foot levels, opening large radial crevasses in

the process. Transverse creyasses created by turning occur mostly in

Jefferson Park Glacier. Hundreds of large crevasses may be seen on the

large glaciers in the summer, many opening and closing again in a day's

time.

2. Mount Jefferson area terrain and drainage system

The principal topographic features within a 12-mile radius of

Mount Jefferson are shown on the maps, Figures 3 and 9. Their de-

scription follows:

a. Southeast quadrant

To the south, and following the Niddle Cascade crest line, rises,

first, a sharp ridge 7lk6 feet high, Goat Peak, 2 miles from the south

pinnacle. South of Goat Peak and within a depression which Hodge

naned Snow Valley, rises a circular mesa-like structure slightly over

6000 feet in elevation with 300 feet of relief, with a peculiarly

leveled top, The Table. Beginning at the west side of The Table there

stretches southward a line of crags and spires following the crest

line, all over 6000 feet and some over 7000 feet high, first Cathedral

Rocks, then North Cinder Peak, then South Cinder Peak, then Rockpile

Mountain, and then Three-Fingered Jack. Minto Pass lies between these

last two promontories at 52+00 feet, and is the lowest point on the

crest south of Breitenbush Lake, 18 miles northward, where the divide

line has an elevation of 600 feet.

To the east, Minto Pass drains into Bear Valley, which drains

into the Metolius via Brush Creek. The to1ius River, flowing north,
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dissects the eastern side of the area south of Mount Jefferson, and

has developed a large well-leveled valley with an anhitheater on its

west bank between Black Butte, its source, on the south east, and

Abbot Creek, the next tributary, on the north. Access roads now

spread throughout this area and along the Metolius arid into the Green

Ridge east of the Metolius. Cax Sherman represents a large resort

and hunting and fishing center for this valley. North of Abbot Creek

the terrain rises into a high lava field emanating from the southeast

face of Mount Jefferson and the Cathedral Rocks area. It is pocketed

by a number of small lakes and is crossed by two creeks which have cut

extremely rugged gorges 1500 feet deep and left broad rounded lava-

capped ridges above in a west-to-east direction, Cabot Creek and

Jefferson Creek. These drain the crest east of Cathedral Rocks, and

Waldo Glacier. Parker Creek1 the first effluent to be considered from

Mount Jefferson itself, drains the soti,th lobe (No. 5) of Whitewater

Glacier southward into Jefferson Creek.

The broad lava ridge between Cabot and Jefferson Creeks has been

creased by erosion but without leaving a permanent stream; apparently

it drains underground. Its north side features a rather sharp

promontory called Bear Butte; the upper end of Jefferson Creek,

almost directly east of Goat Peak, widens into a small meadow area

known as Hole-in-the-Wall Park.

A glaciated trough occurs just east of Mount Jefferson, which has

left Bald Peter, a 651+0-foot cinder and lava cone, standing some 5

miles east of the pinnacle. The trough running between the mountain

and Bald Peter dips to north and south at Biddle Pass, with Milk
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Creek (east side) draining the east lobes (3 and k) of Whitewater

Glacier northward over the pass, into Whitewater River.

b. Northeast quadrant

The Whitewater River drainage dissects the area. immediately on

the northeast side of Mount Jefferson, and originates in lobe No. 2 of

Whitewater Glacier and in the east side of Jefferson Park. The river

drops rapidly over a series of shelves descending from the east side

of Jefferson Park, down 1000 feet in the same horizontal distance,

and flows directly east 10 miles through a gorge with relief of over

2000 feet, then turns south at the Metolius Bench to the confluence

with the Metolius, there flowing eastward after making an elbow

opposite Mount Jefferson. Through a portion of this gorge, for 3 or

L miles beyond Lionshead, a basalt formation on the north side, the

floor of the Whitewater is a relatively wide and level valley 3600

feet in elevation. This represents the lowest elevation found at

this distance (5 miles) from the pinnacle on the east side.

North of this area, and still on the east side of the High Cascade

crest line, is an east-sloping plateau bounded on the west by Olallie

Butte. Successively northward from the Whitewater, dissecting this

plateau, are the drainage streams Shitike Creek, which originates in

Harvey Lake, Boulder Creek, which originates in Boulder Lake, and Mill

Creek, originating in Olallie Lake. The plateau averages about 5000

feet high; a steep cliff sometimes nearly 1000 feet high, above it,

forms its western boundary south of Olallie Butte. All the streams

mentioned here flow eastward into the Warm Springs and Deschutes Rivers.
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Warm Springs Indian Reservation has built numerous access roads

into this area, but they are riot easily available to the general public.

c. Northwest quadrant

Directly north of Mount Jefferson stands Park Butte, a large

ancient volcanic plug slightly over 7000 feet high. Jefferson Park is

situated on the crest line between these two, a glaciated valley approx-

imately]. by 2* miles in area, nearly level, with a floor slightly be-

low 6000 feet in elevation, containing 3 fairly large lakes, fl1 drain-

irig to the west. Jefferson Park affords the lowest pass between

Breitenbush Lake to the north and Minto Pass to the south, but because

of the river drainage to each side is far more important as a low

route over the High Cascades, for migrating birds, than either of the

other two; the significance of this feature will be discussed in a

later section.

Seven miles northeast of Park Butte stands Olallie Butte, a vol-

canic cone 7210 feet high, which dominates the lake area around it on

the upper Clackamas plateau and on the Mill Creek plateau just de-

scribed. The largest of these lakes, Olallie Lake, nearly half a

square mile in area, is the second largest lake in the Mount Jefferson

area. It represents the center of a fairly popular but not developed

resort region reached by way of the Skyline Road.

North of Park Butte and northeast of Olallie Butte spreads the

north-sloping upper Clackamas plateau, drained by the Clackaivas River

flowing northwest, and its tributary, the Coflawash River, farther

west. The Clackarnas originates from the west side of Olallie Butte

from springs just north of Olallie Lake, but Olallie Lake drains
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eastward, into a complex of lakes including Monon Lake, nearly as

large, draining into Mill Creek, Breitenbush Lake, 5600 feet in ele-

vation, situated just south of this lake complex, is on the other

(west) side of the divide and drains westward with Breitenbush Butte

forming a barrier to the southeast. These are all fairly shallow

eutrophic lakes. The crest line makes an S-shaped curve among them.

Hundreds of small creeks drain the plateau into the Clackamas

and Collawash; the plateau has many moderate prominences principal

among which are, on the south side, Mansfield Mountain, Collawash

Mountain, and Double Peaks. Those to the north beyond the 12-mile

radius wi±l not be named here. Among the peaks are located a few

large meadows, such as Lemiti Meadows, Ciackamas Meadows, and

Rhododendron Meadows, and some very large huckleberry fields. Tue

plateau forms a nearly square area about 25 miles on a side. It is

bounded on the east and south by the Oregon Skyline Road, but no

roads cross it at present. Of course Mount Hood and Mount Jefferson

at opposite north and south ends dominate the scenery here.

To the west of Mount Jefferson occurs a far more extensive drain-

age system than to the east, necessary to drain off the heavier annual

rain and snowfall. The Breitenbush River, with the North Fork origi-

nating at Breitenbush Lake, drains the area just south of the Clackamas

plateau. The Nortn Fork valley is steeply V-shaped and approximately

2000 reet deep. The South Fork originates in the lakes of Jefferson

Park, including Russell Lake, the largest, Bear Lake, and Rock Lake.

Hodges map (Figure 8) names the lakes differently, the present Bear

Lake being equal to his Ladies Lake, and Rock Lake equal to his
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Russell Lake. His drainage system has his Bear Lake (flow Russell Lake)

draining into the Whitewater River; he was probably in error here, be-

cause the U.S.G.S. map of 1927 shows the present drainage, but about

1925 a tremendous outwash from a morainal lake on lobe No. 1 of'

hitewater Glacier spilled onto the east side of Jefferson Park,

blocking the former lower east bank of the lake. The drainage may

once actually have been eastward.

After leaving these lakes, the South Breitenbush drops over a

series of basalt shelves in a westward direction in exactly the same

manner as the hitewater River does eastward, by high waterfalls and

steep rapids The upper part of this valley is sometimes 2500 feet

deep, extremely V-shaped, and narrow at the bottom. A sharp divided

ridge occurs between the two forks, culminating in Breitenbush

Mountain to the west and Bear Point and a still higher plug eastward,

between Bear Point and Park Butte.

The combined Breitenbush River forms the largest stream leaving

the Mount Jefferson immediate environs, although part of the flow

lower is contributed by tributaries such as Devil's Creek and Humbug

Creek. The confluence of the two forks at Breitenbush Hot Springs

occurs in a widened U-shaped valley at 2500 feet elevation. The

area around Breitenbush Hot Springs, the second most populous re-

sort in the area after Can Sherman, is heavily supplied with access

roads. The Oregon Skyline Road has a western connection along the

North Fork of' the Breitenbush River, and a Bonneville Power Admini-

stration transmission line follows the sgme route.

Farther south, Whitewater Creek, the second-largest stream,
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originates in the north lobe (No. 1) of &hitewater Glacier, flowing

over the middle of the north arete, and through the southwest side of

Jefferson Park, but its principal source is from Russell Creek which

drains Jefferson Park and Russell Glaciers; this tributary stream runs

an extremely steep and fast course along a trough cut through solid

rock which has eliminated much of the shelving found in the rapid

descent of the Whitewater and Breitenbush Rivers. The reason for this

appears to be found in the immense amount of rock carried down from

the voluminous side wall creep characterizing the run-off portions of

the two northwest face glaciers. This rock, ranging in size from

10-foot boulders to suspended silt, after grinding through and

emerging from the steep trough, has filled the upper portion of

Whitewater Creek valley, which has a glaciated U-shaped lower portion,

with scoria,, until the entire valley from the northwest face of the

mountain is broad and U-shaped, not at all like the other upper drain-

age valleys and gorges. Most of the shelves, if they were ever cut,

have been refilled and obliterated. Jeff Creek, draining the north

part of the west face of the mountain, drains into Russell Creek;

the U.S.G.S. topographic map is in error here. The topography at the

confluence of Jeff and Russell Creeks represents a state of rapid

fill, probably characteristic of what has gone on here for hundreds

of years, alternating among lake, marsh, and fresh outwashes and fills

by the till and scoria from the glaciers.

The north side of Whitewater Creek valley is formed by a long

lava ridge, called the Sentinel Hills in the eastern portion, and

Peak in the western. West Park Butte, the eastern promontory,
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overlooks the South Fork of the Breitenbush. Farther west the ridge

breaks into a V, incised by Devil's Creek, the south leg topped by

ancient plugs of shield volcanoes, such as Spire Rock, Triangulation

Point, and Outerson Mountain. The south side of Whitewater Creek

vafley descends from Woo pecker Ridge, an extremely recent lava flow

with huge angular blocks of lava scattered along its top.

e. Southeast quadrant

Still farther south, the south portion of the west face of the

mountain drains by way of Milk Creek (west), originating in the Milk

Creek snowfields. The steepness of this system and the quantities

of water rim off produce thick accumulations of rock and mud as

terraces where leveling begins, at the 5500-foot level, which have

been cut and rebuilt and washed out again numerous times, and which

have built a high flat-floored valley, covering the basalt flows

underlying the area much like what was described for Whitewater Creek.

This mud flow has blocked the passage of Pamelia Creek, causing

Pamelia Lake. Milk Creek drains into Pamelia Creek, the next system

to the south, after the two streams run parallel for 2 miles, some-

times only a few feet apart. This stream originates in Hunt's Cove,

a glaciated and eroded basin but not a true cove on the west side of

Cathedral Rocks, just opposite The Table on the other side of the

crest.

Hunt's Cove, within an aihitheater of steep cliff and talus

walls 500 to 750 feet high, is approxi natoly circular, a half-mile

in diameter, and contains two lakes, Hank's Lake, the larger, arid

Hunt's Lake, to the north. Hunt's Creek, draining the cove, drops
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over a series of steps corresponding to those described earlier in two

other drainages. The south wall of the cove is formed by the plugs of

several ancient volcanoes, called by Hodge The Musketeers. Hunt's

Creek, a large stream, flows into Pamelia Lake by a northward course.

North of Hunt's Cove and west of Goat Peak lies a triangular plateau

at an average of 6000 feet, which falls from the south face of the

mountain and drains into Hunt's Creek by several rather spectacular

high waterfalls.

Pamelia Lake, elevation Li000 feet, is the largest lake existing

on Mount Jefferson itself. It is a half mile long at times, although

the length varies. The lake drains by an underwater exit to Pmelia

Creek, which appears nearly a qurter-rni1e below the lake. In some

years the drainage route apparently clears itself of debris and empties

the lake leaving it principally a mud flat, while in others the basin

remains full of water. Pamelia Lake lies in a gulley formed on the

east by the mountain itself, and bordered on the west by Grizzly Peak,

a 577)-ifoot crag, which forms part of a T-shaped ridge merging into

Lizard Ridge to the south, the Musketeers on the east, and Minto

Mountain on the west, Pamelia Creek, joined by Milk Creek, drains

into the North Fork of the Santiam River, through a gently-sloping

valley north of Minto Mountain.

Lizard Ridge, and Binghain Ridge just to the south, make a horse-

shoe-shaped basin knawn as Bingham Basin, topped by a crest of scaly

knobs making it look like the back of a horned lizard, drained by

Minto Creek, also flowing west into the North Santiam. South of

Bingham Ridge lies a valley containing the largest lake in the
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Mount Jefferson area, Marion Lake, over hail' a square mile in area.

This lake, at an elevation of lO7 feet, surrounded by another exten-

sive lake area like that around Olallie Butte, is spectacularly sur-

rounded by rocky crags, slopes, and vegetation, just west of South

Cinder Peak. Much of the drainage of the west side of the crest

system in this area flows through Marion Lake and a smaller lake,

Lake Ann, just to the north. Marion Lake drains via Marion Creek

which goes over Marion Falls, formed by dropping of the stream over

the series of lava shelves. West of the falls a large State Game

Commission salmon hatchery has been in operation since 1951. Marion

Creek and its tributaries also flow westward and northwest into the

North Santiarn. The area west of Marion Lake, but not closer than

i4 miles, is filled with access roads.

The North Santiam River, like the Netollus, parallels the High

Cascade crest for a number of miles in a northward course, receiving

the runoff from the drainage streams which enter it at right angles.

It originates in Santiam Lake, one of the lakes in the Eight Lakes

Basin south of Marion Lake. Like the Metolius, it turns at the

latitude of Mount Jefferson and flows away from the peak. The North

Santiam makes this elbow north of a large lava peak, Mount Bruno,

5281 feet high, 7 miles east of Pamelia Lake. The highest point in

this area is Bachelor Mountain, 5933 feet high, 3 miles southwest of

Mount Bruno, but the outstanding feature is the Three Pyramids,

slightly lower, 8 miles to the south. The North Santiam flows on to

Detroit, the confluence with the Breitenbush, and a large artificial

lake caused by Detroit Dam, completed in 1953. Below this point the



river flows first through a narrow V-shaped valley with the greatest

relief at Sardine Mountain, continues to Niagara, and then through

a U-shaped valley with terraces at Gates and Mill City, Another

section of gorge brings the river to Mehama, and then a gradual course

to the confluence with the South Santiam and the Willamette beyond

Jefferson.

The Metolius River, the other major drainage system, has also

been partiafly regulated, by Pelton Dam, actually on the Deschutes

River; Detroit Dam and Pelton Dam are nearly equidistant from Mount

Jefferson, on opposite sides of the High Cascades, and in nearly the

same latitude. Pelton Dam was conleted in 1959.

Conclusions

The surface features of the Mount Jefferson area, as evident

from the topographic maps referred to and observation, are

characterized by the following unifying and distinctive forms:

Ten stream systems arise from the mountain arid the crest

immediately adjacent, L on the east, 6 on the west. They dissect the

orogenous material into approximately equal-sized divisions of canyon-

ridge structures on the respective sides, into a pleated land form.

The drainage is not entirely radial, but flows either east

or west of the crest line as a whole (see Figure 7). Hodge thinks

it was originally radial.

The east-west streams have cut deep gorges and valleys in

their erosion history, but their large number has limited the relief
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possible because of composite stratification and side wall creep to a

usual maximum of about 2000 feet.

!l, The crest line of the ridges, because of the limitations

indicated above, in general follow the same slope and contour as the

stream bottoms in the valleys between them.

The older volcanic plugs in the immediate drainage area have

been left standing as the highest elements of the ridges formed by

the erosion processes,

The 4. drainage systems east of the crest, because of a

smaller volume of runoff, at places exhibit ridges with broad

n-shaped rounded tops; the 6 systems on the west side, because of

a larger runoff, exhibit only sharp triangular A-shaped ridges,

except for the plugs mentioned.

The drainage from Mount Jefferson itself represents a greater

amount of runoff than that from equal areas from the surrounding ter-

rain. This accounts for somewhat faster erosion on the peak, explain-

ing the tendency for the filling of the upper ends of the glaciated

valleys beginning immediately at the east and west faces, and the

great broadening of these valleys.



B. Geology

The Cascade Mountains extend for nearly eight hundred miles, from

the Feather River in California almost to the Fraser River in British

Columbia (55, p. 7L; 25, p. 396). If the Sierra Nevadas are added to

the system the distance exceeds a thousand miles. A magnificent

barrier, its peaks dominate the skyline from Southern California to

the Canadian borders of the Pacific United States.

Significant differences along this combined mountain province

indicate its orogeny in four major sections. Mount Jefferson belongs

to the Middle Cascade section (ibid., p. Li3O-LlLll) which extends from

the junction with the Northern Cascades at Snoqualmie Pass and the

Yakima River north of Mount Rainier to that with the Southern Cascades

at the Rogue River divide south of Crater Lake. Therefore Mount Rain-

ier and Crater Lake are correctly features of the Middle, while Mount

Shasta and Mount Lassen belong to the Southern, and Glacier Peak and

Mount Baker to the Northern, sections, of the Cascades. The Middle

section, and the Southern, differ from the other two by being largely

volcanic in origin (ibid., p. Li18).

The Middle Cascades, some 350 miles long, have an average width

of 60 miles. In the latitude of Mount Jefferson (4Li° LO' N), from the

Salem (Waldo) Hills to the east side of the Metolius Bench, directly

east, it is 85 miles. Stratigraphic and petrographic work in the

area of this transect have been done by Edwin T. Hodge (1925) and by

Thomas P. Thayer (various times in the 1930's). Reference will also

be made to work by Eugene Callaghan, who first proposed the
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recognition of Western and High Cascades as separate belts, and by

several earlier geologists.

Discussion of the geology will be taken up in the following

order: i) the Western Cascades; 2) the High Cascades; 3) glaciation;
and Lij) geological problems.

1. The Western Cascades

South of the Columbia River the Middle and Southern Cascades are

at present thought to be coiiosed of two longitudinal belts, the

Western Cascades, up to 60 miles in width, and the High Cascades, up

to 25 miles wide. Their respective orientation in Northern Oregon is

shown in Figure 10. In this latitude the Western Cascades divide

naturally into a western half with an average elevation of less than

2000 feet, and an eastern half with an average elevation over J1500

feet, with niaximum relief of LOQO feet. The Western crest line, when

seen from the High Cascades, often represents a uniformly leveled

series of ridges cresting near 5000 feet, with relatively few sharp

peaks and none above 6000 feet.

Several differing theories have been advanced in regard to the

origin of the Western belt; these are important in their bearing on

the formation of the High Cascades concerned. Fenneman (bc.

p. 433f) represents the opinion that original vulcanism built a high

plateau which was reduced by subsequent Pliocene peneplanation to the

present uniform 5000-foot crest level, and then dissected. He also

suggests that faulting might explain the steep scarp east of the
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present High Cascades (see also Baldwin, 5, p. 60). Hodge (37, p. 31),

represents the opinion that before extensive dissection occurred,

originally lower volcanic material on the east side of the present

Willamette Valley was raised by Pliocene tilting of a block composed

of the entire western portion of Oregon extending into the Pacific,

accompanied by lowering in Eastern Oregon. This exaggerated the

pre sent high plateau west of the High Cascades, Callaghan represents

the opinion that faulting actually occurred and extended between the

present Western and High belts, Thayer at first followed this line

of reasoning in regard to faulting (1936), later switched to a more

conservative view (1939). Baldwin in general follows Callaghan

(ibid.). The High Cascades are thought by all these investigators

to have resulted from much later vulcanisin, which according to

Callaghan issued from the fracture line or lines.

Volcanic stratigraphy along Thayer's transect shows these rocks

probably rest on marine and other sedimentary deposits of the

Oligocene; this underlying material has been exposed in the Salem area

in the marine tuffaceous Illahe formation (Mi4dle Oligocene, ibid.,

p. 1i'9) and in the Clarno formation (Early Oligocene, ibid., p. 72) in

the Nutton Mountains just east of Warm Springs. These two exposures

may have been roughly continuous and may be thought to extend beneath

the entire Cascade belt. Granite and diorite have been brought up as

intrusives through this material in both High and Western belts.

The Western Cascade volcanic series immediately to the east of

the Illahe formation are the Mehama volcanics (corresponding in age

to the Eagle Creek of the Columbia, a pre-Columbia River basalt series)
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composed of tuffs, breccias, and lavas, followed by the Sardine series

which rests imeonformably on the Illahe and Mehama beds. The Mehama

series occurs along the North Santiarn River centering 20 iniles south-

east of Salem. The Sardine series, named after Sardine Mountain 20

miles farther east, consists of the Stayton lavas, massive and wide-

spread through the Western Cascades north of the Santiam drainage, and

equivalent to the Columbia River basalts (ibid., p. .57), and the Fern

Ridge series of 1500 feet of conglomerates and pyroclastics in places

resting on the Stayton lavas, and equivalent to the Troutdale formation

on the Columbia.

The Columbia River basalts, cut through and revealed by the river,

expose considerable folding which has been ascribed to the Miocene.

The principal Western Cascade folds in the transect under discussion

are the Mehama anticline, corresponding to the Eagle Creek anticline
at the Columbia, and the Willamette and Sardine synclines, and less

distinguishable transverse folds. In relating Western and Eastern

Oregon stratigraphy as evidenced by the Columbia River basalts,

Thayer says (68, p. 7]M),

Pre-Pliocene folds of eastern Oregon, such as the Ochoco
Mountains, Tygh Ridge, and the Mutton Mountains, in general trend
east-west. These structures disappear under the eastern slope, of
the High Cascades but have not been recognized in the Western
Cascades Folding in the Columbia River basalts probably occurred
at the same time as that in the Western Cascades, since the
Pliocene volcanics of eastern Oregon are undisturbed. Minor
cross folding in the Western Cascades has been mentioned, but the
major adjustment between the two systems of folds appears to have
been accomplished in the area now buried under the High Cascades.
This area seems to be a weak zone in which faulting may have
occurred during and after the Miocene folding.
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The rocks of the Western Cascades have been analyzed by Callaghan

(12, p. 2/45). The Stayton lavas and their equivalents southward appear

black, distinctly bedded, resembling the Columbia River basalts in

appearance when massive, but largely andesitic with rhyolitic pyro-

elastics. The tuffaceous beds below these flows exhibit principally

rhyolite, with red agglomerates. Material from both these series

contains phenocrysts of labradorite, augite, and magnetite. The

diørite intrusives are also porphyritic.

2. The High Cascades

Details of contact between the Western and High Cascades are

generally obscured. Callaghan has described the difference "on the

basis of a pronounced unconformity in the stratigraphic sequence of

the lavas" (ibid., p. 2/43). Thayer says of the boundary (69, p. 161/4),

"The volcanic rocks of the Western Cascades have been folded, faulted,

locally intruded by dioritic plugs, and mineralized. The High Cascade

volcanics are very fresh and apparently retain their initial atti-

tudes. However, as will be noted, the boundary remains undefined

except for a 10-mile north-south segment iest of Mount Jefferson.

Beneath the High Cascade lavas in their lower expesed portion

lies one series with considerable affinity with those of the Western

Cascades. Thayer calls it the Breitenbush series. (Thayer prefers to

name all the exposures in his Cascade transect series rather than

formations out of respect to the small and local amount of work done

on them.) An element o± it occurring on Skunk Creek 2-- miles south-

east of Breitenbush Hot Springs consists of 100 vertical feet of



tuffaceous sedimentary beds with prints of hardwood flora, Thayer

(68, p. 703) describes the total relationship in these words:

....Along the Breitenbush River the sardine series grades down
into the dominantly tuffaceous Breitenbush series some 7,500
feet thick. The basal exposed portion of the latter series
consists of rhyolitic lavas and pyroclastics. Rhyolite which
occurs on the western slope of the High Cascades is considered
part of the Sardine series on structural grounds.

He continues (ibid., p. 705)

It is apparent that the Western Cascade section conares
closely with that of eastern Oregon. The Sardine lava series
is the presumed equivalent of the Miocene Columbia River
lavas; the Breitenbush tuff series is the probable equivalent
of the Oligocene John Day tuffs, the bas1 rhyolite members
being the correlative ol' the rhyolite in the upper part of
the Clarno.

Similar correlations have been made by Howel Williams (81, p. 13) to

indicate the basal continuity with Western Cascade volcanics.

Above the Breitenbush series, which Thayer has originating in

the Oligocene, but extending into the upper Miocene, are found four

principal High Cascade series, originating in Pliocene and Pleistocene

activity. In order of placement, they occur as the Outerson vol-

canics, the Ninto lavas, the Olallie lavas, and the High Cascade lavas.

a. The Outerson series

The Pliocene Outerson volcanics, possibly equivalent to the

Dalles or Rhododendron formations of the Columbia (69, p. 1617), con-

sists of tuffs, breccias, agglomerates, and massive basalts with a

total thickness of 3000 feet, now making up the mid portion of the

valley sidewalls on the west side of Mount Jefferson. The massive

basalts sometimes form vertical walls 1000 feet high, seen in the

South Breitenbush River and Whitewater Creek drainages. Outerson
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Mountain and Mount Bruno represent the centers originating this

material which lies unconformably on the Breitenbush tuffs. Parts of

the Sentinel Hills form the highest remaining elements of this series,

although the flows were directed principally south and west. The

eastward flow occurred because no barrier at the present site of

Mount Jefferson existed.

b. The Ninto lavas

The bulk of the triangular cross-section of the High Cascades

originated in this Pliocene series, composed of olivine basalts which

make up the basal portion of Mount Jefferson and much of the crest

system in Oregon. Thayer presents evidence that an ancient shield

volcano 22 miles in diameter, extending from Mansfield Mountain

eastward to the base of Olallie Butte and southward to Minto Mountain,

with the origin at Park Butte, once covered this entire crest segment

(70, p. 17). The Minto basalts lie unconlTormably on the Outerson

series to a depth of LlO00 feet. These later lavas dip radially from

the Park Butte plug at angles varying from 8° at the center to 10 at

the margin, and form the upper gorge walls of Nhitewater River,

Shitike Creek, the North and South Forks of the Breitenbush River,

and Whitewater Creek. They also form the basalt shelves over which

the Whitewater River, South Breitenbush River, and Hunt's Creek make

their initial rapid descents. Mch dissetion occurred before the

next High Cascade flows, and the bulk of this series has been trans-

ported far downward.

Capping the highest Western Cascade ridges in this area are the

Battle Ax basalts, contemporaneous with the Minto flows, and named
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after Battle Ax Mountain 6 miles north of Detroit, the highest Western

Cascade feature (5547 feet) north of the North Santiam.

The Olallie lavas

Above the Minto basalts lie the much later Pleistocene Olallie

lavas, found in only the youngest peaks and promontories along the

crest line. These lavas form Olallie Butte and a large portion of

upper Mount Jefferson, where they show dipping westward 28° in thin

black basalt on the west face at 8000 feet (69, p. 1618). They also

occur on the upper Clackamas plateau north and west of Olallie Butte.

Contemporary with the Olallie were the Santiam lavas, mostly

olivine basalts, which flowed west and south from a vent near Outerson

Mountain, where the plug still stands, to a depth of i600 feet, now

cut through by the North Santiam River (ibid., p. 1619). They also

possibly formed the Three Pyramids southwest of Mount Bruno. Again,

much dissection took place before the next flows.

The High Cascade lavas

Above the Olallie lavas, forming the highest elements of Mount

Jefferson and the smaller peaks along the crest line to the south, and

also all the other high peaks of the Middle Cascades (81, p. )+i), are

found the later Pleistocene High Cascade lavas, responsible for the

steep cone building. Basalts predominate everywhere in the fissure

products to the south but on Mount Jefferson the lavas are andesitic,

mostly hypersthene andesites (69, p. l635f). The conduit, the massive

dikes of the mountain, arid the parasitic plugs, which Hodge has

analyzed as mugearite, all date from this series.



Hodge provides one of several descriptions of the rock (37,

p. 32±').

...where these..,rocks occur as dikes they are coarse-grained
and massive and where they were poured out on the surface as
flows they show a fine-grained and platy cleavage. This
closely-spaced cleavage or jointing is often so close that it
gives rise to slabs of about one-half inch thickness. Such
masses, disintegrated by the frost, form long screes of
"shell" rock, often incorrectly called "slate". The intrusive
varieties or the thick flows have widely spaced jointing and
break up into huge angular blocks. In some places the flows
show colwnnar structure.

The color.. .varies from gray to light gray to pale blue.
hen the pale blue rocks are moist their color is almost sky

blue. The iron, which these rocks contain, leaches out
easily and. forms a thin paint of pink hematite on the out-
side. Large slopes coiposed of these rocks, when moist,
afford great splashes of beautiful blue and pink colors.

The coat of gray andesite, wet by abundant water seepage, gives the

mountain a gray-brown appearance from most aspects where the snow has

gone in summer. Fractured surfaces of this rock show phenocrysts

consisting of many light spots of plagioclase feldspar, and fewer

dark spots of hpersthene pyroxene (92, p. 19).

The volcanic ejecta of this series, consisting of ash, cinders,

and agglomerate, which fell over a wide area, have since everywhere

been washed or glaciated down except from the bedding remaining in

place on the mountain itself and on the tops of surrounding ridges.

The andesitic flow material, which has likewise moyed everywhere down

from the peak by gravitation aided by erosion and glaciation to fill

every available low spot for miles around, is relatively hard but

constantly disintegrating. On Mount Jefferson itself only the pin-

nacles, the remainder of the conduit, hard but friable, and the
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shoulder dikes and plugs, hold up the talus and the remaining resistant

elements of some horizontal High Cascade flows. Hodge believes the

Pleistocene maximum height may have been a thousand feet or more

greater than that at present (bc. cit., p. Wi).

Climbing of the cone involves mountaineering problems having to

do with loose scoria. and disintegrating rock, although complete ice

and snow climbs can be made early in the summer. The only completely

dry climb must be made by the south route after midsummer. The

Mazamas have published details of routes for approximately 7 climbing

attacks starting at the base from all points of the coass (io).

Pinnacle climbs originate at the Red Saddle, actually south of the

south pinnacle and not where shown on Hodge's map,

No fuxnaroles exist on the mountain, but the area surrounding it

has several hot springs, notably Bagby Hot Springs, Warm Springs, and

Breitenbush Rot Springs, where water temperatures of 1500 are found.

Only the latter have been commercialized, Mineral springs abound at

various points.

3. Glaciation

Concurrent with the early High Cascade lava flows, a period of

glaciation much more extensive and intensive than that visible now

apparently occurred on Mount Jefferson. Ira Williams says (bc. cit.,

p. L14f),

...the mountain must have been but a great white dome and so
deeply snow covered that scarce a point of rock showed through.
From its sides great glaciers moved in all directions; far out
to the north and south along the summit, as well as down the
range slopes to the east and west did the sheets of moving ice



spread., occupying the river canyons and grinding away at every
surface over which they passed. We are very certain that the
ice from Jefferson actually met and joined with that from other
high peaks that were at the same time areas of snow accumulation
from which glaciers emanated.

Hodge also describes the glacial periods (be. cit., p. 38-).

...in the early Pleistocene time there were no such things as
individual glaciers surrounding Mount Jefferson. There was one
great glacier entirely mantling the slopes...and extending out-
ward to a distance of ten miles. Only a few of the highest
peaks were not buried by this ice. Bald. Peter undoubtedly
suffered, by exposing his head. . . as a nuriatak, throughout all
ol' the Admiralty period.

He concludes that the sheets spreading north over the Clackamas

Plateau, east and west of the peak, and east and west of the crest to

the south, reached a thickness of at least 2000 feet in order to plane

such features as Bingham Basin, Grizzly Flat, and Lizard Flat. The

glaciers reached their greatest thickness in the first glacial period,

the Admiralty, experienced recession during the next, the Puyallup,

and were partially renewed during the Vashon Period, at which time the

present cirques, larger than the present glaciers could have formed,

were excavated. Jefferson Park is presumed to have formed when the

northside glacier split against the Park Butte plug with diversion

down the South Breitenbush and hitewater River drainages, and the

immense flat deposit of andesitic scoria and boulders aceunulated--

the striated basalt shelves were formed at this time, Biddle Pass

and Hunt's Cove were carved to east and. south, The valleys of the

South Breitenbush River, 1'hitewater Creek, and Panielia Creek were

trenched in a U-shape for 10 miles downstream from their origin.

Below these points glacial tongues extended as far as Mill City

(82, p. 21±').
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This glacial action is said to have removed a tremendous amount

of High Cascade deposits from the mountain itself; Hodge thinks that

one-third of the original bulk was removed from the east side alone

(bc. cit., p. 37). Present degradation rates may be small in com-

parison. Recent recession apparently continues, for the Milk Creek

snowfields extended twice as far as at present down the west face as

Milk Creek Glacier in the early 1900's (58, p. 33).

4. Geological problems

The problems associated with determination of the division be-

tween Western and High Cascades have been mentioned and deserve

further brief examination. They arise because of the difficulty in

ascribing adequate cause for the difference in presumed base eleva-

tion on the east and west sides of the High Cascades. The east side

base appears elevated as evidenced by a 1000- to 2000-foot scarp such

as is found east of Breitenbush Butte, and gives substance to a view

of Fenneman (22. cit., p. '+33)..

The Columbia River in its great transverse gorge has cut
down through thousands of feet of lava. The several lava
flows are here arched upward in a complex ant icline On the
assumption that they were originally horizontal, the range
has been lifted some thousands of feet along its axis. Farther
south the evidence is less clear. The steepness of the es-
carpment west of the Deschutes River has been thought to sug-
gest faulting but this is not demonstrated. In southern
Oregon, however, the eastern front of the range has locally
all the features which in the basin ranges are ascribed to
faulting.

Fenneujan' s peneplain theory would indicate that the High Cascades

were deposited on top of the Western Cascade plateau, already 5000

feet thick, which with the addition of 2000 feet of lift by faulting
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on the east side would leave little necessity for High Cascade vulcan-

ism except at the great vents. Even without faulting the need for

additional ulcanism would be limited.

Rodge has opposed this theory Q. cit., p. 31) and ascribed

the height of the Western Cascade crest to elevation by tilting, as

indicated. To compensate for lowering &f the base beneath them,

lodge's view greatly increases the necessity for High Cascade vulcan-

ism, which he seeks to prove has been quantitatively enormous.

Callaghan. has sought to examine the junction between the Western

and High Cascade volcanics for further evidence, and has attempted to

establish the existence of another fault line along the eastern edge

of the Western Cascades, along which this edge was elevated from 1000

feet to 2000 feet, a position both opposing and reconciling the two

above. The position was stated by Thayer in 1936 (68, p. 705),

The unconformity between the Western Cascade eruptions
and the High Cascade lairas is marked. The older rocks had
been folded, mineralized, and intruded by dioritic plugs,
probably lifted as a block by faulting, and deeply eroded
before the earliest of the High Cascade rocks were poured
out. This unconformity is recognizable the entire length
o± the Cascade Mountains in Oregon.

He intimated that a north-south fracture system in line with High

Cascade vents was "an important mode of adjustment between the Western

Cascade structures and those in eastern Oregon" (ibid., p. 7l5f).

This theory would adsilt possible peneplanation in the west, but would

also allow yolwinous yolcanics in the east. However, the uncon-

formity is not actually as dicoyerable as was thought.

This much evidence against CaJ)aghan's position can be noted.

The lower elements of the Sardine series occur at 1000 feet. The
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elevation at Breitenbush Hot Springs is 2500 feet, and at Detroit, the

confluence of the Breitenbush with the North Santiaaii, it is 1600 feet;

it is evident that although the upper elements of the Sardine series

lie far above both these latter points, the lower occur below them,

although the same age has been assigned the Breitenbush and the

Sardine series. Therefore considerable junction or interfingering

can be expected, but the faulting proposed cannot account for the

higher base exposure in the western side of the High Cascades. It

was to reconcile this discrepancy that Thayer evidently proposed the

7500-foot thickness for the Breitenbush series, a figure which appears

far too high.

By 1939 Thayer had modified his vIews on the Western Cascade

scarp to entirely erosion-connected causes, saying (70, p. 2), "South

of the bend in the North Santiaiii River, northeast of Mount Brurio...

the western limit of the High Cascade range is the valley of the North

Santiam River; north of the Santiam Elbow no sharp physiographic or

topographic boundary is evident." The dating of the lava series

appears too uncertain for definite assignment of the stratigraphic

relationship at present, as Thayer had already admitted (69, p. l61).

Several differences of opinion in regard to the general nature

of High Cascade origins are apparent, and anyone who examines the

literature on the geology of the Western-High Cascade relationship

finds numerous examples. It is also apparent, however, that major

differences between the Western arid High Cascade volcanics are

established. These are evident as well through the differences in

their relative dissection. The basaltic caps to the west have



allowed the smaller amount o precipitation there to expose much

greater relief, to 4000 feet; the interbedding of tuffaceous material

with flows in the High Cascades has limited relief uniformly to

approximately 2000 feet because of the rapid disintegration of the

walls.
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C. Climate arid weather

Although the name of the Cascades came from a spot which
was almost an incident in the long sweep of the range, it is
curiously appropriate. These, more than most, are well-watered
mountains. This is something seen: in the thousand streams that
rush down into the valleys, in the multitude of lakes that lie
wherever there are hollows to hold them, in the waterfalls that
course over the cliffs, in the bright greens of the luxuriant
vegetation, and in the snows and glaciers of the high peaks.
It is also something heard. Through much of the range there
are few places where the sound of water does not reach. It

is a sound that is sometimes deafening, as when one stands by
a large waterfall or a glacier-fed torrent. Sometimes the

sound is only a murmur reaching from a deep valley to the
mountains above, But always, it is a sound of movement,
hurried, turbulent, melodius. (55, p. 73).

So writes Grant McConnell in Peattie's book on these mountains. The

principal product of the Cascades can be described quite adequately

by the one word, water. Nowhere in North America is a constant source

of fresh water more abundant than in the Northwest, and, because of

their height and width, the Cascade runoff contributes a major portion

of the annual sustained supply. The Cascades collect, store, and

dispense their product in an admirably organized cycle. The influence

on plant and animal life along the waterways and between them bears

a direct relationship.

The source of this water is oi' course atmospheric. The release

depends on temperature. Weather in the Cascades is therefore de-

termined largely by two factors: by the water content of introduced

air and by altitudinal effects on air temperature. As elements of

weather here these will be described as precipitation and winds, and

temperature. Altitudinal effects on pressure appear of small con-

sequence here because of the relatively low altitude, in comparison
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with systems like the Himalayas or Andes.

The only special review of Northwest mountain climates is that

by Baker (k); since it treats the entire Northwest its coverage of

any particular area has been rather limited. No published thorough

resmue of weather for any particular Oregon Cascade area exists.

Excellent general discussions of climate as affecting such a region

as the Cascades include those of Trewartha (72) on macroclimate and

Geiger (29) on microclimte, although the latter application shall be

included with floristics and habitats,

1. Precipitation and winds

Precipitation-wise, Trewartha describes the climate for this

region as a huiid west coast type (1cc. p. 281) with a middle

latitude littoral rainfall regime. The Cascades lie in the path of

the prevailing westerlies which occur between iiO° and 600 of latitude.

The westerly winds initiate a strean of storms by means of a pro-

cession of air masses moving toward arid over the Northwest. Be.-

cause these stormy air masses introduce almost the entire source of

water entering the area, the major contributions to precipitation

can be said to be cyclonic.

a. Cyclonic effects

Oregon lies just south of the principal generalized winter

cyclone tracks, two of which cross Washington and two others British

Columbia (ibid., p. 157). It is on the two principal generalized

southern anticyclone tracks of the Northwest. Therefore it is evident
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that winter weather in this region should be dominated by cyclonic

influences, as is the case. Individual cyclones exhibit considerable

variability in following track, in size, linear velocity, rotational

velocity, water content, and the adjacent pressure factors affecting

these features. Consequently winter weather demonstrates a wide

variation in periodic wind and precipitation data over a season.

The primary source of introduced air begins in the Polar Pacific

air mass originating in a low pressure evaporation zone near the

Aleutians. This air picks up large quantities of water vapor under

the influence of the warming southwestward movement, becomes

increasingly unstable (i.e., subject to rapid change in relative

humidity by convectional and pressure-induced currents), and breaks

up into the series of cyclonic units which, by their counterclockwise

surface current trends, present winds primarily from the southwest as

cool Oregon coast landfall is made in winter. This air movement

continues from the southwest across the Oregon Cascades. When the

rapid vertical convectional movement inside the air masses must be

matched by equally rapid horizontal movement, augmented by the direc-

tion of travel, many of the cyclones bring winds of gale force. Al-..

though countered by pressure-volume decrease on cooling, some accel-

eration on thermodynamic principles and by the Bernoulli principle as

the relatively warm masses approach the colder elevated High Cascades

follows: the winter storms increase in violence as they cross the

high mountains. In summer the velocity effects are diminished by

temperature and pressure reversals at landfall and by the shifting of

the cyclone tracks northward. As a result in summer the air movement
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slows and trends principally from the northwest.

A secondary source of introduced air begins in the Polar Conti-

nental air mass originating in Northern Canada. Southward flow of

this relatively non-humid air with shifting of lower-pressure Polar

Pacific air oceanward introduces clearer, drier winter periods with

the principal flow being southstward over the Cascades, i.e., with

winds from the northeast. The greatest source of variability (which

Trewartha terms the "non-periodic weather element") (ibid., p. 293)

in winter weather data results from the extent of counteraction of

warm-cloudy-wet Polar Pacific air and cold-clear-dry Polar Continental

air. Other air mass sources influence Northwest climate to lesser

extents (32, p. 6f).

Several aspects of Polar Pacific cyclonic dominance can be noted.

The skies of winter are here usually gray, dark, filled with a sheet

of eastward-scudding condensed water vapor several thousand feet in

thickness, so that "The.. .region has the highest cloudiness and least

sunshine of any part of the United States, the mean annual cloudiness

...being 60 to 70 percent" (ibid., p. 291). Mount Jefferson lies in

a zone marked by lkO to 160 cloudy days per year. Although the cloud

ceiling depends on actual relative humidity conditions, its elevation

begins in late fall at an average 6000 feet, lowers through the winter

to less than half this height, and rises to 6000 to 7000 feet in

spring and early summer. Cooling of the cyclonic air masses following

landfall produces steady, long-continued rain over Western Oregon; the

isohyetal belt (which parallels the coastline) for the lower parts of

the Wiflaniette Valley is marked by an average of 0 inches of



precipitation per year But obviously this amount would not be siif-

ficient for the present Cascade runoff without the addition of other

effects,

b. Orographic effects

Cooling of air by expansion on being lifted to higher elevation

(the lapse rate) amounts to approximately 3.3° F. per 1000 feet (4,

p. 225). Air crossing the Oregon High Cascades is forced to rise usu-

any at least 6000 feet and is cooled by this expansion some 200,

enough to cause considerable increase in relative humidity, which in

winter is sufficient to increase precipitation to 200 percent or more

above the isohyetaJ. amount for the Wilamette Valley. The gradual

slope of the west side of the High Cascades and the even more gradual

slope of the Western Cascades causes distribution of the increased

precipitation in a similar gradient from west to east (see Figure ii).

Only Mount Jefferson itself in the line of this movement presents

any abrupt increase in slope, which has a considerable additional

effect.

The topography west of the mountain consists of the east-west

directed valleys and ridges so that eastward-flowing air must rise

from 3000 feet in the valley bottoms to 10,000 feet in approximately

.5 miles. "The blocking effect of a mountain is normally felt at some

distance out in front of the abrupt change in slope, the approaching

wind riding up over a mass of stagnant air along its front" (72,

p. 121). These valleys represent a collecting point. Once in the

Western Cascades, the general southwest winds of winter are channeled

along the major valleys (canyon effect; 4, p. 227f) so that winds
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Figure 11. Precipitation regime through the Northern Oregon Cascades.

Comparison of monthly mean* for Albany, Detroit, Government Camp, and

Pelton Dam.
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Figure 12. Annual mean* precip-
itation for Albany, Mehama, Detroit,
Government Camp, Detroit 19 ENE,
Crater Lake, Sisters, and Pelton
Dam. Lack of applicability of Cra-
ter Lake data is discussed in text.
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Figure 13. Per cent. increase
in precipitation over Albany
annual moan (0), largely
attributable to orographic ef-
fects, at Mehaina, Detroit, Gov-
ernment Camp, and Detroit 19 ENE.

* For method by which means were determined, see Table 2, p. 79.
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following the South Santiám River are diverted in part to the north-

ward-flowing North Santlain at Detroit, and to be funneled together

along the Breitenbush River and Whitewater Creek toward Mount

Jefferson. The valleys near Detroit provide the meeting place of

these two sources.

But from Detroit eastward a greater proportional increase in

precipitation takes place, and, for the reasons stated, somewhat in

advance of the air ascent over Mount Jefferson, or around it,

extending to and beyond the mountain. The total effect can be seen

from these data: at Mehama, 38 miles northwest of Mount Jefferson,

precipitation totals an annual 68.31 inches; at Detroit, 17 miles

northwest, it is 75.3L1 inches; but at a station 5 miles north of the

mountain (Detroit 19 ENE) it reaches an average lLIO,78 inches

annually, and in 1961 it was l67.814 inches*.

The U. S. Weather Bureau maintains several recording stations in

the Cascades, although, as Baker points out (ibid.), these were not

placed to give the best distributional picture of altitudinal effects.

Those with most bearing on weather conditions in the area under con-

sideration are listed in Table 2.

The graph, Figure 12, using the data from several of these

stations, shows orographic and rain shadow effects of the Cascades

in the Mount Jefferson arid similar areas. It is seen that orographic

effects on humid cyclonic air are principally responsible for the

increased heavy precipitation of the High Cascades; the increase is

* Personal communication, Portland Office, Climatological Services,
U. S. Weather Bureau, for 1961 data not yet published.
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Table 2. Selected U. S. Weather Bureau stations in Oregon Cascade
areas. From top down these are listed here in relation to altitude

from west to east. Means** for various weather elements as used in

this study or by Baker (14) were secured from data from these locations.

* Weighing station only, or recording facilities limited.

** Means were determined as follows: Weather Bureau mean was used
wherever published (Albany, Mehama, Detroit); 1957-1961 mean used
elsewhere, except for Sisters and Pelton Dam, where 1959-1961 mean
used.

Name of station
Records since

Elevation
in feet

Relation to Mount Jefferson study area

Albany

1878

212 Willainette Valley station directly W of
Mount Jefferson, 57 miles distant

Mehama

1923
6140 In Western Cascades, on North Santiam

River, 38 miles TVINW of Mount Jefferson

Detroit
1909

1586 At junction of Western and High
Cascades, on North Santiam River, 17
miles NW of Mount Jefferson

Marion Forks

19147

21475 On North Santiam River 12 miles S of
Detroit, 8 miles SW of Mount Jeffer-
son; some records, particularly 1957
and 1960, not published

Santiam Junction* 3780 At junction of North Santiam Highway
(Route 22) and South Santiam Highway
(Route 20) 19 miles 85W oi' Mount
Jefferson

Government Camp
1952

(earlier at Tim-
berline Lodge)

3900 Highest Cascade daily observation
station near Mount Jefferson; on Mount
Hood 145 miles N

Detroit 19 ENE* 14985 Highest Cascade station near Mount
Jefferson; on Skyline Road 7 miles N

Crater Lake
1928

61475 Highest station in Oregon Cascades,
heaviest snowfall area where records
are obtained in Oregon; 125 miles S of

Mount Jefferson

Sisters
1958

3180 B side of High Cascades; 28 miles SE of
Mount Jefferson

Pelton Dam
1958

11410 On Deschutes River; 26 miles B of Mount
Jefferson
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shom in Figure 13. A major question to be raised is, to what extent

does the increase in precipitation follow increase in altitude?

The available data are not sufficient to indicate this. Baker's

altitudinal curve (. cit., p. 230; see Figure 15) is based on ob-

servations at lower Cascade stations in Northern Oregon, and on

higher elevations in Southern Oregon, the highest being Crater Lake.

But this Southern Oregon location, characterized by far less pre-

cipitation than Northern Oregon, lies in a lower precipitation zone

entirely, and data on total precipitation obtained there are not

comparable. Therefore this station should not be used in deter-

mining maximum precipitation in this transect, or even in this part

of the Middle Cascades. Data from Detroit 19 ENE were not available

to Baker since the station did not exist at that time.

According to Trewartha (. cit., p. 350) precipitation increases

with altitude to L000 to 7000 feet, then decline because of slower

cooling due to the addition of heat of condensation. But Baker says

(op. cit., p. 227) (underscoring not his) "...there is a zone of

maximum rainfall at an elevation of a few thousand feet on the west

slopes of the Cascade Range.. .well within the range of observer

stations. Elsewhere the precipitation continues to increase to the

crests of the mountains, or the elevation of maximum is at such high

altitudes that no observations have been made", indicating the in-

sufficiency of his data. As seen in the figures referred to, in

every case, except for Crater Lake, the data indicate increase to

the highest west-side elevation with stations, and the next stations

across the Cascades are in such severe rain shadow that no
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conclusions can be supported. Bakers curve, therefore, must be

considered extremely inaccurate where it shows maximum precipitation

at Ll000 feet. The Detroit 19 ENE records prove a very major increase

beyond this point, with no real indication that the maximum records in

relation to altitude have yet been obtained. Precipitation at some

High Cascade locations can tnerefore be considered much greater than

generally supposed.

As evidence in corroboration, the west swopes of Mount Jefferson

from 5PU0 to 8000 feet appear to receive at least lO inches of

precipitation annually, as evident from the increment of snowpack on

Jefferson Park Glacier. The crevasses reveal approximately Ll5 feet of

neve added annually, representing perhaps more than 130 feet or 1560

inches of new snow, although winds contribute additions of varying

amounts blown fnm tne west face. This 150-inch mean continues to

approximately the 8000foot level, and then may fall off gradually to

the 5uxmit, but does not decrease markedly until the 5U00-ioot level

on tne east side. Observations at this elevation on the east side in

1962 showed approximately the same snowfall after a storm as occurred

on the west side. Wxiitewater Giacier on the east face almost ap-

proaches in thickness and annual increment of snopack the glaciers on

the northwest face, largely because the accelerated winds blow large

amounts of snow completely over the mountain to add to the total

actually falling there.

Cyclonic and orographic effects are also evident in summer on rare

occasions. On August , 1962, two entries in the Climatological Data

Summaries ior that montn show 0.15 inch ot rain falling at Detroit,
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O.2Li inch at Marion Forks, but at least 2 inches fell on this same

day at Jefferson Park, during a completely overcast day general over

the entire area.

Precipitation for the Mount Jefferson area would probably be

better represented as shown in the second curve, Figure 15. The

slopes of the mountain and the crest system here above the 5000-foot

level (roughly 100 square miles) therefore represent, using the

conservative figure of 100 inches of precipitation annually overall,

the equivalent of over 5J+0,000 acre feet of water, which, distributed

by the 10 major stream systems, provide an average runoff of morethan

Li5,000,000 gallons per day or 500 gallons per second per stream per

annual cycle. Because of the topography as well as somewhat greater

amounts on the west, some streams are larger and some smaller than

this, of course; the west side receives perhaps 75% of the total

runoff.

c. Convectional effects

The precipitation regime, as shown in Figure 11, indicates

heavy rainfall confined to late fall, winter, and early spring--the

seasons of cyclonic dominance. small amount of precipitation occurs

in summer, which often results entirely from thunderstorms. The

Oregon Cascades lie in a zone of 5 to 10 thunderstorms per location

annually (72, p. 18)i). At the 7000- to 8000-foot level of Mount

Jefferson during warm periods of summer, 1 or 2 thunderstorms occur

in an average 3-day period; they are less frequent during cooler

periods.

Thunderstorms arise where warm air layers formed by ground-level
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radiation rise vertically into cooler air. The effect increases

where slope provides greater incidence to solar radiation. The rapid

vertical movement, matched by rapid horizontal movement toward the

mountain, produces a cuinulo-ninibus cloud layer from the 8500- to the

10,000-foot level 1 out of every 2 days on an average through a summer;

the cloud begins forming on the south side about 11:00 a.m., reaches

around the mountain by noon, and continues into late afternoon, and

may produce local showers on all faces. When warming becomes intensive

in summer the thunderstorms may freely shower the 5000- and 6000-foot

levels as well.

Although the thunderstorms rarely bring more than a fraction of

an inch of rain, or hail, at a time, the annual total at the high

elevations may represent 5 or 6 inches.

2. Temperature

Temperature-wise, Trewartha describes the climate for this region

as mesothermal, marked by a definite seasonal temperature rhythm--

the temperate influence (. cit., p. 281). As noted for precipitation,

the factors determining temperature are likewise introduced air masses,

and elevation, but they are strongly micro-periodic due to radiation

differences between day and night.

Temperature trends apart from the diurnal periodicity can be

comprehended most effectively by comparing monthly means (maxiinmu and

minimum obtained in the shade for each day of the month, averaged) for

different elevations, by comparing the length of the frost-free period

for different elevations (Figure 18), and by comparing absolute maximum
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and minimum temperatures at different elevations (Figure 17). Data

from the same stations as listed in Table Z is available, except for

those stations not recording temperature.

Figure 16 compres monthly means for Aibany, Detroit, Government

Camp, and Crater Lake. It should be noted that the Crater Lake data

can be considered applicable nere uecause oi tne greater uniformity of

temperature zones, wnen Northern and Southern Oregon stations are

compared, than was the case with precipitation. Correlation with the

generally accepted lapse rate is apparent. The east side records are

influenced by greater contact with Polar Continental air.

Tne Columbia River area sometimes feels the influence of cninook-

type winds, which introduce cyclonic air warmed oy pressurization and

heat ot condensaton following the drop after crossing the Coast Range.

The chinooks, capable of sending temperatures up 1.IOo F or more in a

fraction of an hour, sometimes literally melt the snow trom Mount Hood,

and cause flooding of tne Columbia; they rarely reach as ±ar soutn as

Mount Jefferson, and appear never to occur east 01 the Cascades (i.e.,

in the Deschutes Vailey) in this latitude.

The local winds ol spring, summer, and fall, as typical of

mountain areas, have a diurnal periodicity and a temperature relation,

moving up the mountain during the warm period of the day, and donward

at nignt. Often a night cloud formed in the west s1dé valleys by

cooling from this source flows eastward and upward over Jefferson Park

early in tne morning following sunrise in late spring, but dissipates by

9:00 a.m. The valley bottoms, especially where steep and densely

vegetated, show little air movement, but allow cold air to filter



down at night, leaving the exposed slopes and ridges relatively warm

at this time. The first frost of the fall occurs in the valley bottoms

following downflow of cooling air from the mountain sides.

3. Precipitation, wind, and temperature combined

In winter, the combination of these elements in the High Cascades

means blowing snow. Snow interposes the one factor that has made the

wilderness permanent here. It also makes life possi.bLe for numerous

animals which, would perish without its insulating covering.

In the Willamette Valley znowf all seldom exceeds 10 inches

annually and a winter often goes by without snow at most locations.

To the east, in the Cascades, snowfall graduIly increases with

altitude, the relationship being shown in Figures 19 and 20. The per

centage of precipitation occurring as snow reaches nearly i00% at

High Cascade crest altitudes (See Figure 21) and involves all fall,

winter, and spring precipitation. The close correlation with mean

temperature is obvious.

At Crater Lake, 600 inches of snow annually are not uncommon and

over 800 inches have been observed (78). Since Crater Lake reports

less than half the annual precipitation of Mount Jefferson, more than

twice this amount of snow can be expected on Mount Jefferson. Assuming

1LI,00 inches as within the range of possibility (10 inches of snow 1

inch of precipitation), a total thickness of 116 feet of new snow may

fall. They do not, of course, accumulate as such; spread out over

approximately 8 months, evaporation, melting, and packing reduce the

standing amount at any one time to much less. However, 30 feet of
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packed snow, the compression of 90 feet of new snow, have been observed

in Jefferson Park in early spring, and the pack on Jefferson Park

Glacier has been mentioned. The early spring pack as a whole re-

presents principally snowfall of the heavy snow months of January,

February, and March. The snow falling in fall and early winter some-

times disappears soon afterward, and December may rarely end with bare

ground at the 5000-foot level.

Winds have various effects on snow; they blow it over ridges,

drift it, redistribute it, and evaporate it. The high winds of the

crest may keep the ridges almost bare on the windward side. Above

8000 feet, winds prevent the accumulation of deep snow except in

crevices, but leave a thick deposit of ice on the rock surfaces. This

ice may coat the entire upper portion of the peak in spring, following

some thawing, refreezing, and regelation. Later thawing sends don

rivulets of ice water which polish long vertical chutes of ice into

glassy smoothness. The glacial neve, thousands of ieet long and

sometimes hundreds of feet in total thickness, gradually loses its top

covering of softer snow by late spring, and ice fal1s ice blocks, and

seracs are revealed as crevasses reappear. Elsewhere, snow strati-

fication on the steep slopes initiates several months of wet snow ava-

lanching in spring; this in combination with disintegration weathering

of rock surfaces produces immense amounts of talus and mud flows.

The old firn snow of late spring, lying everywhere on the higher

locations, melts remarkably fast in comparison to its thickness when

warm weather returns. At Crater Lake, 6 feet of snow remaining on

June 1, 1961, melted in 21 days (7L1.). Twenty feet of snow in
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Jefferson Park at the end of June may be gone, except for patches, by

August 1. In addition radiation on south-facing slopes or on rock

outcrops or talus may melt the snow there more rapidly. Condensation

on trees melts the snow underneath more rapidly than that in the open,

to produce vegetation islands with exposed soil in spite of the deep

snow. Snow cups concentrate radiant energy and cause melting inside.

These factors localize the effects of the deep snow, and minimize it to

the advantage or disadvantage of plants and animals in some locations.

Snow thicknessin succeeding years is extremely variable, and a

location without snow by a certain date one year may still be covered

by 6 feet on the same date the following year. The relative lateness

or earliness of a season brings many different problems to be faced

by various communities.

The presence of such large quantities of snow has one other major

effect in the mountains: temperature inversions. On nights with little

or no cloud cover, particularly, the normal lapse rate may be entirely

masked by nocturnal cooling of surface air, and the lack of convection

in such situations (Lij, p. 225) is the mechanism making the valleys and

stream bottoms much colder than the ridges, in winter. Spring and fall

effects of air movement following nocturnal cooling have already been

noted, but inversions are attributable to lack of air movement. Only at

times of temperature inversion in winter are the streams completely

frozen; below the 5000-foot level stream freezing is not common, and

a winter flow of water continues from all major drainages. In summer

the diurnal warming regulates major changes in stream flow above the

5000-foot level so that daytime flow may be heavy, nighttime flow
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almost non-existent. But rainfall atlower elevations in winter,

ground water, and steady suimner melting insure a constant flow of water

the year around from the major streams.

The lag of the seasons averages about 145 days in the High Cascade

area so that the coldest days of the year can be expected early in

February, the warmest in August. Suuiner warming clears the ground of

snow on the entire peak, except for glaciers and permanent snow fields,

by mid-August. The last snowfall of the year generally takes place no

later than June 15, the earliest no earlier than September 15. These

3 months can be considered the complete length of the low-precipitation

period. The snow-free period is much shorter, lasting from August 1

below timberline to approximately September 30.

It will be noted later that plant and animal types occurring here

have been selected for those either reaching maturation in a short

growing season, or those able to take advantage of short periods of

diurnal warming at all seasons, or both.

The gradualelting of the snow, and the percolation of the

runoff into the deep volcanic fissures, to be stored, and to flow out

lower by innumerable springs, creates a montage of streams, ponds,

lakes, stream-bottoms, stream-banks, meadows, hillsides, and ridges,

for a wide variety of communities and habitats for the possible

establishment of animal populations.



V. Description of the vegetation

A. Local environmental characteristics affecting plant and animal
life

The primary determiner of vegetation type is climate. The general

climax vegetation occurring in the Cascade belt has often been describ-

ed as Northwest Pacific Coast rain forest dominated by Douglas fir and

western hemlock, a forest which stretches eastward over the crest until

rain shadow effects alter the climax. Other factors than climate,

however, determine great variations in the vegetational pattern. The

High Cascades exhibit both large areas of association unifoririity and

larger combining zones of mosaicism. Much of the variation can be

attributed to topoédaphic causes.

As previously described, the Mount Jefferson region consists of

ridge and valley systems with a distinct pleated land form. The

geological youth has limited soil building to usually thin accumula-

tions of rocky material except where modified by alluvial or aeolian

action or by bog impoundments. These modified areas support the most

diverse and richest flora occurring in the region.

The composite volcanic structure of the Cascades furnishes an

abundant number of size classes of particles including those small

enough to make excellent soils, but disintegration weathering and

erosion have consistently contributed to surface instability, making

soil maturation nearly impossible. The resorting processes continue

indefinitely. The basaltic and andesitic parent material, although of

less silica content than rhyolite, tends to be acidic because of its

92
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porphyritic nature; the cool climatic influence on such material

results in podsolization. Abundant surface water moving dom through

the thin layer of slowly-decomposing coniferous forest litter leaches

the free carbonates and base ions out to be washed away by the streams,

leaving behind an acid, infertile soil. Where stabilization has been

achieved the A horizon may finally consist largely of silicon oxides

layering below to an ashy sandy zone with iron and aluininuni oxides

precipitated lower in the B horizon.

Vegetation zonation has resulted in part from climatic influ-

ences, in part from these related edaphic conditions. In the warmer

zones lower in the cross-section of the crest system, faster decompo-

sition and humification return more bases to the soil, and it is richer

and can support the tall, dense Douglas fir-western hemlock dominated

forest. Higher, in the cooler zones, the rapid mineralization and

definite acidity interfere with germination and seedling development

of tree species, producing a lower, more acid-tolerant and open

mountain hemlock-spruce-fir-Alaska cedar vegetation with more under-

story. Still higher, lack of humus and extreme weather conditions

exclude trees entirely.

In these mountains, soil-building takes place under four major

conditions, depending on the location in the pleated system. The

locations are ridges; slopes; terraces, meadows, and bogs; and stream

beds. Soil, vegetation, and vertebrate habitat forming conditions

will be described briefly for each of these locations.

1. Ridges

The ridges are characterized by extreme exposure to winds, which
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have already been noted as strong, particularly in winter. The soil

usually tends to be fine because of aeolian deposition, when the ridge

top has resulted from the meeting planes formed by the side creep of

adjacent stream-cut valley walls. A few ridge tops consist of original

basalt or andesite blocks, nothing more.

The fine soil, combined with extreme insolation and thin initial

snow covering because ol' wind effects, makes the ridges the best

available locations for plant growih at high elevation. Long fingers

of vegetated ridge are noticeable on the northwest face of Mount

Jefferson, reaching to the highest timberline locations on tis side,

whereas, the rocky gulleys between them are bare for several thousand

feet below. Soil accumulation and early snow disappearance provide the

favorable factors here. Because of the vegetation the ridges may have

numerous animal species and the intervening slopes, when high, none.

The temperature inversions previously discussed also tend to make the

ridges warmer than the valleys during the coldest inicroperiods.

On the south face of Mount Jefferson, ridge effects are not

pronounced, and horizontal vegetation lines are present.

Even the sharpest gravity-produced ridges may have a leveled,

soft-soiled top several feet or more wide where vegetation becomes

very concentrated. One broad-topped ridge system deserves special

mention--the Sentinel Hills. Here the ridge between the South Fork

of the Breitenbush River and 1.4hitewater Creek becomes a half-mile

wide and has all the characteristics of the terraces.

2. Slopes

The east-west directed ridge and valley systems consist of two
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kinds of slopes, north-facing and south-facing. The south-facing

slopes, because of increased insolation, lose their snow more rapidly

than the other side and hence furnish more favorable conditions for

certain kinds of vegetation, particularly understory. This slope is

therefore inhabited by more animal life than the other, which is often

almost devoid of vertebrates.

The slope systems compose the largest portion of the land area in

the Mount Jefferson wilderness. Although the vegetation in most

locations below timberline exhibits full-stocked or closed communities,

except for talus or lava outcrops, the north-facing slopes in par-

ticular often present large patches of bare ash and scoria.

3. Terraces, meadows, and bogs

In contrast with the steep slopes and the narrow ridge tops, the

terraces (resulting from initial alluvial deposition and secondary

stream cutting) often represent large, flat or nearly-flat land areas,

which may vary in size from a few square yards to several square miles.

These flat areas exist in large number along some of the valley walls,

and on the southwest face of Mount Jefferson. They also characterize

the junction of the broad faces of the mountain with the valleys, par-

ticularly the Milk Creek and Whitewater Creek Valleys. The terraces,

almost always covered by conifers but in a few cases where succession

is still in progress by alder and willow, have a much heavier growth

of understory than the slopes.

\ihere the terraces have been abandoned bythe major stream systems,

but are still connected to undergnund or small surface stream sources,

and where the accumulation of more organic soil and the stagnation
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effected by slow water movement have prevented loss of carbonates, and

hence have produced an unfavorable environment for conifers, luxuriant

growth of herbaceous plants, grasses, sedges, and sometimes ferns

occurs. These meadows, ranging from dry to very wet, and from sandy

to loamy, support a rich flora with a variegated aspection pattern

through the growing season. They are most numerous on the south-

facing slopes. Where they occur low enough to escape the short sum-

mer of the heaviest snow zone, they are dominated by willows along

the water courses; higher, the water course vegetation is undiffer-

entiated from that of the meadow. In either case the small vertebrate

populations are fairly large. The meadows found in the Mount Jefferson

wilderness at high and medium elevations contain the second-largest

aggregations of mammals living in these zones, the largest aggrega-

tions being those of the talus.

Where the terraces were produced by glaciated depressions or by

solifluction following freeze-thawing at high elevations, bogs and

ponds occur. These support low growths of Corex, Deschampsia, and

Agoseris, or very high, Luetkea. The high bogs on Mount Jefferson,

such as those of Jefferson Park, covered by snow much of the year,

exhibit relatively small-scale areas of polygonal ground, and cryo-

pedogenic processes never extend to the sorted-net production knon

in colder mountains. The bog soils are dark, sometimes black, and

silty. Faunal use of the high bogs and ponds has been restricted

largely to invertebrates and amphibians.

Marsh-like areas occur often at lower elevations with the most

luxuriant associations of Lysichitum and allied plants, usually in the
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path of a stream bed, for here the stream slopes level appreciably.

The variety of these areas is beyond the capacity of this survey to

analyze even briefly.

4. Stream beds.

The greatest alluvial action has occurred in conjunction with

the formation of the present stream beds. The accumulation of soil

along the banks, combined with everwet conditions, produces a rank

tree and underbrush growth consisting largely of alder, willow, maple,

currant, and rhododendron, the combination depending largely on

altitude. Some animals live here or in close association throughout

the year, and this represents the location of the most numerous fauna

at low elevation, where snow depth seldom exceeds a few feet at a time.

The phenological factors discussed--deep snow, the long duration

of snow cover, temperature zonation, and soil shallowness and acidity--

and the large areas of slope, determine major vegetation associations

for the region. The higher-altitude vegetation survives the snow by

means of winter dormancy and makes subsequent rapid growLh through a

short growing season (almost all herbs and grasses here are perennial)

or survives by resinous adaptations which have determined conifer

dominance.

The distribution of animal life in the otherwise-hostile High

Cascades is determined by thepresence and effects of vegetation and

snow, acting on and through the microclimate. The animals survive by

one of two methods: by utilizing microclimatic factors the year

around, or by migrating to escape winter conditions.
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Favorable factors for the non-migrants include the super- and

subnivean winter temperature differential, and high-temperature low-

humidity relation amelioration during summer extremes, through the

influence of "the climate near the ground" (29).

Above timberline in the Alpine zone, and in exposed situations

far below it, only depauperate, sclerophyllous, or indumentous plants

occur. Geiger says, "...one reason why flowering plants of the highest

mountain regions have such small dimensions is that only in the air

next to the ground do they find conditions that make their existence

possible" (ibid., p.73). Because of the slope effect on the incidence

of solar radiation, temperatures on exposed mountain surfaces in summer

may become extremely high (the "active surface" principle), while the

air only a few inches above the surface may remain relatively cold.

At high elevation this condition favors the low, spreading plants, and

allows the small burrowing animals to succeed.

The "action" of an exposed snow surface is similar, and seals it

from much heat loss due to radiation during cold periods. Tempera-

tures 3 or Li inches under snow seldom go below 260 F. The subnivean

animals and plants therefore live under mild conditions compared with

those above the snow surface.

Just below timberline, in the Hudsonian zone, plant aggregations

are often disjunct and widely spaced, but the taller vegetation itself

may be extremely dense. It has been noted that this z one, and the ridge

systems, are subject to extremely high winds; the dense vegetation cover

near the ground eliminates wind entirely at the soil surface, or re-

duces it to 1/10 the velocity found several feet higher (ibid., p.93).
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Some small animals utilize these vegetation islands, while others

utilize the open (none are bare) areas between the clumps for burrowing.

In the Canadian zone the dense vegetation of the stream bottoms

and the taller overhanging deeper-rooted vegetation provides a surface

for the most active energy turnover; ...I1' the ground is covered with

vegetation, the surface of the vegetation becomes the active surface"

(ibid., p.85). The very low humidity associated with bare mountain

locations in summer does not extend under the dense vegetation cover,

which may be only a few feet away. The stream sides are therefore

used by many small and medium-sized animals.

Lower still, in the Transition zone, the soil of the dense forest

dries rapidly because of transpirational activity. The canopy again

serves as the active surface for radiation, and the humidity below the

canopy remains higher than that over bare soil of equal dryness.



B. Associations and union

The High Cascades represent a geologically young area. It has

been shown that no certain dating of the volcanic series can be

assigned. Yet, sufficient time has elapsed for plant migration to

fill the entire area.

Published vegetational analyses conducted in locations near

Mount Jefferson have been confined to the east side of the crest;

they include studies by Swedberg (67) and by Johnson (142). Their

coverage has been shown in Figure 3.

Swedberg's study, along a transect from South Cinder Peak, over

Abbot Butte, and across the Metolius River to the Green Ridge, has

been particularly useful. Also useful has been the map of Forest

Types published by the U.S. Forest Service.

At least 500 species of vascular plants can be found in the Mount

Jefferson vicinity; 382 of these have been named in the Check List

found on page 107. Most of those not named occur on the east side of

the crest, but have been listed by Swedberg. One species and one

subspecies are known to be endemic to the peak or nearby locations,

Aster Gormanii and Achillea lanulosa eradiata. The most important

families are Pinaceae and Ericaceae.

A small number of species can be classified as dominant over

large areas. They are named below for the major associations and

unions present. The general method for describing the units and

synusiae follows Daubeomire (18); the units have been defined by one

of his students (60, p. 99f) as follows:

100
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The basic unit of vegetation classification is the asso-
ciation, and the smallest unit of vegetation is the union. The
union is characterized by a species or group of species closely
similar in microenvironmental requirements. The association
then is composed of all the plant unions intermingled on the
same area. Each distinctive combination of unions is ordi-
narily considered a separate association, which is represented
in the field by numerous stands.

A vegetation zone is characterized by a distinctive cli-
matic climax plant association which forms the matrix vege-
tation over the extent of the zone and enmeshes stands of
topographic and/or topedaphic climax vegetation. Climax
vegetation is therefore regarded as a mosaic of associations
differentiated by soil and climate.

Authority for all plant names is Peck (56).

A summary of the zones, from west to east, is as follows:

1. Pseudotsuga-Tsuga tall high-density forest, 2500_LI500'
(Broad valleys, old terraces, moderate to steep
slopes)

Pseudotsuga-.Tsuga-Thuja/Rhododendron association
Pseudotsuga-Tsuga-Thuja-Pinus union

Pseudotsuga Menziesii
Tsuga heterophylla
Thuja plicata
Pinus monticola
Abies grandis

Rhododendron-Acer union
Rhododendron macrophyllum
Acer circinatum
Taxus brevifolia

Cornus-Oxalis Arctostaphylos union
Cornus canadensis
Oxalis oregana
Arctostaphylo s Uva-ursi

Linnea borealis
Pseudotsuga-Libocedrus/Pteridium association

Pseudotsuga-Libocedrum-Tsuga-Abies union (slopes)
Pseudotsuga Menziesii
Libo cedrus decurrens
Tsuga heterophylla
Abies procera

Alnus-Salix union (streams)
Alnus oregona
Salix Scouleriana

Acer glabrum
Pteridium-Berberis union

Pteridium aquilinum
Berberis nervosa
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Pseudotsuga-Abies-Picea tall high- to medium-density forest,
LI000..5500' (Terraces, streams, lakes)

Pseudotsuga-Abies-Picea/Rhododendron association
Pseudotsuga-Abies-Picea union

Pseudotsuga Menziesii
Abies procera
Picea Engelmannil
Libocedrus decurrens

Rhododendron union
Rhododendron macrophyllum

Salix-Alnus-Populus union (streams)
Salix orestera
Alnus oregona
Alnus rhombifolia
Populus trichocarpa
Ribes acerifolium

Xerophyllum-Vaccinium union
Xerophyllum tenax
Vaccinium parvifolium
Vaccinium membranaceum

Pseudotsuga-TsugafPolystichum association
Pseudotsuga-Tsuga union

Tsuga heterophylla (sometimes in pure stands)
Pseudotsuga Henziesii

Polystichum-Asarum union
Polystichum munituxn
Asarum caudatum

Pinus contorta-Pinus monticola-Pinus albicaulis medium-height
medium-density forest, Li000_5000' (Slopes, burns)

Pinus/Pteridiuxn association
Pinus union

Pinus contorta Murrayana (burns)
Pinus monticola (south-facing slopes)
Pinus albigaulis (north-facing slopes)

Pterdium-Pachistima union
Pteridium aquilinum
Pachistima myrsinites

Arctostaphylos-Ceanothus union
Arctostaphylos patala
Ceanothus velutinus
Castanopsis chrysophylluin
Rubus macropetalus
Rhamnus Purshiana

Fragaria-Arctostaphylos union
Fragaria bracteata
Arctostaphylos Uva-ursi

Li. Tsuga-Pinus-Abies variable-height open forest, 5000-6500'
(Moderate slopes, high terraces, ridges, parks)

Tsuga-Pinus-Abies/Castanopsis association
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Tsuga-Pinus-Abies union
Tsua Mertensiana
Pinus albicaulis
Abies lasiocarpa
Abies jrocera
Chamaecy-paris nootkatensis

Castanopsis-Vaccinium union
Castanopsis chrysophylluxn
Vacciniun membranaceum
Xerophyllum tenax
Ceanothus velutinus

Sorbus-Vaccinium union
Sorbus occidentalis (always under trees)
Vaccinium deliciosuni
Arcto staphylo s nevadens is

Phyllodice-Calliope union
Phyllodice empetriformis
Cassiope Mertensiana

Lupinus -Aster union
Lupinus lii
Aster ledophyllus

Veratrum-Ranunculus-Carex field, LiOOO_6000' (Meadows, bogs)
Veratruni-Ranunculus/C aitha association

Veratrum-Ranunculus union (meadows)
Veratrum californicuni
Ranunculus Populago
Pteridiuni aquilinum
Disporunî Sniithii
Carex Eurycarpa

Dodecathion-Arnica union (meadows)
Dodecathion Jeffreyi
Arnica latifolia
Mimulus Lewis ii

Carex union
Carex Raynoldsii
Carex nigricans
Carex spectabilis

Caltha-Apargidium union (bogs)
Caitha biflora
Apargidium boreale
Agoseris alpestris

Gentiana-Luetkea-Carex union (bogs)
Gentiana calycosa
Luetkea pectinata
Carex Breweri

Tsuga-Pinus krunintholz, 6500-8000' (Timberline)
Tsuga-Pinus/Sorbus association

Tsuga-Pinus union
Tsuga Mertensiana



Pinus albicaulis
Abies procera

Sorbus-Vaccinium union
Sorbus occidentalis
Vaccinium deflciosum

Lycopodium-Vaccinium union
Lycopodium clavatum
Vaccinium scoparium
Juniperus sibirica

Luetkea-Agoseris union
Luetkea pectinata
Agoseris alpestris
Poa Pringlei

Saxifraga-Hulsea scattered alpines, 7000-9000' (Above
timberline)

Saxifraga/Hulsea association
Saxifraga-Polygonum union (cinder flats)

Saxifraga Tolmiei
Polygonum Newber
Eriogonum pyrolifolium
Trisetum spicatum

Hulsea-Cardamine union (morainal slopes)
Hulsea nana
Cardamine bellidifolia

Tsuga-Pinus krummholz, 8000-6500'
(Same as

Tsuga-Pinus-Abies medium-height medium-density forest,
6500-5000' )Slopes, terraces, ridges)

Tsuga-Pinus-Abies/Xerophyllum association
Tsuga-Pinus-Abies union

Tsuga Mertensiaria
Pinus albicaulis
Pinus contorta Nurrayana
Abies procera
Abies lasiocarpa

Xerophyllum-Vacciniuni union
Xerophyllum tenax
Vaccinium deliciosum
Festuca ovina

Pinus-Abies medium-height medium-density forest, 5500-14500'
(Slopes, terraces)

Pinus-Abies/Ceanththus association
Pinus-Abies union

Pinus monticola
Pinus contorta Murrayana
Abies procera
Abies amabilis
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Ceanothus-Arctostaphylos union
Ceanothus velutinus
Arcto staphylos patula
Pachistima myrsinites

11. Pseudotsuga-Pinus-Picea-Larix tall high-to-medium-density
forest, 5000_L000 (Slopes, terraces)

Pseudotsuga-Pinus/Ceanothus association
Pseudotsuga-Abies-Picea union

Pseudotsuga Menziesii
Abies procera
Abies grandis
Picea Engelmannii

Pinus-Larix union
Pinus ponderosa
Larix occidentalis

Ceanothus-Castanopsis union
Ceanothus velutinus
Castanopsis chrysophyllum
Philadelphus Lesii
Ptericli.uiu aquilinum

C. A systematic check list of the vascular plants occurring

in the Mount Jefferson area

This is found on the pages next follong.
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Vascular Plants of the Mount Jefferson Area

Systematic check list by species

Pteridophyta
Ophioglossaceae (Adder's-tongue)
Botrychium minganense Victorin
Botrychium lanceolatuni (Gmel.) Angstr.
Botrychiuni Lunaria (L.) Sw.

Polypodiaceae (Fern)
Woodsia scopulina D.C. Eaton
Cystopteris fragilis (L.) Bernh.
Dryopteris Phegopteris (L.) C. Chr.
Polystichum munituin (Kaulf.) Presi.
Polystichuni Andersonii Hopkins
Athyrium americanum (Butters) Maxon
Asplenium viride Huds.
Adiantui pdatuniL.var. a±eUuiu rtupr.
Pteridium aquilinuin (L.) Khun.
var. pubes cens Underw.

Equisetaceae (Horsetail)
Equisetum arvense L.
Equisetuni palustre L.

Lycopodiaceae (Clubmoss)
Lycopodiuni clavatum L.

Selaginellaceae (Selaginella)
Selaginella scopuloruin Maxon

Spermatophyta
Gymno spermae

Taxaceae (Yew)
Taxus brevifolia Mutt.

Pinaceae (Pine)
Pinus nionticola Dougi. ex D. Don
Pinus albicaulis Engelin.
Pinus ponderosa Dougi.
Pinus contorta Loud,
var. Murrayana (Balf.) Engelm.

Larix occidentalis Nutt.
Tsuga heterophylla (Raf.) Sarg.
Tsuga Nertensiana (Bong.) Sarg.
Picea Engelmannii (Parry) Engelm.
Pseudotsuga Mensiesii (Mirb.) Franco
Abies axuabilis (Dougi.) Forbes
Abies grandis Lindl.
Abies pro cera Rehd.
Abies lasiocarpa (Hook.) Nutt.
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Victorin' s grape-fern
Lance-leaved ape-fern
Moonwort

Rocky Mountain Woodsia
Bladder fern
Beech fern
Western sword-fern
Anderson's shield-fern
Alpine lady-fern
Green spleenwort
Western maiden-hairI em

Western brake-fern

Common horsetail
Marsh horsetail

Club moss; ground pine

Rocky Mt. selaginella

Western yew

Western white pine
White-bark pine
Western yellow pine

Lodge-pole pine
Western Larch
Western hemlock
Mountain hemlock
Engelmann 's spruce
Douglas fir
Aniabilis fir
Grand fir
Noble fir
Alpine fir



Cupressaceae (Cypress)
Libocedrus decurrens Torr.
Thuja plicata D. Don
Chamaecy-paris nootkatensis
Juniperus sibirica Burgsd.

Anglo spenriae

Monocotyledoneae
Typhaceae (Cat-tail)
Typha latifolia L.

Sparganiaceae (Bur-reeci)
Sparganum eurcarpum Engelm.

Juncaginaceae (Arrow-grass)
Scbeuchzerja palustris L.
var. americana Fern.

Alismaceae (Water plantain)
Alisma plantago-aquatica L.
Sagittaria latifolia Wilid.

Gram±neae (Grass)
Festuceae
Bromus Suksdorrji Vas.
Festuca viridula Vas.
Festuca ovina L.
var. brachyjDbylla (Schult.) Piper

Poa nervosa (Hook.) Vas.
Poa arctica H. Br.
Poa leptocoma Trin.
Poa alpina L.
Poa epilis Scribn.
Poa Pringlei Scribn.
Aveneae

Incense cedar
Giant cedar

(Lamb.) Spach. Alaska cedar
Dwarf juniper

Broad-leaved cat-tail

Broad-fruited bur-reed

Scheuchzeria

Water plantain
Arrowhead; wappato

Suksdorf' s broine-grass

Mountain bunchgrass

Sheep fescue
Hooker's bluegrass
Arctic bluegrass
Bog bluegrass
Alpine bluegrass
Skyline bluegrass
Pringle' s bluegrass

Trisetuna spicatum (L.) Richt. Doy oat-grass
Deschanpsia atropurpurea (Wabl.) Scheele Mountain hair-grass
Descbampsia caespjtosa (L.) Beauv. Tufted hair-grass
Danthonja intermedja Vas. Mountain wild oat-grass
Agrostideae

Calamagrostis canadensjs (Michx.) Beauv.
var. robusta Var. Blue-joint

Agrostis aequivalvis Trin. Northern bent-grass
Agrostjs bumilis Vas. Mountain bent-grass
Agrostis variabilis Rydb. Variable bent-grass
Cinna latifolia (Trev.) Griseb. Slender wood reed-grass
Pbleum alpinum I. Mountain timothy

Cyperaceae (Sedge)
Eriophorum gracile Koch
Carex Engelmarmii Bail
Carex Breweri Boott
Carex pyrenaica Wahi.
Carex nigricans C.A. Mey
Carex verxiacula Bail.

Carex Jonesii Bail.
Carex neurophora Mack.

Slender cotton-grass
Engelmann' s sedge
Brewer's sedge
Pyrenaean sedge
Blackish sedge
Vernacular sedge
Jones' sedge
Alpine nerved sedge
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Carex anustior Mack.
Carex Ulota Bail
Carex intera Mack.
Carex leporinella Mack.
Carex praticola Rydb.
Carex straminiformis Ball.
Carex Rossli Boott.
Carex ablata Bajl.:
Carex Halliana Bail.
Carex Raynoldsii Dew.
Carex spectabilis Dew.
Carex Mertensii Presc.
Carex Kellogii W. Boott.
Carex Suksdorfii Kuken.
Carex Eurycarpa Holm.
Carex vesicaria L.

Araceae (Arum)
Lysichitum americanum Hult. & St. John'
Juncaceae (Rush)
Juncus Parryi Engeim.
Juncus Driimmondii E. Mey
aimcus filiformis L.
Juncus Reelii Buch.
Luzula divaricata Wats.

Liliaceae (Lily)
Cerophyllum tenax (Pursh) Mutt.
Vera1m californicum Dur.

Veratrum viride Ait.
Allium validurn Wats.
Camassia Quamash (Pursh) Greene
subap. brevifolia Gould

Lilium Washingtonianum Kell.
Erythronium montanum Wats.
Calachortis eleRans Pursh
Calachortis Lobbii (J.G. Bak.) Purdy
Trillium oatuni Pursh
Clintonia uniflora (Schult.) Kunth
Smilacina ainplexicaulis Mutt.
Smilacina sessilifolia (J.G. Bak.) Mutt.
Maianthemum bifolium DC.
var. kamtschaticum (Gmel.) Jeps.

Disporum Sinithii (Hook.) Piper

Disporum Hookeri (Torr.)
var. oreganum (Wats.) Q. Jones

Streptopus amplexifolius (L.) DC.
Streptopus curvipes Vaill.

Orchidaceae (Orchid)
Cypripedium montanuni Dougl.
Habenaria dilatata (Pursh) Hook.
var. leucostachys (Lindl.) Ames
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Narrower sedge
Small-headed sedge
Smooth-beaked sedge
Sierra hare sedge
Meadow sedge
Mount Shasta sedge
Ross' sedge
Cold-loving sedge
Hall's sedge
Raynold's sedge
Shoy sedge

sedge
Kellogg's sedge
Suksdorf's sedge
Wide-fruited sedge
Inflated sedge

Yellow skunk cabbage

Parry's rush
rush

Thread rush
Regel's rush
Forked wood-rush

Bear grass
California false
neLLeOOre

Green false hellebore
Tall swamp onion

Common camas
Washington's lily
Fam lily
Elegant mariposa lily
Cascade mariposa lily
Western trillium
One-flowered clintonia
False Solomon's seal
Few-flowered false S.s.

False lily-of-the-valley
Lare1owered fairy

Hooker's fairy bells
Larger tsted-stalk
Smaller tsted-stalk

Mountain lady's slipper

Boreal bog orchid



Epipactis gigantea Dougl.
Listera caurina Piper
Listera convallarioldes (Sw.) Nutt.
Corallorhiza Mertensiana Bong.
Eburophyton Austinae (Gray) Hel.
Calypso bulbosa (L.) Oakes

Dicotyledoneae
Salicaceae (Willow)
Populus tremuloides Michx.
Populus trichocarpa T. & G.
Salix pedicellaris Pursh
Salix pseudocordata (Ander.) Rydb.

Salix comniutata Bebb
Salix Eastwood.iae Cocker.
Salix orestera Schneid.
Salix pennata Ball
Salix Scouleriana Barr,

Betulaceae (Birch)
Corylus cornuta Marsh.
var. californica (A. DC.) Sharp

Betula puriila L.
var. glandulifera Regel

Alnus sinuata (Regel) Rydb.
Alnus oregona Nutt.
Alnus rhombifolia Nutt.
Alnus tenuifolia Nutt.

Fagaceae (Beech)
Castanopsis chrysophylla (Dougl.) A. DC.

Aristolochiaceae (Birthwort)
Asarum caudatum Lindi.

Polygoniaceae (Knotweed)
Oxyria digyna (L.) Hill
Polygonuni bistortoides Pursh

Polygonuni phytolaccaefolium Meisn.
Polygonum Newberryi Small
Eriogonum pyrolaefolium Hook.

Portulacaceae (Pursiane)
Claytonia lanceolata Pursh

Montia cordifolia (Wats.) Pax & Hoffm.
Montia sibirica (L.) How.
Spraguea umbellata Torr.
Lewisia triphylla (Wats.) Robins.

Caryophyllaceae (Fink)
Arenaria formosa (Fisch.) Reg.

Arenaria pumicola Coy.
Stellaria calycantha (Ledeb.) Bong.
Stellaria crispa C. & S.
Stellaria Jamesiana Torr.
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Giant helleborine
Western twayblade
Broad-lipped twayblade
Mertens' coral-root
Phantom orchid
Angel slipper

American quaking aspen
Black cottonwood
Bog willow
False heart-leaved
willow

Variable willow
Eastwood's willow
Sierra willow
Feather-veined willow
Scouler's willow

Western hazel

Western low birch
Thin-leaved alder
Red alder
White alder
Mountain alder

Chinquapin

Western wild ginger

Mountain sorrel
Mountain meadow

knotweed
Jimson knotweed
Newberry' s knotweed
Alpine eriogonuni

Lance-leaved spring
beauty

Broad-leaved montia
Western spring beauty
Pussy paws
Three-leaved Lewisia

Slender mountain sand-
wart

Crater Lake sandwort
Northern starwort
Crisped starwort
Sticky chickweed



Silene Suksdorfjj Robins.
k.arnmcu1aceae (Buttercup)

Ranunculus Eschscholtzii Schiect.
.anunculus Populago Greene
Trautvetterja carolinensjs (Walt.
Anemone occidentalis Wats.
Anemone Drummondjj Wats.
Anemone deltoidea Hook.
Anemone Lyallii Brit.t.
Anemone oregana Gray
Isopyrum Haul Gray
Caitha biflora DC.
Coptis lainiata Gray
Aqullegia rormosa Fiscb.
Delphinium Meniesii DC.
subsp. pyramidale Ewan

Delphinium glareo sum Greene
var. caprorum Ewan

Delphinium glaucum Wats.
Aconitum Howellil Nels.
Cimicifuga elata Nutt.
Actaea arguta Mutt.
Berberidaceae (Barberry)
Berberis nervosa Pursb

Achlys triphylla (J .E. Sm.) DC.
Fuuiariaceae (Fumitory)
Dicentra formosa (Andr.) Walp.

Dicentra unjfora Nell.
Coryd1is Scouleri Hook.

Cruciferae (Mustard)
Thiaspi alpestre L.
Cardamine Lyallii Wats.

Cardamine belliclifolia L.
var. pacbyphylla Coy. & Leib.
Cardamine oliosperma Nutt.
var. kamtscbatica (Regel) Deti.
Dentaria tenella Pursh
Smelowskia ovalis Jones
Arabis furcata Wats.
Arabis plat\rsperma Gray
Erysimum capitatuni (Dougl.) Greene
Crassulaceae (Stonecrop)
Sedum spathulifolium Hook.
Sedum diverens Wats.
Sedum oreanum Mutt.
Sedum oregonense (Wats.) Peck
Rhodiola integrifolia Ra1.

Suksclorf's campion

Eschseholtz's buttercup
Mountain buttercup

) Vaill. False bugbane
Mountain pasque flower
Drummond's anemone
Western white anemone
Little mountain anemone
Oregon anemone
H1l's isopyrum
Broad-leaved caltba
Western gold-thread
Western columbine

Menzies' larkspur

Rockslide larkspur
Pale larkspur
Howell's aconite
Tall bugbane
Western baneberry

Long-leaved Oregon
grape

Vanilla-leaf

Western bleeding-
heart

One-flowered di centra
Western corydalis

Rock penny-cress
Large mountain bitter

cress

Alpine bitter cress
Little western bitter

cress
Slender dentaria
Short-fruited smelowskia
Columbia Gorge rock cress
Flat-pod rock cress
Douglas' wall flower

Broad-leaved stonecrop
Spreading stonecrop
Oregon stonecrop
Creamy stonecrop
Western roseroot.
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Saxifragaceae (Saxifrage)
Leptarrhena pyroilfolia (B. Don) R. Br.
Saxifraga arguta B. Don

Saxifraga aestivalis F & N.
Saxifraga Mertensiana Bong.
Saxifraga Tolmiei T. & G
Saxifraga bronchialis L.
subsp. austromontana (Wieg.) Piper

Saxifraga forruginea Grah.
Boykinia elata (Nutt.) Greene
Tellimia grandiflora (Pursh) Dougi.
Mitella pentandra Hook.
Mitella Breweri Gray
Mitella trifida Grah.
Heuchera micrantha Dougi.
Euchera glabra Willd.
Parnassia intermedia Tydb.

Philadelphus Lewisii Pursh
var. Gordonianus (Lindi.) Jeps.

Ribesaceae (Gooseberry)
Ribes montigenum NcClatch.
Ribes sanquineum Pursh
Ribes viscosissjmuni Pursh
Ribes acerifolium How.

Rosaceae (Rose)
Physocarpus capitatus (Pursh) Ktze.
Spirea densiflora Nutt.

subsp.splefldenS (Baum.) Abr.
Luetkea pectinata (Pursh) Kuntze
Potentilla flabellifolia Hoøk.
Potentilla Drunanondji Lehm.
Sibbaldia procumbens L.
Fragaria bracteata Hel.
Cercocarpus ledifolius Nutt.
Rubus lasiococcus Gray
Rubus pedatus J.E. Sm.
Rubus spectabilis Pursh
Rubus parviflorus Nutt.
Rubus nivalis Dougl.
Rubus vitifolius C. & S.
Sorbus sitchensis Roem.
Sorbus occidentalis (Wats.) Greene
Amelanchier florida Lindi.
Crataegus Douglasil Lindi.
Prunus diiissa (Nutt.) Waip.
Prunus emarginata (Dougi.) Walp.
var. mollis (Dougl.) Brew.

Leguminosae (Pea)
Lupinus Lyallii Gray

False saxifrage
Mountain meadow saxi-

frage
Summer saxifrage
Mertens' saxifrage

saxifrage

Matted saxifrage
Rusty saxifxge
Slender boykinia
Large fringe-cup
Five-point mitrewort
Feathery mitrewort
Three-toothed mitrewort
Small-flowered heuchera
Smooth heuchera
Cascade grass-of-

Parnas sus

Western syringa

Alpine prickly currant
Red-flowering currant
Sticky currant
Maple-leaved currant

Ninebark

Mountain spirea
Luetkea
Fringe-leaf cinquefoil
Drumniond's cinquefoil
S ibbaldia
Western wood strawberry
Mountain ahogany
Dwarf bramble
Strawberry dwarf bramble
Salmon berry
Thimble berry
Snow bramble
Western dewberry
Western mountain ash
Dwarf mountain ash
Western serviceberry
Douglas' hawthorne
Western chokecherry

Bitter cherry

Low mountain lupine



Lupinus arcticus Wats.
var, subalpinus (Robins.) C. P. Sm.
Lupinus adsurgens Drew
Trifolium lonipes Nutt.
Lotus aboriginus Jeps.

Oxafldaceae (Wood sorrel)
Oxaljs oregana Nutt.

Geraniaceae (Geranium)
Geranium Richardsonij Fisch, & Traut.

Celastraceae (Staff-tree)
Pachystima myrsinites (Pursh) Raf.

Aceraceae (Maple)
Acer circinatuju Pursh
Acer glabrum Torr.
subsp. Douglasii (Hook.) Wesmi,

Rhainnaceae (Buckthorn)
Rhamnus Purshiana DC.
Ceanothus velutinus Dougl.
Ceanothus integerrimus H. & A.

Violaceae (Violet)
Viola palustris L.
Viola Nacloskeyi Lloyd
Viola Howellii Gray
Viola cascadensis M. Bak.
Viola glabella Nutt.
Viola sempervipens Greene
Viola orbiculata Geyer

Onagraceae (Evening primrose)
Epilobium luteuxn Pursh

Epilobium glaberrimum Barb.
Epilobium oregonense Haussk.
Epilobium alpinuni L.
Clarkia rhoinboidea Dougl.
Circaea alpina L.

Araliaceae (Ginseng)
Oplopanax horriduni (J.E. Sm.) Mig.

Ijmbelliferae (Parsley)

Qmorhiza occidentalis Torr.
Daucus Carota L.*
Oenanthe sarmentosa Presl.
Cicuta Douglasii (DC.) C. & R.
Angelica arguta Nutt.
Lomatium angustatum (C. & R.) St. John
Loinatium Martindalei C. & R.
Heracleum lanatum Mjchx.

Cornaceae (Dogwood)
Cornus canadensis L.

Ericaceae (Heath)

Arctic lupine
Drew's silky lupine
Long-stalked clover
Thicket lotus

Oregon oxalis

s geranium

Oregon boxwood

Vine maple

Douglas maple

Cascara
Sticky laurel
Deer brush

Marsh violet
Small white violet
Howell's violet
Cascade violet
Smooth woodland violet
Evergreen violet
Round-leaved violet

Yellow-flowered willow-
herb

Smooth willow-herb
Oregon willow-herb
Alpine willow-herb
Common clarkia
Smaller enchanter's

nightshade

Devil's club

Mountain sweet cicely
Wild carrot
Water parsley
Western water hemlock
.thining algelica
Narrow-fringed desert p.
Few-fruited desert p.
Cow parsnip

Dwarf dogwood
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Chimaphila umbellata (L.) Nutt.
var. occidentaljs Rydb.) Blake

Chimaphila Nenziesii (H. Br.) Spreng.
Moneses uniflora (L.) Gray
var, reticulata (Nutt..) Blake

Pyrola bracteata Hook.
Pyrola uliginosa Torr.
Pyrola picta J.E. Sm.
Pyrola dentata J.E. Sm.
Pyrola aphylla J.E. Sm.
Allotropa virgata T. & G.
Monotropa uriiflora L.
Hypopitys fimbriata (Gray) How.
Pleuricospora fimbriolata Gray
Pterospora andromeda Mutt.
Hemitoines congestum Gray
Rhododendron albiflorum Hook.

Rhododendron macrophyllum G. Don
Menziesia ferruginea J.E. Sm.
var. glabella (Gray) Peck

Kalniia polifolia Wang.
var. microphylla (Hook.) Rehd.

Phyllodoce empetriformis (J.E. Sm.) D.
Phyllodoce glanduliflora (Hook.) Coy.
Caspe Mertensiana (Bong.) G. Don

Gaultberia ovatifolia Gray
Gaultherja hundfusa (Gra,h.) Rhdb.
Arctos-baphylos Uva-ursi (L.) Spreng.
Arctostaphylos nevadensis Gray
Arctostaphylos patula Greene
Arctostaphylos columbiana Piper
Vaccinium uliginosum L.
Vaccinium scoparluin Leib.
Vacciniuni deliciosum Piper
Vaccinjuin membranaceuni Dougl.
Vaccinium ovaljfoljn J.E. Sm.
Vaccinjum parvifolium J.E. Sm.

Primulaceae (Primrose)
Trientaljs latjfolja Hook.
Dodecatheon Jeffreyi van Houtte

Gentianaceae (Gentiari)
Gentiana calycosa Griseb.

Apo cynaceae (Dôgbane)
Apocynum cannabinum L.
var. glaberrixauni A, DC.

Polemonjaceae (Phlox)
Poleinonium californicum Eastw,
Polemoniurn Dulcherrjniuxn Hook.
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Western princess pine
Little prince's pine

Moneses
Large pyrola
Bog pyrola
White-veined pyrola
Toothed pyrola
Leafless pyrola
Sugar stick
Indian pipe
Fringed pinesap
Fimbriate pinesap
Pine drops
Hemitomes
White-flowered

rhododendron
Western rhododendren

Rustyleaf

Pale laurel
Don Rose heath

White (yellow) heath
Western cassiope; white

heath
Slender gaultheria
Matted gaultheria
Kinnikinnick
Pine-mat manzanjta
Green manzanjta
Bristly manzanita
Bog huckleberry
Small-leaved huckleberry
Cascade huckleberry
Thin-leaved huckleberry
Oval-leaved huckleberry
Red huckleberry

Broad-leaved starflower
Tall mountain shooting

star

Mountain bog gentian

Indian hemp

California polenionium
Shoiy polemonium



Phlox diffusa Benth.
subsp. longistylis Wher.

Linant.hus bicolor (Nutt.) Greene
Collomia grandiflora Dougl.
Coilomia Larsenii (Gray) Pays.

Hydrophyllaceae (Waterleaf)
Hydrophyllun. tenuipes Mel,

Hydrophyflurn capitatum Dougi.
var. alpinurri Wats.

Phacelia frigida Greene
Phacelia sericea Gray
Romanzoffia sitchensis Bong.

Boraginaceae (Borage)
Cynoglossum grand.e Dougi,
Hackelia Jessicae (McGreg.) Brand
Mertensia paniculata (Alt.) G. Don
var. borealis (Macbr.) Wms.

Labiatae (Mint)
Scutellaria lateriflora L.
Stachys ciliata Dougi.
Sature.ja Douglasli (Benth.) Briq.

S crophulariaceae (Figwort)
Penstemon fruticosus (Pursh) Greene
Penstemon Cardwellii How.
Pensteinon Menziesij Hook.
subsp. Davidsonil (Greene) Piper

Penstemon rupicola (Piper) How.
Penstemon nernorosus (Dougi.) Trautv.
penstemon euglaucus English
Miniulus alsinoides Dougl.

Mimulus primuloides Benth.

Mimulus Lewisli Pursh
Mimulus Tilingil Reg.
Veronica alpina L.
Castilleja Suksdorfii Gray
Castille0ja oreopola Greenxn.

Orthocarpus imbricatus Torr.
Pedicularis flavida Penn.

Lentibuiariaceae (Bladderwort)
Pinguicula vulgaris L.
Utricularia intermedia Hayne

Rubiaceae (Madder)
Galium oreganum Britt.
Galium bifolium Wats.
Kelloggia galiodes Torr.
Caprifoliaceae (Honeysuckle)
Sambucus glauca Nutt.
Sambucus callicarpa Greene

llLi

Spreading phlox
Bicolored linanthus
Large.flowered collomia
Talus collomia

Slender-stemmed water-
leaf

Dwarf waterleaf
Mountain phacella
Gray phacelia
Stika romanzoffia

Great hound's tongue
Jessica's tickeed

tall lung rt

Mad-dog skullcap
Great hedge nettle
Yerba Buena

Shrubby penstemon
Cardwell' s pens temon

Creeping pensteinon
Rock pensteinon
Woodland penstemon
Glaucus penstemon
Chickweed monkey-

flower
Primrose monkey-

flower
Lewis' monkey-flower
Tiling's monkey-flower
Alpine speedwell
Suksdorf' s paintbrush
Rosy paintbrush
Mountain ortho carpus
Yellowish pedicularis

Butterwort
Mountain bladderwort

Oregon bedstraw
Low mountain beds traw
Kelloggia

Blue elderberry
Red elderberry



Viburnum pauci±'lorum Pyl.
Linnaea borealis L.
var. americana (Forbes) Rehd.
Symphoricarpos albus (L.) Blake
Symphoricarpos moflis Nutt.
subsp. hesperius G. N Jones

Lonicera conjuglis Kell.
Valerianaceae (Valerian)
Valeriana sitchensis B0ng.
Campanulaceae (Campanula)

Githopsis speculariojdes Nutt.
CampanlLla Scouleri Hook,
Campanula scabrella Engelm.

Compositae (Composite)
Astereae
Haplopappus Hallii Gray
Solidago multiradiata Air.
Aster alpigenus (T. & G.) Grsy
Aster modestus Lindl,
Aster foliaceus Lind.l.
var. frondeus Gray

Aster ledophyllus Gray
Aster Gormanii (Piper) Blake
Erigeron Aliceae How.
Erigeron compositus Pura
var. discoideus Gray

Erigeron acris L.
var. asteroides (Andrz.) DC.

Inuleae
Anaphalis margaritacea (L.) B. & El.
var. occidentaljs Greene

Anterinaria racemosa Hook.
Antennaria carpathica Wahi.
var. lanata Hook

Antennaria media Greene
Helenjeae
Hulsea nana Gray

Anthemideae
Achillea lanulosa Nutt.
var. eradiata (Piper) Peck

Senecjoneae
Raillardella argentea Gray
Petasites speciosa (Nutt.) Piper
Luina stricta (Greene) Robins.
Arnica nevadensis Gray
Arnica latifolia Bong.
Arnica amplexicaulis Nuit.
Arnica niollis Hook.
Senecio Harfordii Greene
Senecio pseudaureus Rydb.

Squawbush

American tinflower
Snowberry

Creeping snowberry
Wedded honeysuckle

Northern valerian

Bluecup
S couler's campanula
Rough harebell

Hall's haplopappus
Northern goldenrod
Alpine aster
Great northern aster

Leafy aster
Cascade aster

aster
Alice's erigeron

Dwarf mountain
erigeron

Bitter erigeron

Pearly everlasting
Slender everlasting

Woolly everlasting
Alpine everlasting

Dwarf hulsea

Western yarrow

Silvery raillardella
Western coltsfoot
Rainiera
Nevada arnica
Broad-leaved arnica
Clasping arnica
$oft.leaved arnica
Harford's senecio
False golden iagwort
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Senecio pauciflorus Pursh
Senecio sub±mdus DC.
Senecio triangularis Hool.

Cynareae
Cirsiurri brevistylum Cron.
Cirsium remotifolium (Hook.) DC.
Cirsium Centaurea (Rydb.) Schum.
Saussurea americana B. C. Eat.

Cichorieae
Hypochaeris radicata L.*

Apargidimn boreale T. & G.
Agoseris alpestris (Gray) Greene
Agoseris elata (Nutt.) Greene
Agoseris aurantiaca (Hook.) Greene
Rieracium gracile Hook.

*Not native
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Few-flowered senecio
Few-leaved seneclo
Spear-headed senecio

Indian thistle
Weak thistle
Slender mountain thistle
American saussurea

Hairy cat's-ears;
gosniore

Northern apargidium
Alpine agoseris
Tall ago seris
Slender agoseris
Low alpine hawkeed



VI. Distribution of vertebrate animals

A. Available history of species occurrence and abundance

The general history of mammalian occurrence in Oregon has been

covered by Bailey (3). His methods included interviews with the

oldest-known early settlers, correspondence with known observers, and

specimen collation from aLL available collections. Although Bailey's

is the most complete, informative, and interesting work of this type

Known, few estimates of the original numbers of mammals in the High

Cascades are given, and those listed are often sketchy because of lack

of any positive information.

Similarly, a few observations on original numoers of birds are

scattered through Gabrielson and Jewett or given in their section on

History of Oregon Ornithology (28, p. L6_58). But estimates for the

Cascades appear most seldom.

In both cases, possibly nothing better can ever be done.

Ideas of numbers of animals found in Oregon generally as given

by the best observers of the early explorers, Lewis and Clark (71)

and David Douglas (21), make them immense, enormous. Again, their

acquaintance was confined largely to the lower parts of Oregon,

particularly the Columbia and Willamette Rivers.

The history of animal abundance in the High Cascades can perhaps

never be reconstructed. No original sources for Oregon exist. But a

few scattered observations on animal numbers and on influences affecting

the decline in animal abundance have been collected here.
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Folloing the complete removal of the Molalas in 1855, the

Northern Oregon Cascades experienced a decade or more of practically

undisturbed somnolence. Evacuation of the Hudson's Bay Company from

the Oregon Territory by 1850 had ended most trapping in the State.

Whether the Cascades were ever utilized by trappers in any more than

an incidental way before this time is of course, unknown, but it is

probable they were not.

No exact and few relative numbers of animals found in the Cascades

can be derived from records of the time. No trapping records knon to

be available such as those Elton examined for the Canadian provinces

(2Ll) prove useful for such a small area. Although the Hudson's Bay

Company's principal Northwest post was located at Fort Vancouver for

20 years, its skin receipts came principally from far afield, from

Washington, Idaho, and Montana, and in regard to Oregon sources, from

Eastern Oregon; little attempt was made to classify skin receipts by

exact location of source.

Pelt values, partly related to abundance, depended more speci.-

fically on demand. Strangely, both beaver supply and demand led all

others. The following equivalents indicate the relative value of

animals in the Northwest generally about 1830 (15, p. 9f) but probably

not their relative numbers:

1 beaver = 2 otters
2 foxes

3 marten
5 mink

10 muskrat
2 wolves

1 bear = l-- beaver

Collection of sources of infoi-xriation on animal past occurrence,
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distribution, and popiflation in any Cascade area appears very diffi-

cult. All evidence available, however, indicates that at the beginning

of the 1870's when the new era of Oregon settlement--which had awaited

solution of the Indian problems and completion of transcontinental rail

lines--began, wildlife was very abundant at locations in or near the

Cascades whenever observations were made.

The only information on animal numbers of that time, the 1870's,

and the '80's, '90's, and early 1900's, is subjectively relative to

observations made at present. Generally, the abundance of animals in

the Cascades has declined so gradually that today's numbers bear little

reduction from those of the generation of observers just past; but

the comparison of 3 or 4 generations of human time reveals great change.

A few historical sources and recollections obtained by personal inter-

view will be sufficient to show the general decline (46, 54, 77, and

conversation with one resident each of Detroit and Wilhoit who lived

there during 1905).

Hunters and trappers were the first of the new era to utilize the

area. In 1867 settlers in the Ochoco country said the hills to the

west abounded in game and animals of all kinds. In 1870

John Breitenbush, a one-armed trapper and hunter, began trapping the

North Santiam and Breitenbush Rivers and Marion Creek. In spite of his

handicap he found it easy to support himself. He was later hired to

supply the John Minto exploring parties with game.

In 1880 sporadic settlement of the Metolius Valley began. A

Dr. Cline, dentist, of Redmond, lived occasionally at least on Jeffer-

son and Cabot Creeks. At that time the valley was thickly populated
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'dth "sage rats" (Citellus towrisendi), marmots, jackrabbits, and

coyotes. Very few can be found there today.

In 1882 C.H. Foster, a hunter and fisherman, opened a stopover

point along the South Santiam road at Upper Soda, still in existence.

This point to the south of the Mount Jefferson area became a center for

these sports for many subsequent years. Game and wildlife was then

reported as extremely abundant.

The earliest logging near Mount Jefferson dates from the 1880's.

In 1882 the tovn of Henness (now Gates) was established 20 miles below

the present site of Detroit. The Hennesses were loggers but like most

residents of these frontiers also did much hunting and fishing. They

recorded that the area around them abounded in wild animals. A son,

Epliaim Henness, became a Forest Ranger soon after the first establish-

ment of the National Forests, and served in the Clackamas Plateau area

when the old Molala trails were improved and extended as Forest Service

trails.

The towa of Mill City dates from 1887, named for the first sawmill

in the area. In 1891 the previous small settlement of Coe, built in

anticipation of the eventual railway, was renamed Detroit. The toiin

called Hoover was then established L miles beyond at the terminus of

the railroad. The first "streets' in each towa simply used the roadbed,

and there was no other. Trees stood everywhere up to the roadbed.

John Otterson, a hunter and logger, and John Hollingsworth, packer and

later a Forest Ranger, lived at Detroit at this time. A bounty on

bears was being paid by Marion County and bears were killed by the

dozens by individual hunters. Trout up to 22 inches long could be
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taken easily in the river and contributing streams. All along the

railroad game and wildlife were reported as "plentiful" ," abundant",

and "much more plentiful than now".

As logging increased, several other towns opened along the

railroad. From 1892 to l90L a settlement called Minto existed 2 miles

east of Gates. Two miles east of this point, at Niagara, another

town existed until the present highway was built. Hall's Siding, 8

miles farther east, was contemporaneous. Skid roads and flumes into

the mountains to each side of the North Santiam River multiplied.

Breitenbush Hot Springs, Pamelia Lake, Hunt's Cove, and Marion

Lake became popular suxnnaer vacation and hunting and fishing spots at

this time. Even in 1897 John Hollingsworth packed "hundreds" of

persons into these areas from the railroad station at Detroit. The

trail to Breitenbush Hot Springs was called the Blue Lake Trail; the

hot springs had been commercialized by a man named Skiff, who built

mineral bath houses and cabins. A portion of this resort continued

under his name until 1958.

Around 1905, fishermen removed trout up to 2 feet long from the

Breitenbush River, Pamelia Lake, and Marion Lake by the 5-gallon

canfuls. Hunters found elk and deer without great difficulty.

For a number of years following 1900 a trapper named Alison

operated out of Camp Sherman; his circuit included Bear Valley, Wasco

Lake, Minto Pass, Marion Lake, Hunt's Cove, and Suttle Lake. His

catches consisted of mink, beaver, otter, marten, and fox, but no

record of numbers caught is known. At this time the Metolius River

(meaning in Tenino, "whitefish", = white salmon) swarmed with dolly
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trout, and In some years, salmon. Deer were reportedly not as

abundant there as later, from the 1920's to the present.

Around 1905 Fred Stahlman, a Detroit logger, hunted throughout

this area. Logging up to this time had been done with oxen, but now

the donkey engine appeared. Mountain lions were common in the Detroit

area; in the late fall, when the first deep snows fell, they would

pass through the town itself on their way down from the High Cascades

and were often reported as seen or heard. They would also be seen

in the spring, returning, and dens with young were reported in the

area a few miles east of Detroit. The introduction of cattle and

sheep to the higher meadows by summer drovers from the Willamette

Valley marked the beginning of agitation for the control of pre-

dators, and wolf, bear, and mountain lion hunters followed.

Timber, of course, has furnished the principal exploitable re-

source in this area from 1880 to the present. The logging centers

have usually been located on the large streams, which in the Mount

Jefferson area are the North Santiam and the Metolius. The lower Meto-

lius has been protected on the north side by Warm Springs Reservation.

Logging along the North Santiam has progressed steadily up the river

from Jefferson and Stayton, and fanned out from it, north and south,

since 1882, and has progressed far more rapidly after the introduction

of trucking and road-building equipment. The National Forest boundary

(Willamette) begins at Detroit Dam and extends approximately straight

south; much land along the North Santiam higher had, however, by the

time of the Forest Reserve Acts, been made private timber and mining

claims. In 1905 the Western Cascade area from Snow Peak to Detroit,
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south of the North Santiain, approximately 1000 square miles in area, was

entirely forested; today it has all been logged, and few or no mountain

lions remain. North of the North Santiam, the area now partly mithin

Mount Hood National Forest, from Wilhoit to Round Mountain (north of

Table Rock), a similar area, similarly located, was similarly forested,

so thickly that it was called the Black Forest, and abounded in gray

wolves; today it is completely logged, and no wolves remain.

FollowLng 1900, the success of the lumber industry in the Bend

area initiated many years of suninier-home building in the Metolius

Vafley, which became rather thickly populated, and a resort center for

hunting and fishing. The two principal Mount Jefferson resorts, Camp

Sherman on the Netolius, and Breitenbush Hot Springs on the Breiten-

bush River, have brought hundreds and sometimes thousands of persons

annually into recreational contact with this entire area since 1900.

These few observations, then, indicate approximately what is

knom about animal abundance in the past in the Mount Jefferson area,

and indicate the importance of the milderness as an animal sanctu'y.

The combined influences of the logging, grazing, and resort and

recreation industries have been extremely effective in eliminating a

few certain kinds of animals from the High Cascades concerned, even

though logging on the west side was restricted until the l9LIO's largely

to the Western Cascades.

Another general premise indicated, therefore, may be that the

lower portions of the High Cascades, and the adjacent Western Cascades,

supply segments of the range related to the migration patterns and

requirements of certain large vertebrate animals.



B. Methods of study

The general methods employed in this survey have included initial

field work, some subsequent specimen preparation, later data processing

(mainly clarifying notes), and final data analysis.

A total of 7 weeks of field iork was devoted to the study (i.e.,

within the Mount Jefferson Primitive Area), divided largely between the

summers of 1961 and 1962, and occasionally at all other seasons. The

usual field work consisted of back-packing equipment and supplies into

a chosen part of the area for 2 to days at a time, and then of

trapping and observing in one or more locations during this period.

Several longer trips, one of 6 days andneof 8 days, were also made.

Breitenbush Hot Springs, Pamelia Lake road, and Camp Sherman were all

used as starting points for such trips. Twenty-one collecting trips

were made.

Data collecting methods consisted of the following:

Trapping. Live traps (Sherman folding traps, size

x 3" x 7, and National wire folding traps, size

6" x 6" x 2L1" and 8" x 8" x 30") were principally

used; a few Museum Special snap traps, wire gopher traps,

and No. 0, 1, and 2 steel jaw traps were also used. The

usual maximum carried was 30 traps of all kinds, but

sometimes only a few were set. A total of 356 trap sets

was made, with 56 captures, or a success of 16%.

Tracking. Fresh snow, old but soft snow, mud, and soft

ground conditions were utilized whenever possible to

l2Lt
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identify species presence and movement.

3. Sight records. Binocular observations on bird and

mammal species and numbers were made and recorded hen-

ever possible. These makie up the largest number of

occurrence records obtained.

Shooting. Both small bore rifle and small shot hunting

were done to obtain bird and mammal specimens of species

visible in daylight hours.

Collecting. Dip net, trap, and gun catches, and chance

dead animal, bird egg and nest, scat, or regurgitated

pellet specimens were secured and preserved whenever

possible by standard methods. These csisted of

formaldehyde killing and preserving for amphibians and

reptiles and s-tidy skin and skull preparation for small

mammals. Because of limitations of time bird skin

preparations Were not attempted. Collecting permits

were obtained from the State Game Department.

Photography. Both black and white record and 35 mm

colored slide pictures of habitats and area features

were obtained.

Other. A few herbarium specimens were secured and

processed by standard methods;afew mineralogical

samples were also collected.

The areas actually traversed and examined during the period of

study have been shown on the map, Figure 3.



C. Faunal lists

Data obtained during field work, and representing species

actually observed as present at that time, have determined inclusion

of any form on the accompanying check lists. A hypothetical list

has then been added to show a few species which have been known

here in the past, or were expected, but were not observed. No

attempt to make a complete hypothetical list is offered.

The numbers of species foimd and the authorities used for their

determination are as follows:

Amphibians and reptiles. Amphibians, 8. Reptiles, 3.

Identification: Stebbins (65).

Taxonomic authority: Schmidt (63).

Birds, 55.

Identification: Peterson (57), Hoffman (39), and

Gabrielson and Jewett (28).

Taxnomic authority: A. 0. U. Checklist (2).

Mammals, 135.

Identification: Burt and Grossenheider (11).

Taxonomic authority: Hall and Kelson (135).

Names for mammals have been extended to subspecies usually on

the strength of the distribution given by Hall and Kelson, and not

on positive identification of minutiae; this procedure may not be

justified, but in any case the species determination is still

acceptable. The 2 subspecies each of Mustela frenata and of Odo-

coileus hemionus as representing east and west side forms, have been

counted as 1 species in the numbers given above.
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Amphibians and Reptiles of the Mount Jefferson Area

Systematic check list by species

Arriphibia

C audata

Ambystomidae
Ambystoma macrodactylum Baird
Dicamptodon ensatus (Eschscholtz)

S alariandridae

Taricha granulosa (Skilton)
Salientia

As caphidae

Ascaphus truei Stejneger
Bufonidae
Bufo boreas Baird and Girard

Hylidae
Hyla regilla Baird and Girard
Ranidae
Rana aurora cascadae Slater
Rana pretiosa Baird and Girard
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Long-toed salamander
Pacific giant salamander

Rough-skinned newt

Tailed frog

Western toad

Pacific tree-frog

Cascade frog
Spotted frog

Reptilia
Squarnata

Sauna
Iguanidae
Phrynosoma douglassi (Bell) Short-horned lizard

Serpentes
Colubridae
Thamnophis sirtalis fitchi Fox Common garter snake
Tharnnophis ordinoides (Baird and Girard) Northwestern garter

snake



Birds of the Mount Jefferson Area

Systematic Check List by species

Anseriformes
Anatidae
Anatinae (Dabbling ducks)
Anas platyrhrnchos Linnaeus

Falconiformes
Accipitridae
Accipitrinae (Bird hawks)
Accipiter gentilis (Linnaeus)
Accipiter striatus Vieillot
Buteoninae Buzzard hawks)
Buteo jamaicensis (Gmelin)

Charadriiformes
Charadriidae (Plovers and turnstones)
Charadrius vociferus Linnaeus

Scolopacidae (Snipe, woodcock, and san
Actitis macularia (Linnaeus)

Laridae (Gulls and terns)
Larus californicus Lawrence

Coluiribiforuies

Columbidae (Pigeons and doves)
Columba fasciata Say

Strigiformes
Strigidae (Typical owls)

Bubo virginianus (Gmelin)
Glaucidium gnoma Wagler

Caprimulgiformes
Caprimulgidae (Goatsuckers)

Chordeiles minor (Forster)
Apodiformes

Trochilidae (Hummingbirds)
Selasphorus rufus (Gmelin)

Piciformes
Picidae (Woodpeckers)

Colaptes cafer (Gmelin)
Dryocopus pileatus (Linnaeus)
Sphyrapicus varius (Linnaeus)
Dendrocopos villosus (Linnaeus)

* Introduced

Mallard

Go shawk

Sharp-shinned hawk

Red-tailed hawk

Galliformes
Tetraonidae (Grouse and ptariaigans)
Dendragapus obscurus (Say) Blue gruuse
Perdix perdix (Linnaeus)* Gray (Hungarian)

partridge

Kllldeer
dpipers)
Spotted sandpiper

California gull

Band-tailed pigeon

Great horned owl
Pigmy owl

Common nighthawk

Rufous hummingbird

Red-shafted flicker
Pileated woodpecker
Red-breasted sapsucker
Hairy woodpecker
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Dendrocopos albolarvatus (Cassin) White-headed woodpecker
Picoides tridactylus (Linnaeus) Northern three-toed

woodpecker
Pas seriformes

Tyranriidae (New-world flycatchers)
Empidonx trailili (Audubon) Traill' s flycatcher
Nuttallornis borealis (Swainson) Olive-sided flycatcher

Hirundinidae (Swallows)
Iridoprocne bicolor (Vieillot) Tree swallow

Corvidae (Jays, magpies, crows)
Perisoreus canadensis (Linnaeus) Gray jay
Cyanocitta stelleri (Gmelin) Steller's jay
Corvus corax Ljnnaeus Common raven
Nucifraga columbiana (Wilson) Clark's nutcracker

Paridae (Titmice, verdins, and bushtits)
Parus atricapillus Linnaeus Black-capped chickadee
Parus gambeli Ridgway Mountain chickadee
Parus rufescens Townsend Chestnut-backed

chickadee
Sittidae (Nuthatches)

Sitta canadensis Linnaeus Red-breasted nuthatch
Sitta pygmaea Vigors Pigmy nuthatch

Certhiidae (Creepers)
Certlala familiaris Linnaeus Brown creeper

Cinc lidae (Dippers)

Cinclus mexicanus Swainson Dipper
Troglodytidae (Wrens)

Troglodytes troglodytes (Linnaeus) Winter ren
Turdidae (Thrushes, bluebirds, solitaires)

Turdus migratorius Linnaeus Robin
Ixoreus naevius (Gmelin) Varied thrush
Hylocichla guttata (Pallas) Hermit thrush
Myadestes townsendi (Audubon) Townsend's solitaire

Sylviidae (Gnatcatchers, kinglets, old-world warblers)
Regulus satrapa Lichtenstein Golden-crowned kinglet
Regulus calendula (Linnaeus) Ruby-crowned kinglet

Motacillidae (Pipits, wagtails)
Anthus spinoletta (Linnaeus) Water piit

Vireonidae (Vireos)
Vireo solitarius (Wilson) Solitary vireo

Thraupidae (Tanagers)
Piranga ludoviciana (Wilson) Western tanager

Fringillidae (Grosbeaks, finches, sparrows, and buntings)
Charpodacus cassinii Baird Bassin's finch
Leucosticte tephrocotis (Swainson) (Hepburn's) rosy finch

Spinus pinus (Wilson) Pine siskin
Loxia curvirostra Linnaeus Red crossbill
Chlorura chlorura (Audubon) Green-tailed towhee
Junco oreganus (Townsend) Oregon junco
Zonotrichia leucophyrys (Forster) White-crowned sparrow
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Zonotrichia atricapilla (Gmefln) Golden- cromed sparrow
Passerefla iliaca (Merrem) Fox sparrow
Melospiza lincolnii (Audubon) Lincoln's sparrow



Mammals of the Mount Jefferson Area

Systematic check list by species

Insectivora
Soricidae
Sorex vagrans permiliensis Jackson
Sorex palustris navigator (Baird)

T alpidae

Scapanus orarius schefferi Jackson
Chiroptera

Vesper±.LLionidae
Myotis lucifugus alascensis Miller
Lasionycteris nocti.yagans (Le Conte)

Lagomorpha
Ocbotonidae
Ochotona princeps fumosa A.H. Howell

Leporidae
Lepus americanus klamathensis Merriam

Rodentia
Aplodontiidae
Aplodontia rufa rainieri (Merriam)

S ciuridae

Eutamias amoenus ludibundus I-buster
Eutamias townsendii cooperi (Baird)
Marmota flaviventris flaviventris

(A.d. and Bach.)
Spermophilus lateralis chrysodeirus

(Merriam)
Sciurus griseus griseus Ord
Tainiasciurus douglasil mollipilosus

(Aud. and Bach.)
Geoinyidae

Thomomys monticola mazama Merriam
Castoridae
Castor canadensis leucodontus Gray

Cricetidae
Peromyscus uianiculatus gambelii (Baird)
Neotoma cinerea occidentalis Baird
Cletbrionomys occidentalis obscurus

(Merriam)

Microtus ricbardsoni arvicoloides
(Rhoad)

Zapodidae
Zapus trinotatus montanus Merriam

Erethizontidae
Erethizon dorsatum epixanthum Brandt

Vagrant shrew
Northern water shrew

Pacific mole

Little brom myotis
Silver-haired bat

Pika

Snowshoe hare

Mountain beaver

Yellow pine chipmunk
Townsend chipmunk

Yellowbelly marmot

Golden-mantled squirrel
Western silver-gray s.

Chlckaree

Mountain pocket gopher

Beaver

Deer mouse
Bushytail woodrat

Western red-back mouse

Water vole

Pacific jumping mouse

Porcupine
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Carnivora
Canidae
Canis latrans umpquensis Jackson
Vulpes fulva cascadensis Merriam

Ursidae
Ursus americanus altifrontalls Elliot

Rrocyonidae
Pro cyon lotor paci±'icus Merriam

Mustelidae
Martes americana caurina (Merriam)
Mustela erminea muricus (Bangs)
Nustela frenata eff era Hall
Mustela frenata washingtoni (Merriam)
Mustela vison energumenos (Bangs)
Lutra canadensis pacifica Rhoads
Felidae
Fells concolor oregonensis Rafinesque
Lynx rufus fasciatus Rafinesque

Artiodactyla
Cervidae
Cervus canadensis roosevelti Merriam
Odocoileus heuiionus columbiana

(Richardson)
Odocoileus hernionus hemionus

(Rafinesque)

Coyote
Red fox

Black bear

Raccoon

Marten
Shorttail weasel
Longtail weasel

I,

Mink
River otter

Mountain lion
Bobcat

Wapiti

Blacktail deer

Mule deer
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Vertebrate animals not observed in the Mount Jefferson area during
this study, but believed or knon to be present now or formerly

Hypothetical check list by species

Reptilia
Squamata

Scincidae (Skinks)
umeces skiltonianus

Anguidae (Anquids)
Gerrhonotus coeruleus

Western skink

Northern alligator
lizard

Barrow s goldeneye
Harlequin duck

Swainson's hawk
Golden eagle

Great gray owl

Vaux's swift

Williamson's sapsucker

Hammond's flycatcher

Horned lark

Ayes
Anseriformes

Anatidae
A3rthyinae (Diving ducks)
Bucephala islandica
Histrioni cus histrioni cus

Falconiformes
Accipitridae

Buteoninae (Buzzard hawks and eagles)
Buteo swainsoni
Aquila chrysaetos

Strigifo riries
Strigidae (Typical owls)
Strix nebulosa

Apodiformes
Apodidae (Swifts)

Ghaetura vauxi
P1 ciformes

Picidae (Woodpeckers)
Sphyrapicus thyroideus

Pas serifo rmes
Tyrannidae (New-world flycatchers)
Empidonax hannnondii

Alaudidae (Larks)
Eremophila alpestris

Turdidae (Thrushes, bluebirds, solitaires)
Hylocichla ustulata Swainson's thrush
Sialia currucoides Mountain bluebird

Marninalia
Lagomorpha

Leporidae (Hares and rabbits)
Lepus californicus

Rodentia
S ciuridae (Squirrels)

Glauconiys s abrinus

Blacktail jackrabbit

Northern flying squirrel
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Cricetidae (Cricetid rats, mice, voles)
Phenacomys intermedius Nountain phenacomys

Carnivora
Nustelidae (Mustelids)
Gulo luscus Wolverine

Canidae (Dogs)
Canis lupus Gray wolf

Felidae
Lynx canadensis Lynx

Artiodactyla
Bovidae (Bison, goats, sheep, oxen)
Oreamnos americanus * Mountain goat

* See p. i142



D. Habitat and species accounts

The area of this study, as already indicated, cannot be con-

sidered new or unknown faunally. Although it has never been the sub-

ject of a separate report by means of an area survey in the manner

accomplished for similar Sierra Nevada and Southern Cascade locations

(33, 34, 47) it has been investigated previously by Merriam, by Loring,

and by Gabrielson and Jewett. Animal occurrence found during their

studies is included in Bailey (. cit.) and in Gabrielson and Jewett

(2E. .

The general objectives of the present survey include the

following:

1. The compilation of an inventory of vertebrate species found

at the present time, to thelimits of time and reasonable com-

pleteness determined by the research methods used.

The kinds of records indicated in the discussion on

Methods (p. 124) have supplied this information; reliance

has been placed largely on sight records and signs such as

tracks, droppings,and pellets. Perhaps more reliance should

have been placed on specimen collection and preservation. For

example, Dice recommends (19, p. 63), "A set of specimens

representing each of the species encountered during the field

study should always be preserved. Such collections are

especially important if the biota of the region has not

already been well described."

However, it was necessary to use available time to the best
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advantage, and hence preservation was restricted to amphi-

bians and reptiles (preserved specimens are available for

all species) and to 15 small mammals (species are indicated

in the sections that follow). Since a single small mammal

study skin preparation represents at least 2 or 3 hours of

work, and since the large mammals are not collected anyway,

the previous knowledge of species determination in the area

was considered entirely adequate to satisfy Dice's requirements.

A comparison of present species occurrence Ith thatknon in

the past.

Much of this information has already been suggested in

a general way. Accurate comparisons are impossible; reliable

work must await more thorough population studies. But for

the larger mammals some estimates are given in the sections

that follow.

An analysis of habitats used by vertebrate species.

Habitat description has been the subject of research by

many ecologists, particularly Elton (213). He has theorized

extensively on the organization of information toward under-

standing community relationships. He says (ibid., p. 471),

"In the primary stages of an ecological survey the species

is the chief unit of study." In regard to the usefulness of

species list data (primarily all that has been accomplished

in this survey), in comparison to the entire realm of knowl-

edge to be collected for community study, he notes,

The ultimate and proper aim of an ecological survey,
however difficult its achievement may seem at the present
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level of our knowledge, is to ascertain and nasure the
population and dynamic relationships of all the species
of organisms living in a place over some period of time.
An ecological survey is not just a catalogue of the
biological properties of individual species or a list of
species, or a series of censuses. It is, or is heading
towards, a synthesis that will describe not only the parts
of a complex system but the interaction and balance
between them, and the dynamic properties ol' the system
as a whole. (Ibid., p. 165)

While the present survey is largely an inventory,

considerable effort was directed to the analysis of habitats,

and to the collection of as much population data as possible

during the time of the study.

Elton and Millers classification of habitat systems

(Ibid., p. LI8Of) for terrestrial situations is based on four

formation types (open ground, field, scrub, andwoodland) and

seven vertical layers (subsoil, topsoil, ground, field layer,

low canopy, high canopy, and air above highest vegetation).

Several of the principles developed by them have been in-

corporated in the section that follows,except that their

designation for "scrub type" and "woodland type" have not been

considered applicable nominally in the coniferan forest

found in the survey area.

The system used below includes the following information

for each habitat:

Elevation, on the crest or pleated landform system,
in feet.

Location, in the area described under IV, A, p. 36.
Date or dates of observation, when pertinent.
Edaphic conditions.
Vegetation; unions, dominant species.
Nicroclimatic conditions, and possible seasonal

changes.



Layer occupied
Weather conditions at time of observation, when

pertinent.
Vertebrate species present, by

Migrants
Non-Migrants

List of habitats examined

The list is annotated by means of a short account of each verte-

brate species at its first appearance in a downward altitudinal series.

Subsequently, occurrence of the same species is listed only. For

location, see Figure 3.

Terms used:

Air above vegetation: any zone above highest vegetation level.
Field: vegetation to 6' high.
Field layer: the layer of vegetation from 6" to 6' in height.
Ground: on the surface of the soil (litter zone) to 6" in

height above the soil.
Subsoil: all undergruund depth occupied up to loese soil layer.
Topsoil: the loose soil layer.
Tree layer: the layer of vegetation from 6' to tree-top heiajit.

1.

Elevation, 9000'. Southeast face, Mount Jefferson. July 131, 1962.

Morainal ridges with large andesitic boulders, many crevices, along

Waldo Glacier. Much loose ash and scoria. Hulsea-Cardamine union,

grasses (Trisetum ?), very scattered. Rocks and crevices provide

protection after snow melts. Partially overcast day, moderate SW

wind, temperature 70° F.

Migrants: Hepburn's rosy finch

Layers: ground, field, and air above vegetation. Seen from 100
yards in small numbers in afternoon on snow surface and on ground
nearby, possibly more in shaded places. Not found lower. Breeding
status not determined. Expected in large numbers, but shortage
of observations time made search elsewhere impossible. Possible
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occurrence just below in very low Pinus albicaulis.

The updraft winds on the mountain carry numerous insects which
land and die on the snow, where they are trapped by moisture
and are most easily seen, or on the bare scoria. Food is
these trapped or dead insects, possibly also a few seeds in
same locations. Shelter is provided by rock crevices, which
appear in June (usually) as the windswept ridges and morainal
slopes lose their snow on the south side.

Elevation, 8500'. Southeast face, Mount Jefferson. August 1, 1962.

Same conditions as above but mile from glacier. 200' above

general timberline. Saxifraga-Polygonum union, with Hulsea, very

scattered grasses in creiñces.

Non-migrants: Golden-mantled squirrel, or

Yellow pine chipmunk, or both

Layers: subsoil, topsoil, ground. Fresh digging going under
rocks, burrows usually facing south. No tracks determinable as

to squirrel or chipmunk. Food apparently both insects and

seeds. Survive under snow by food storage and/or fat accumu-
lation.

Elevation, 8000'. Northwest face, Mount Jefferson. September15,

1962. Morainal ridge with large andesitic boulders, many crevices,

along Jefferson Park Glacier, 500' above timberline highest wedge

advance, 1000' above general timberline. Much loose ash and scoria.

Hulsea-Cardamine union, but vegetation almost non-existent. Clear

day, little wind, temperature 70° F

Migrants: Common nighthawk

Layers: air above vegetation to 500' above ground. 2 seen

flying. Breeding status not determined. Found in numerous
situations lower, throughout summer, but never more than 1 or

2 at a time. Food is flying insects.



Elevation, 7500'. Northwest face, Mount Jefferson. September 15, 1962.

Timberline, on ridge overlooking Jefferson Park. Soft ashy but humus-

filled soil, with nearby rocks of morainal slope and talus to each side.

Slope of ridge about 30°. Tsuga-Pinus and Sorbus-Vacciniuxu unions, with

Lupinus, grasses. Protection afforded by strip of dense vegetation 10

to 30' wide, both field and tree layers, and by rocks.

Migrants:

Hairy woodpecker

Layers: field, tree, and air above vegetation. 1 seen from 15,
another distant. Gleaning on whitebark pine. Breeding status
not determined. Food is insects on or in vegetation.

Blacktail deer

(see next habitat)

Non-migrants:

Clark's nutcracker

(See next habitat)

Yellow pine chipmunk
Golden-mantled squirrel

(Li.) Mountain pocket gopher

(See next habitat)

(5) Deer mouse

Layers: subsoil, topsoil, ground. Trapped; sign abundant.
Study skin specimen no. 12, Found at all elevations lower. Feeds

on insects, seeds, fruit of Sorbas. Crickets, grasshoppers
abundant.

5.

Elevation, 7000'. South side Mount Jefferson, and Goat Peak. ugust

1, 1962. Pumice flats, tending to some bogginess, and a large mass of
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basalt and andesite blocks forming Goat Peak. Tsuga.-Pinus krurrmtholz,

Saxifraga-Polygonuni, and Lycopodium-.Vaccinium unions, with Lupinus

and grasses common in sheltered spots.

Migrants:

Water pipit

Layers: ground and field. About 12 seen on ground or in low
vegetation in areas not far from ponds next to snowbanks. Not
seen elsewhere. Breeding status not determined. Food is
ground level insects.

Oregon junco

Layers: ground, field, and tree. Seenand heard often, more
numerous lower to limits of area. Feeding on stationary in-
sects, seeds.

Blacktail deer, mule deer

Layers: ground, field. Often seen, tracks and other sign common,
from this elevation to lowest examined. Dust bath depressions
often found. As migrants, deer on both slopes of the crest sys-
tem apparently go as high as possible where there is cover, to
timberline, into the kruiumholz ridges and slopes, to take ad-
vantage of the dense cover and wind to escape mosquitoes. Deer
found at high elevation from June or July to October, and hence
east slope mule deer may meet west slope blacktail during
breeding season. No subspecific differences could be examined
at close range.

At least 100 deer were seen during each year of study (not
counting repeats as far as determinable), deer population of
this 100-plus square mile area at least several times this number
in summer, zero in winter. Largest number seen at once 5.

Non-migrants:

(1) Clark's nutcracker

Layers: ground, field, tree, and air above vegetation. Seen at
all times. No nesting birds; too late. Juveniles already as
large as adults, but grayer, no black marking. Found lower to
5000' feet. Total of several hundred seen each year. Find
shelter in trees even during storms, deep snow. Fee4 on conifer
seeds, needles (?).

(2) Pika



Layers: subsoil, topsoil, principally rock dens. Haypiles

(Lupinus) seen here; animals numerous in talus and rock out-
crops lower to 000'. Survive under snow by storing cured
vegetation. Study skin specimen no. 10.

(3) Yellow pine chipmunk
(Li) Golden-mantled squirrel

(5) Mountain pocket gopher

Layers: subsoil, topsoil. Burrows numerous in ashy soil
situations with much vegetative cover. Found at lower elevations
to 14000', particularly in meadows or parks. Feeds on roots.

Goat Peak was examined during a half-day period for possible

evidence of former mountain goat presence, having been reported here

in 1905 by Grant (35, vol. 2, p. 1027). No remains found, no caves

large enough to provide shelter located, but large crevices among

rock slabs available.

6.

Elevation, 6000'. Terrace, southwest face, Mount Jefferson. August

1, 1962. Open forest of Tsuga-Pinus-Abies, Sorbus-Vaccinium, and Carex

unions. A large sloping area, covering 2 square miles, with old

morainal ridges; many streams, small lakes, ponds.

Migrants:

Great gray owl

Layers: tree and air above vegetation. Identification on
basis of pellets containing feathers, too large for pigmy owl.
Large owls seen lower, to limits of area.

Oregon junco
Red fox

Layers: ground and field. Scat found, single, 2" long, blackish.
May be doubtful; more positive lower, to 3500'. Food apparently,

in this case, huckleberries and deer mice.

(Lb) Blacktail deer

Non-migrants:
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Cascade frog

(See next habitat) A few 2±" larvae seen in ponds.

Piginy owl

Layers: field and tree. Heard whistling several times; pellets
found. Food is small birds. May be migratory fnm Hunt's Cove.
Found at lower elevations to Ll000'. Apparently avoids areas of
thick populations of other birds.

Mountain pocket gopher
(Lij) Deer mouse

7

Elevation 6000'. Jefferson Park. Many different times, spring,

summer, and fall. Open to medium-density forest. Tsuga-Pinus-Abies

union, park-like in interior, heavier forest on slopes. Sorbus-Vacci-

nium and all unions listed under sections 4 and for vegetation

zones. A generally level area 1 x 2 miles in extent, with numerous

streams, lakes, ponds, bogs, and varying soil conditions ranging from

lava outcrops to bare sand to rich arkose silt. Connections to

Ihitewater River on east, South Fork of Breitenbush River and Whitewater

Creek on West. Mount Jefferson on uth, Park Butte on north, West

Park Butte on west. Many habitat situations.

Migrants:

Mallard

Layers: water surface and air above vegetation. Seen in pairs on
ponds and flying through pass, in autumn. Also seen on ponds
lower, to 5500'. Breeding status not determined Total seen
about 12.

Goshawk

Layers: field, tree, and air above vegetation. Seen soaring,
perching, and attacking and capturing smaller flying birds, various
times. Total of 5 or 6 observed. Found lower to 5000'. Breeding
status not determined, no young or nests observed.



(3) Sharp-shinned hawk

Layers: field, tree, and air above vegetation. Seen diving from
swift flight to catch smaller flying birds, once in September.
Only observation.

(14) Red-tailed hawk

Layers: field, trees, and air above vegetation. Usually observed

soaring high, direction of travel indeterminate. Found lower.

Tce observed hunting over cutover land at 3000'. Approximately
10 observed, at least /4 immature but large by July.

Kllldeer

Layer: field. A few observed along gravelly and boulder-filled
stream, with snow very deep alongside, in June. Food, inverte-
brates along stream banks.

Spotted sandpiper

Layer: field. 2 seen on bank beside stream, June.

California gull

Layer: air above vegetation, possibly use lakes at times. Use

Park as migratory pass, seen flying several times, largest flock
15-20.

Rufous hummingbird

Layers: field, and air above vegetation. At least 50-100 seen

here annually, among appropriate flowers. Seen at all elevations

lower. Apparently nesting. Seen at all elevations lower.

Red-shafted flicker

Layers: tree, and air above vegetation. About 10 seen here

annually, butpossibly numerous. More numerous at lower elevations,

but confined to burns or cutover land. Food, stationary insects

on or in trees.

Hairy woodpecker
Traill's flycatcher

Layers: tree, and air above vegetation. 6-20 individuals noted

annually; more numerous in lower meadows. Food, flying insects.

Tree swallow

Layers: tree,and air above vegetation. A few (25-50) observed
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here, but dead snags not generally available near water, More
numerous about lakes lower. Breeding. Food, flying insects.

(13) Chestnut-backed chickadee

Layers: field, tree. 50-100 noted, but more numerous lower.
Breeding. Food is stationary insects on trees.

(lL) Red-breasted nuthatch

Layers: field, tree. 50-100 noted in Park, mostly on slopes
surrounding. Breeding. More numerous lower, found to 2500'.
Food, stationary insects on trees.

Robin

Layers: ground, field, and tree. 500-1000 noted in Park at
times, possibly even more numerous. Breeding. Food, insects on
ground, berries, and seeds depending on aspection. (No earth-
worms)

Hermit thrush

Layers: ground, field, and tree. 1020 (7) noted in Park,
more numerous in some wooded areas lower. Food is insects on
ground, seeds, berries.

Torisend's solitaire

Layers: field, tree. 25-50 noted in Park, more numerous on
certain ridges, particularly Sentinel Hills. Breeding. Food:
flying insects.

Cassin's finch

Layers: ground, field, tree. Noted in immense numbers (1000
plus) in June, 1961, but none found in July. Status uncertain.

Pine siskin

Layers: tree, air above vegetation. Sporadic; more numerous
in thicker timber lower. Food is seeds, possibly insects.
Probably migrant from lower elevations only.

Red crossbill

Layers: ground, field, tree, and air above vegetation. 25-50
noted in Park, approximately as numerous in Hudsonian situations
elsewhere. Breeding. Food: seeds, possibly insects. Most
fearless bird noted.



Green-tailed towhee

Layers: ground, field, tree. 2 seen, in tree, July 24, 1961.

Oregon junco
White-croned sparrow

Layers: ground, field, tree. 50-100 noted. Breeding. Always
near streams, in brush, Food is seeds, ground insects.

Fox sparrow

Layers: ground, field, tree. Present in possible 100's in June,
1961, not seenin July. Identification possibly erroneous, al-
though meeting description of slate-colored form (28, p. 587).

Little brori myotis

Layers: tree, air above vegetation. Present in large numbers
early in summer. Also found lower. Food is flying insects.

Silver-haired bat

Same as , although probably not as abundant.

Coyote

Layers: ground, field. Two (1 adult, 1 juvenile) noted coming
into Park in autumn, 1962, via South Fork of Breitenbush, several
times. May have crossed over to Whitewater River. Also found in
Whitewater Creek Valley (possibly 5-6), Marion Lake. Food:
ground birds, hares (lower), squirrels, mice, insects, berries.

Black bear

Layers: ground, field. From 6-12 possible animals noted, coming
into the Park principally from Whitewater Creek, but also from
South Fork of Breitenbush, Food is berries, fungi.

Elk

Layers: ground, field, A loose herd of 25-30 animals travels
the South Fork of the Breitenbush on the south-facing slope,
coming up in spring, often into Jefferson Park, but crosses the
crest into the Olallie lake country, possibly on to Boulder Lake
in Reservation.; returns in fall. Route shoim in Figure 22. May
travel over 6 feet of snow. Food: grasses, sedges, herbs, shrubs,
trees.

Deer

25-30 known at same time in Park, descending at night from ad-
jacent high slopes and ridges.
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Cascade frog

Layers: water, ground. Present in all moist situations, partic-
ularly around edges of Park. Not found higher. Found lower to
4000' or even 3500'. Ponds in Jefferson Park had 1-" larvae by
1000's in August, 1961, none in 1962. Food: of adults, insects.
Specimen no. 5.

Gray jay

Layers: field, tree. A few pairs or families located in Park in
1962, none observed 1961. Breeding. More numerous lower.

Clark's nutcracker

100-200 in Park or on ridges nearby.

Brom creeper

Layers: field, tree. A few on slopes and ridges around Park,
also found lower to lowest elevations examined. Breeding. Food
is stationary insects on trees.

Dipper

Layers: water surface (or under), field, air above vegetation.
Not as numerous in Park as at 5000 to 4000' elevations, but
present. Breeding. Food: fresh water invertebrates.

Winter wren

Layers: ground, field, tree. May migrate downward. 5-10 seen,

approximately as numerous at all elevations lower, when it can
utilize edge effect within heavy forest. Breeding. Food is
insects, seeds.

Pacific mole

Layers: subsoil, topsoil. 2 or 3 burrows seen above edge of
Park. More numerous lower. Food is soil invertebrates,
principally insects.

Pika

Probably 100's in rock outcrops and talus around edge of Park.

Golden-mantled squirrel

Probably 50-100 in rock outcrops and talus within and around
Park. Study skin specimen no. 11.



(10) Mountain pocket gopher

Found in all firm soil situations, in open gitund between vege-.
tation islands.

(fl) Deer mouse

Most numerous mammal throughout Park, but particularly along
streams with willow border or in talus.

(12) Shorttail weasel

Layers: subsoil, topsoil, gxund. Unknown number in talus around
Park. Tracked in soft soil. Food is other small mammals, which
are hunted under snow much of the year.

Bird migrants in Jefferson park in spring and early summer

depend entirely on vegetation islands, the clumps of noble fir,

whitebark pine, and mountain hemlock and single alpine firs which

lose their snow and ice covering early, and cause melting of the snow

under them by condensation of moisture on branches, which falls and

melts the snow underneath. The snow covering open ground betwen

the islands may be 15 feet or more thick when the clumps develop

bare ground beneath them. The earliest islands are the ones with

the tallest trees, which may be 60' or more high. Tall tree growth

is thus favored in the Park. Bird migrants therefore arrive far

earlier than mammal migrants.

8.

Elevation, 5500'. Breitenbush Lake. July L, 1960. Tsuga-Pinus-

Abies, Xerophyllum-Vaccinium, Phyllodice_Calliope, Sorbus-Vaccinium,

and Carex unions. Shallow edges of lake, and a4jact shallow entrances

and exit of streams, notable. Water temperature 60_700 F, but patches

of snow exist all around area.
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Non-migrants:

Rough-skinned newt

Layer: water. Seen by 1000's. Breeding. Eggs, newly-hatched
larvae, extremely numerous. Found lower to lowest elevations
examined, in almost any ponds, lakes. Specimen no. 2.

Western toad

Layer: water. Seen by 100's. Breeding. Eggs extremely
numerous in grassy bottom. Found lower to lowest elevations ex-
amined, in almost any lake, and also far from any large body of
water on Mount Jefferson itself to 5500'. Specimen no. 1.

9.

Elevation, 5500'. South Breitenbush River, high terrace on south

side, meadow and bog area. Tsuga-Pinus-Abies (seldom over 10' high),

Cerophyllum-Vaccinium, Veratrum-Ranunculus, and Carex unions. Many

different times.

Migrants:

Mallard
Goshawk
Sharp-shinned hawk (?)
Red-tailed hawk
Pigmy owl
Common nighthawk
Rufous hummingbird
Olive-sided flycatcher

Layers: field, tree, air above vegetation. 10-15 seen in en-
tire area, to 4000' elevation. Breeding. Food is flying
insects.

Clark's nutcracker
Chestnut-backed chickadee

(ii) Robin
Townsend's solitaire
Coyote (route of travel)
Red fox
Black bear
Elk (route of travel)
Blacktail deer

Non-migrants:

(1) Long-toed salamander
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Layer: water. Seen by dozens in ponds, from 2" to 7" larvae;

none metamorphosed. Food: fresh water invertebrates, plants.
Specimen no. 3.

Pacific giant salamander

Layer: water. 2 larval individuals 8" long seen. Food: fresh

water invertebrates. Specimen no. Found in greater number

lower to limits of area in lakes, streams.

Rough-skinned newt
(Lb) Cascade frog

Vagrant shrew

Layers: topsoil, ground. Trapped. Specimen no. 13. Apparently

common, from this elevation and lower to limit of area. See .

Golden-mantled squirrel
Mountain pocket gopher
Deer mouse

10.

Elevation, 5500'. Jeff Creek at Skyline Trail crossing, on west ±ace

of Mount Jefferson. July 25, 1961; August 1, 1962. Small stream

running through stable compacted soil, slope 200 or more on shelf,

slope greater above and below area. Pseudotsuga-Abies-Picea union

(provides high closed canopy), Salix-Alnus (to 20' tall along stream)

union, and Ribes.

Migrants:

(1) Red-breasted sapsucker

Layers: field, tree, and air above vegetation. Not actually

seen here, but boring found abundantly on small trunks of willow

and alder. Seen lower in similar situations to limit of area.

Food: apparently cainbial tissue.

Red-breasted nuthatch
Winter wren (migrant from lower?)
Blacktail deer

Non-migrants

(1) Western toad
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(3) Deer mouse
(4) Water vole

Layers: topsoil, ground, also water. 3 trapped in 50 yard
section of stream. Food: fresh-water invertebrates, plants.
Specimen no. 14.

11.

Elevation 5000'. Hunt's Cove. July 29, 30; August 2, 1962. A

glaciated valley (not a true cove) with depressions containing lakes,

bogs, and meadows, about a half-mile in diameter, rimmed by high steep

walls on 3 sides. Tsuga-Pinus-Abies, Sorbus-Vaccinium, Salix-Alnus,

Caltha-Apargidium, and Carex unions.

Migrants:

Pigmy owl
Common raven

Layers: ground, field, tree, air above vegetation. 10_is seen
in trees surrounding lower meadow. Possibly on an east-west
igration route. Food probably small vertebrates, invertebrates,

seeds, of ground layer.

Tree swallow (50-100)
(Lij) Robin

(5) Oregon junco
(6) Blacktail deer

Non-migrants

Cascade frog (100's)
Spotted frog

Layers: water, ground. Only 1 seen, in Caitha growth near
forest edge of meadow, no specimen.

Common garter snake

Layers: subsoil, topsoil, ground. 2 animals nearly 3' long, 1
smaller, seen on edge of Hunt's Lake near talus. Food: small
amphibians, invertebrates. Specimen no. 8.

Northwestern garter snake
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Layers: as above. 1 nearly 2' long seen on edge of Thmt's Lake
near talus. Food: as above, more invertebrates. Specimen no. 9.

Gray jay
Clark's nutcracker
Dipper
Winter wren
Vagrant shrew (forest floor)
Pika (talus)
Golden mantled squirrel (talus)
Deer mouse (talus)
Bushytail woodrat

Layers: topsoil, ground, field. 10-15 in t1us overlooking Hunt's
Lake. Food: plant parts, seeds, insects. Specimen no. 15. General

lower to all elevations examined.

(lL1) Jumping mouse

Layers: topsoil, gitund, field. 50-100 or more in 5-acre Carex

meadow at outlet of Cove. Also in areas of low trees. Seen often

in daylight. Food: vegetation, possibly some insects. Specimen

no. 16.

12.

Elevation, 500'. Burnomsouth-facing slope of west face of Mount

Jefferson, below Woodpecker Ridge. July 2L1, 1961; August 2, 1962.

Area burned possibly 50 years ago, many snags. Pinus,ArctostaphyloS_

Ceanothus unions, with some Pseudotsuga and Vaccinium. Tallest trees

75', most much lower.

Migrants:

Great gray owl
Red-shafted flicker
Northern three-toed woodpecker

Layers: tree, air above vegetation. 6-10 seen, some apparently

young. Food: stationary insects, invertebrates, on trees.

(Lij) Steller's jay

Layers: field, tree, air above vegetation. 5 or 6 seen, much

more numerous lower to limits of area. Food: invertebrates, seeds.



Robin

Golden-crowned kinglet

Layers: tree, air above vegetation. 6-10 seen. Breeding status
unknown. Food: stationary insects on trees.

Non-migrants: Snowshoe hare

Layers ground, field. 1 dead animal found. This is upper
limit of rabbit belt, which extends down to limit of area, but
most heavily populated in burns. Food: vegetation.

13.

Elevation, L50Ot. Wildcheat Meadow. July lL, 15, 1962. On south-

facing slope of terrace on north side of Whitewater Creek. Somewhat

serpentine soil in meadow, suddenly differtiates to sandy-ashy where

forest starts. Tall Pseudotsuga-Tsuga-Thuja union forest; Veratrum-

Ranunculus unions, with Pteridium, in 14-acre meadow. Edged by abundant

Salix, Alnus, to south.

Migrants:

Red-tailed hawk
Rufous hummingbird
Traill's flycatcher

(LiP) S0litary vireo

Layers: field, tree (in willows, alder). 5-6 seen or heard.
Food: stationary insects on trees.

Cassin's finch
Lincoln sparrow

Layers: field, tree. 15-20 seen. Food: stationary insects
(largely aphids) on hellebore.

Non-migrants:

Pigmy owl
Winter wren
Deer mouse
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Elevation, 4500'. South-facing slope of north side of South Fork of

Breitenbush River, in burn 25-50 years old, below Bear Point. Many

different times from April through November. Terrace with Pinus,

Pteridium-Pachistima, Arctostaphylos-Ceanothus, Fragaria-Arcto-

staphylos unions. Many old snags and relict Pseudotsuga. Talus

present. Permanent stream nearby.

Migrants:

Goshawk
Red-tailed hawk
Pigmy owl

(14) Common nighthawk
Red-shafted flicker
Chestnut-backed nuthatch
Red-breasted nuthatch
Robin
Song sparrow

Layers: ground, field, tree. 5-6 seen and heard, in brushy
areas. Food is stationary insects, seeds.

Black bear
Bobcat

Layers: ground, field. Tracks, noindication of travel
higher. Found lower to limits of area, but only 1 seen.

Non-migrants:

Northwestern garter snake
Blue grouse

Layers: field, tree, air above vegetation. 20-30 seen, in-
cluding breeding, nesting, and juvenile birds. This is the
grouse zone, extending slightly higher, and lower to 3000' or
less. Food: insects, seeds, conifer needles.

Stefler's jay
('4) Winter wren

Pacific mole
Pika
Snowshoe hare
Golden-mantled squirrel
Chickaree
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Layers: topsoil, ground, field, tree. 68 seen, more numerous

lower to limits of area. Food is insects, seeds, particularly
pine.

Marten

Layers: ground, field, tree. Trached in soft soil of talus

area. Food: squirrels, other small mammals.

Longtail weasel

Layers: topsoil, ground, field. Seen in daylight, approaching
out of curiosity. Food: small mammals, other vertebrates.

15.

Elevation, L500'. Cabot Lake. October 21, 1962. East side of crest,

on north facing slope of south side of Cabot Creek. Pseudotsuga-Abies,

Pinus-Larix (slightly lower), Xerophyllum-Vaccinium unions; lake

shore has Luzula, Juncus. Warm (700 F) day, although snow had fallen

2' deep at higher elevation on October 12.

Migrants:

Common raven
Mountain chickadee

Layers: field, tree. Li-5 seen. Food is stationary insects
on trees.

Red breasted nuthatch
(14) Varied thrush

Layers: ground, field, tree. 10-15 seen, more common lower,
also found west side. Adults bright plumage, juveniles grayish.
Food: stationary insects, seeds.

Song sparrow
Mule deer

Non-migrants:

(1) Tailed frog

Layers: water. Seen in lake; found on west side as well. Food

is fresh-water invertebrates. Specimen no. 6.



Cascade frog
Short-horned lizard

Layers: topsoil, ground. 10-20 seen on lava and pumice flats,
ashy zones, over ridge to south of lake. Food is insects.
Specimen no. 17.

(Lij) White_headed woodpecker

Layer: tree, 1 seen, yellow pine.

Gray jay
Clark's nutcracker
Yellow pine chipmunk
Steller's jay
Golden-mantled squirrel
Chickaree
Yellow-belly marmot

Layers: subsoil, topsoil, ground. Holes seen; seen lower.
Food: vegetation.

Beaver

Beaver-gnawed trees around lake, activity several years old; no
animals present, nor in streams athve. See .

Porcupine

Layers: ground, field, tree. Several dead carcasses seen there
poisoned (?). Skull specimen no. 18.

16.

Elevation Li000'. Pamelia Lake. Scabh-west face of Mount Jefferson.

Many different times. Pseudotsua-Abies-Picea, Rhododendron, Xero-

phyllum-Vaccinium, and Polystichum-Asarum unions; some pure stands of

Tsuga heterophylla. The lake covers possibly 100 acres.

Migrants:

Tree swallow
Red-breasted nuthatch
Red crossbill
Oregon junco
Blacktail deer

Non-migrants:
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Pacific giant salamander
Western toad

Present in enormous numbers, On Ju'y 28, 1962, 100's, possibly
1000's were leaving tielake for higher ground, 1 for every
25 square yards (almost evenly spaced) for several hundred feet
from lake.

Cascade frog
(Lij) Common garter snake

Pileated woodpecker

Recent drilling seen. See 20.

Dipper
Vagrant shrew

Very abundant (10 plus per acre?) under young pure-stand hemlock.
Trapped here in 1897 by Loring, who secured trpe specimen, named
subspecies, erroneously, permiliensis (3, p. 362).

Little brown myotis (air-borne moths numerous)
Silver-haired bat
Snowoe hare
Pika

Specimens secured, and subspecies named, by Loring in 1897 (3,
p. 116).

Townsend chipmunk

Layers: subsoil, topsoil, ground, field, tree. 25-50 seen
around lake. Not found higher, although may occur there. Common
at all elevations lower to limit of area. Foodis vegetation,
seeds, insects. Specimen no. 19.

Beaver

Layers: water, ground, field. Appear to have been numerous in
former times from amount of downed timber, some very large, at
upper (south) end of lake. 1 dam, series of canals, found, and
after much searching, 1 inhabited lodge. Not found elsewhere in
area except at Breitenbush Hot Springs, and reported from Boulder
Lake area in Reservation (may be numerous in Reservation). Food
is vegetation.

(1Li) Deer mouse
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17.

Elevation, L!000'. Marion Lake. January 5, 1963. Largest lake in

Primitive area (300 acres). Pseudot,suga-Abies-Picea, Rhododendron,

Xerophyllum-Vaccjnjum unions.

Migrants:

Coyote (1 or 2 heard)
Red fox
Black bear
Mountain lion

Layers: ground, field. Recent tracks seen in snow at south end
of Thice. Only mountaj lion seen or heard of in area, except for
1 report from Reservation, east of Route 26.

(5) Blacktail deer

Non-migrants

Chestnut-backed chickadee
Dipper
Pine siskin (may move downward)

18.

Elevation Lt0O0t. Russell Creek. September 2, 3, 1962. In an outwash

area from the foot of Russell and Jefferson Park Glaciers. Pseudotsuga-

Tsuga-Thuja, Salix-Alnus-Populus, Rhododendron unions. A 2-3 acre

lake has been formed by mudflow cutoff of an arm of Russell Creek,

formerly a marsh.

igrants: Red crossbill

Non-migrants:

Cascade frog
Steller's jay
Dipper

(Lij) Pika

(5) Marten

(Li.)
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19.

Elevation 3500'. South Fork of Breitenbush River at foot of Outerson

flow basalt cliff. Many times. Pseudotsuga-Tsuga-Thuja-Pinus,

Rhododendron, Pteridium-Berberis, Alnus-Salix unions.

Migrants:

Varied thrush
Oregon junco
Golden-crowned sparrow

Layers: ground, field, tree. 5-6 seen September 130, 1962.
Evidently passing through rapidly.

(Lij) Coyote (on route)
Elk (on route)
Blacktail deer

Non-migrants:

Tailed frog
Blue grouse
Pileated woodpecker

(Li) Steller's jay
Winter wren
Mountain beaver

Layers: subsoil, topsoil, ground, field. Numerous fresh burrows
on both sides of river. Food: vegetation, usually cured.

Chestnut-backed chickadee
Western redback mouse

Layers: topsoil, ground, field, Numbers unknown. Specimen
caught on north-facing coniferous forest slope.

Mink

Layers: water, ground field. Fresh tracks along river. Food:
fish, other small vertebrates.

20.

Elevation, 2500'. Breitenbush Hot Springs. Many times, all seasons.

Lowest elevation examined. In U-shaped valley bottom, the junction of

South and North Forks of Breitenbush, and Devil's Creek. All unions



of Pseudotsuga-Tsua forest.

Migrants:

Band-tailedpigeon

Layers: field, tree, air above vegetation. 2 seen. Food:
seeds, fruits, conifer needles.

Robin
Varied thrush

(14) Ruby-crowned kinglet

Layers: field, tree. 2 observed in Douglas fir, 20 feet from
ground. Food: stationary insects in vegetation.

Western tanager

Layers: field, tree. 2 or more seen in Douglas fir. Food:
not observed.

Oregon junco
Raccoon

Layers: water, ground, field, tree. Many tracks observed along
Devil's Creek, in mud or snow. Tracks also possible higher, to
3500', on Russell Creek, but too poor to be positive identifi-
cation. Food: fresh-water invertebrates, vertebrates, berries.

Bobcat
Elk
Blacktail deer

Non-migrants:

(i) Long-toed salamander
Pacific giant salamander (neotenic)
Rough-skinned newt

(14) Tailed frog
Pacific tree frog

Layers: water, ground, field, tree. A few, introduced (?).
Food: insects.

Common garter snake
Northwestern garter snake
Red-tailed hawk
Blue grouse
Gray (Hungarian) partridge
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Layers: ground, field, tree. 1 female and 14 or 5 young observed.
Food: insects, seeds on ground.



(U) Great horned owl

Layers: ground, field, tree, air above vegetation. 1 seen,
after sunset, nearly dark. Food: small mammals.

Pileated woodpecker
Gray jay

(1k) Steller's jay
Black-capped chickadee

Layers: field, tree. 25-30 seen. Food: stationary insects on
vegetation.

Dipper
Winter wren
Pine siskin
Northern water shrew

Layers: water, ground. 1 caught by cat, not preserved. Food:
fresh-water invertebrates.

Snowshoe hare
Townsend chipmunk
Golden-mantled squirrel
Western silver-gray squirrel

Layers: ground, field, tree. 1 or 2 seen. Food: seeds.

Chickaree
Beaver (sporadic, Breitenbush River)
Deer mouse
Bushytail woodrat

At least two other species were observed, or reliably reported, in the

area.

Pigmy nuthatch

Layers: field, tree. Seen in Metolius Valley among yellow pine.

River otter

Reported on Reservation at Boulder Lake. No signs ever noted
on west side.
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Vu. Conclusions

A few logical or factual observations in regard to the data

collected are summarized below.

A. Coniple-beness of the results in regard to objectives

A total of 101 species of vertebrate an±mals, exclusive of fishes,

was observed. No objective in regard to number to be found could be

set at the beginning of the study, for the principal objective was

simply to record presence, but it was hoped that a large proportion

of the species present could be sampled. The scientific attitude was

to be, to record presence, after the best available precautions had

been taken to find the habitat areas, but to predict nothing.

A number of failures to find species believed to be present, or

to find better information on actual presence, are largely due to two

causes, first, to the necessary time limitations on field work imposed

by the degree program, and second, to the nature of the research

itself, which demanded familiarization with parts of the area covered,

and active investigation of habitats as they were encountered,

simultaneously. That is, investigation of any one habitat meant

exclusion of others of the same type, choice of which might have been

more representative. However, a rather wide knowledge of the area was

accumulated, which assured that analysis of a fair range of both

productive and unproductive locations was actually being carried on.

Many problems of identification occurred. For example, in

Jefferson Park in June of 1961 and 1962 thousands of birds could be
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seen and heard during a single day; it seemed that only a few of the

possible species were being recognized and recorded, and many others

may have passed unnoticed.

Some problems o± very limited information also occurred. For

example, no red fox was ever seen, trapped, or even tracked. Its

presence has been based on the discovery of droppings only. Never-

theless, Grinnell and Storer, who examined Yosemite National Park

and adjacent areas with a considerable number of assistants over a

much longer period, had much the same results (34, p. 77). Their

research in a crest area 12 times the size of the Mount Jefferson

wilderness and including lower elevations and warmer zones produced

362 species exclusive of fishes (ibid., p. 4).

B. Relation of animals to the area

Animal numbers were seldom remarkably large in relation to the

size of the area. On the other hand movement of the larger animals

was remarkably extensive. , The following observations were made:

1. The preponderance of vegetation in the energy pyramid is

very large. The condition is typical at all elevations

from the remaining dense forests to the Hudsonian zone parks.

However, any Northwest forest area of today could support

far higher populations of vertebrates; the fact simply

applies here as well. That more animals are not found is

attributable to the factors which have been discussed in

the study, but may also be related to cause-and-effect

relations not yet realized.
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The fauna listed is almost entirely coniferan (31, p. 31).

The anima1 of the higher elevations, particularly small bird

migrants, and the amphibians, are largely insect-dependent.

The insect populations originate in the lower forests, bogs,

and lakes, and are carried higher by updrafts; many insects

also originate in the high forests and meadows. Many orders

and families of insects are found. The only birds successful

in the alpine situations are entirely insectivorous.

24 The general crest area is utilized by several species of

large mammal migrants during the short snow-free period, and

has been utilized by sever1 others now locally extinct.

5. The conditions limiting long annual migration into the high

crest areas are

the steep basalt shelving, occupied by waterfalls, if

the stream beds are followed upstream.

the distance necessary to detour around these shelves.

6,. The large migrants.elk, deer, bear, coyote, and mountain

lion--are able to travel to the crest and even over it

despite the obstacles.

7. The medium-sized migrants--bobcat, raccoon, red fox--do not

travel as far, perhaps largely because of the terrain. The

bobcat and red fox survive in the snowshoe hare and grouse

belt even in winter, but may migrate domward.

The movement of the large migrants as winter approaches is

domward, and extends outside the wilderness boundaries into

the lower High Cascades and even into the Western Cascades.
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The wolf, and the lynx, which are dependent on thick forest

cover, have been eliminated from the wilderness by destruction

of lower-range habitat of the winter period,

The mountain lion may soon disappear from the High Cascades.

The lion population in the MGunt Jefferson wilderness was not

observed to exceed 1 per 100 square miles; Grinnell and Storer

found it to be 1 per 36 square miles in Yosemite (.

cit., p. 96)

Since reproduction is density-dependent, any falling of

an animal population below the level necessary to insure

reproduction will almost assure local extinction of the

species (23, p. L.64).

The small nan-migrant mammals, mostly burrowers or talus

inhabitants, are perhaps limited to those adapted to acid

soil conditions, and largely limited to subnivean forms.

Many bird migrants pass over the area. The use of Jefferson

Park as a natural pass over the Cascades is apparently re-

lated to the landmark use of Mount Jefferson, the appositiom

of the two east and west drainage systems opposite, and to

its vegetation island features (see Figures 3, 5).

C. Relation of recreational use of the Primitive Area to animal
abundance

In spite of the fact that it has been relatively inaccessible,

the area has always attracted visitors since long before its official

wilderness status. Present recreational use involves the following
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observations:

Almost complete disappearance of beaver from the-wilderness

is attributable to the presence of hundreds of fishermen or

simply visitors along the streams and on the lakes. The

beaver population at Pamelia Lake, for example, once

apparently very large, in a habitat at least 20 or 30 acres

in extent, is now very low.

The failure to find Barrow's goldeneye can be attributed to

similar disturbances. At Marion Lake, for example, several

hundred boats may be seen on the lake at once at the opening

of the fishing season, in spite of the necessity of packing

such boats several miles over trails. The Harlequin duck

may find similar barriers in the form of stream fishermen.

An educational program concerning wildlife habitat require-

ments might be helpful, but the matter of the effect of the

presence of large numbers of humans may not be solved by

this kind of education.

. The use of pack and riding horses by large parties of campers,

while apparently necessary to maintain them for long periods

of time, should be discouraged. Many of the meadows used

for grazing purposes are eroding rapidly, although some

packers have begun packing all animal food as well as camping

supplies.

B. Relation of study to wilderness values

The preceedingobservations appear rather misanthropic. However,
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somewhere, areas are needed simply to preserve natural High Cascade

featizs including the wildlife. It is hard for the recreation agencies

to recognize that such preservation follows leaving the areas alone,

that is, undeveloped, but pressure for greater recreational use

continues. Agitation to extend the size of the wilderness areas, for

recreational purposes, will not augment the wilderness values related

to preservation of species, and the westward enlargient of one of

these areas in Oregon for the sake of migration requirements of the

endangered species of large mammals should be considered.
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Plate 1 175

A. Mount Jefferson from the west side. View through tthitewater Creek

Valley from 3500 feet.

B. Mount Jefferson from the east side. The south and north pinnacles,

and Whitewater Glacier, as seen from Bald Peter.



The Cascade crest system north of Mount Jefferson. View over
Jefferson Park to Mount Hood, with the Clackainas Plateau just above
center.

The Cascade crest system south of Mount Jefferson. View over The

Table to Three Fingered Jack, Mount Washington, and the Three Sisters.

Plate 2 176



Plate 3 177

A. The tuffaceous
Breitenbush series, the
lowest exposed High
Cascade rocks, as seen
on Skunk Creek, a
tributary of Devil's
Creek near Breitenbush
Hot Springs. The only
fossil-bearing strata
found in the Mount
Jefferson area.

B. The basaltic Outerson series as seen in the canyon of the South
Fork of the Breitenbush giver, north of Triangulation Peak.
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Plate L. 17

A. Park Butte, a Minto series plug north of Mount Jefferson, possibly
once the center of an ancient shield volcano.

B. Minto series colunnar basalt as seen in the canyon of Whitewater
River north of Bald Peter.



Plate 5 179

A. High Cascade series above the Olalile series on Mount Jefferson,
as seen from the west side. The High Cascade lavas appear as hori-
zontal flows high on the west tace.

B. The North Santiam River near the entrance of Whitewater Creek. It

receives all the runoff from the west side of Mount Jefferson.



Plate 6 180

A. Cyclontc clouds over the High Cascades west ot Mount Jefferson,
sprng aspect.

B. Convectional cloud formation around the top of Mount Jefferson
as often seen in summer.



Plate 7 181

A. The pleated east-west directed ridge and canyon systems west of
Mount Jefferson. The leveled, unifori crest line oI the Western

Cascades is seen in the distance.

B. The west race or Mount Jerferson, with the two Milk Creek snow-

fields in the center.



Plate 8 182

A. Milk Creek, view
upstream, from same
position as figure
below.

B. Secondary stream cutting through a mud flow terrace as seen in
Milk Creek, view downstream at L1400 reet. Willow and alder growth
above high water line.
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Plate 9 183

A. The ridge separating the south and southeast faces of Mount
Jefrerson, showing the south side timberline at 8500 feet. Habitat

no. 1 discussed in the text is located near the center of the picture.

B. Goat Peak, on the left, and the cinder cones and fields of the
southeast face of Mount Jefferson.
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Plate 10 184

A. Goat Peak from the east side. Thjs flabitat was examined for pos-
sibje recent occupancy by the mountain goat, but revealed nothing.

B. Goat Peak from the west side. This side is covered with sub-
alpine forest; the east side, because of heavier snow which melts
more slowly, is bare.



Plate 11 185

A. View down a morainal ridge on the northwest face of Mount
Jeiferson, from 7500 feet. Timberline on this face occurs at 7000
feet near the middle of the picture.

B. Timberline vegetation on the northwest face of Mount Jefferson,
the site of habitat no. 4. Yellow pine chipmunk, deer mouse, and black-
tail deer, found here, were the highest-elevation mammals observed.
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Plate 12 186

f. The northwest face of Mount Jelferson shodng Jefierson Park
Glacier (center) and Russell Glacier (on the right). The location tram
which the preceding two figures were seen is in the center of the picture.

B. The lower portion of Jefferson Park Glacier, the area of the trans-
verse crevasses created by turning at the 8000-foot level. The only
vertebrate species ever noted here was the common nigntbawk.



Plate 13 187

A. The ridge separating the west (lower right quadrant of the pic-
ture) and the northwest faces of Mount Jefferson, and the cleaver
dividing Jefferson Park Glacier from Russell Glacier. The con-
fluence of the two glaciers is seen at the lower left.

B. Near the center of the picture is the route taken by the outwash
rrom Jeiferson Park and Russell Glaciers, along Russell Creek, which
has cut a tremendous notch seen svnging to the left.



Plate 14 1i8

A. The origin of RusseLL Creek from the two northwest face glaciers.
The deep notch cut through several thousand feet of composite flows has
contributed voluminous quantities of outwash which has been transported
donstream to fill the upper portion of Whitewater Creek Valley.

B. Skyline trail crossing at Russell Creek. Tremendous volumes of

water and scoria move dom this route in early spring, especially in
the afternoons of warm days.



Plate 15 189

A. Present deposit zone or the outwash from Jefferson Park and Russell
Glaciers.

B. Looking down the outwash deposit shown in the figure above. A

quarter square mile area has been involved in a rew years recently, and
the lake below has been newly created. Surrounding areas, both lower

and higher, have been similarly devasted in the past, but have
recovered rapidly.



Plate 16 190

A. A black cottonwood
tree nearly three feet
in diameter in the
path or the outwas.
Elevation L0Ou feet.

B. A ciannel used by the outwash floods in recent years. The only

terrestrial vertebrate noted here was the pika, which bad already
invaded the rock areas on the left, in the middle of the flow.
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Plate 17 191

A. The north wall of
Hunt's Cove, and the
south face of Mount
JefIerson, seen over
Hanks Lake.

B. Hunt's Cove as seen from Grizzly Peak. The far wall is rormed by

the Cathedral Rocks. The two lakes of the Cove are not visible because
of trees, but one is located in the exact center of the picture, the
other to the left ot center.



A. Talus on north wall of Hunt's Cove.

Plate 18 192

B. The talus provides protection and living space for a nDmber of
resident Hudsonian Zone mammalian species. Pika and bushytail woodrat

were found here (note urine deposits), and golden-mantled squirrel,

deer mouse, and srorttai± weasel were associated.
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Plate 19 193

A. Mount Jefferson and Jefferson Park from Park Butte. At the end of

June snow in the Park was still 10 to 20 feet deep.

B. The vegetation islands in Jefrerson Park, utilized by thousands of

migrating birds in spring, early summer, and fall. This is the most

frequented, but not the lowest, migratory pass in the Oregon Cascades,
except ior the Kiamath and the Columbia gaps.



Plate 20 19L4

A. The west end of Jefrerson Park as seen from Mount Jefferson. Rock

Lake on the left, Bear Lake on the right. Bear Lake takes its name from

the many bears frequenting it in the fall.

B. The east end of Jefferson Park as seen Irom Mount Jeiferson.

RusseLL Lake to the right ot center. The Rudsonian Zone nature of

vegetation is apparent.
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Plate 21 195

A. Meadow area of Jefterson Park in late suimner. The ponds are often

filled with the larvae of thousands of Cascade frogs.

B. Willow-bordered sides of tne South Fork of the Breitenbush River
leaving Jefferson Park. Certain portions of such habitat, particularly
with higher vegetation, are utilized by white-crowned sparrows.



Place 22 196

A. Young hemlock rorest with a tew Douglas firs along a small stream,
near Pamelia Lake. The only terrestrial vertebrates round here were
the vagrant shrew and the deer mouse.

B Young pure stand hemlock forest near Pameiia Lake, away from the
streams. This is the location where J. Alden Loring found the te
specimen of Sorex vagrans permLLiensis in i897.



Plate 23 197

A. Hemlock tree 2 feet in diameter on edge r Panielia Lake, doned by

beaver. The tree had evidently been cut years before the time ot the
picture. The beaver population now is very low, not over 5 or 6

individuals, with no large trees cut recently. Elevation 4000 feet.

B. Dense Canadian Zone vegetation near Marion Lake. Winter aspect,

between snowtalls. Chickarees and Tomsend chipmunks are found

sparingly in such situations.



Plate 24 198

A. Whitewater River at OO feet. It is about 25 feet dde here.

B. Pond on terrace o1 the south-facing slope of the South Fork o1 the

Breitenbush River, at 6000 feet, apparently in a glaciated depression,

with succession building the rim higher. A break in the rita only a few

teet long and 2 or 3 feet deep would drain it completely. Habitat 01

long-toed salamanders, Cascade frogs.



Plate 25 199

A. Wildcneat Meadow, elevation LI.500 reet. Habitat especially of
Lincoln sparrows.

B. An old burn on the south-facing slope of the South Fork of the
Breitenbusn River. In the blue grouse and snowshoe rabbit belt, both
species abundant. Elevation LI5Ou ieet.



Plate 26 200

P.. Part of the terrace on the south-facing slope of the South Fork of
the Breitenbush River, at b000 ieet. This is the route used by the

herd of Roosevelt elk in crossing the crest system from west to east in
tne spring, and back again in the fall. Coyotes and bears also use the

rotite.

B. The west end of Jefferson Park in late June, when elk are already
entering it.



A. Browsed heflebore in meadow at 55u0 feet on elk migration route,

mid June.

Plate 27 201

B. Elk tracks over packed snow 8 feet deep near Jefferson Park.




